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WHAT IS CAMAC? 
CAMAC is the designation of rules for the design and use of modular electronic data-handling equipment. 
The rules offer a standard scheme for interfacing computers to data transducers and actuators in on-line 
systems. The aim is to encourage common practice and compatibility between products (both hardware and 
software) from different sources. 
CAMAC was originally defined by the ESONE Committee, a multi-national inter-laboratory organisation 
of data-processing experts from nuclear institutes. However, CAMAC is concerned with data-handling 
problems that are not specific to nuclear research and is being applied already in many other fields. Working 
groups of the ESONE Committee are considering further hardware and software aspects of systems for 
measurement and control, and maintain close liaison with similar working groups of the USAEC-NIM 
Committee and also with the International Electrotechnical Commission. 
CAMAC is a non-proprietary specification which can be adopted and used free of charge by any organisation 
and without any form of permission, registration or licence action. 
The CAMAC Bulletin, a publication of the ESONE Committee, disseminates information on CAMAC 
activities, commercially available equipment, applications, extensions and explanations of the rules. 
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KOMMISSION 
DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
RALF DAHRENDORF 
RUE DE LA LOI 200 
1040 BRt!SSEL 
MITGLIED DER KOMMISSION 
2 
Liebe Leser, 
Die Kommission der Europ~ischen Gemeinschaften f~rdert seit langer Zeit die T~tigkeit 
des ESONE Komitees . Mit Befriedigung kann sie heute feststellen, dass diese Entscheidung 
richtig war. Die CAMAC- Vereinbarungen - wichtigste Initiative des ESONE Komitees in den 
letzten Jahren - sind weithin bekannt und werden in vielen Anwendungsbereichen mit Erfolg 
berUcksichtigt . Diese Entwicklung wurde in den letzten drei Jahren nicht unwesentlich 
beeinflus st durch die Hera us gabe des CAMAC- Bulletins, welches das ESONE Komi tee mit 
UnterstUtzung der Kommission der Europ~ischen Gemeinschaften ver~ffentlicht . 
Als das fUr Forschung, Wissenschaft und Bildung verantwortliche Kommissionsmitglied 
begrUs s e ich das Ziel , welches mit der Herausgabe des CAMAC- Bulletins verfolgt wird: 
Verbreitung der fUr die Anwendung in· Kernforschungstentren erarbeiteten Methoden zur 
Automatisierung von Mess-, Steuerungs- und Regelvorg~ngen, um sie in anderen Bereichen 
der wissenschaftlichen Forschung, in der Industrie und fur ~ffentliche Dienste nutzbar zu 
mac hen. 
Dieses Ziel steht in Einklang mit den entschiedenen Bemuhungen der Kommission, im 
Rahmen ihrer Wissenschafts- und Technologiepolitik alle Ml)glichkeiten der Informations-
verbreitung auszusch~pfen. 
Wichtige weitere Voraussetzungen fUr einen erfolgreichen weltweiten Informationsaustausch 
sind nach meiner Uberzeugung Gedankenaustausch und pers~nliche Kontakte auf Ubernatio-
naler Basis. Das gilt auch fur die Verbreitung von CAMAC . Ein erster Schritt in diese 
Richtung ist das "First International Symposium on CAMAC in Real-Time Computer Appli-
cations", welches die Kommission der Europ~ischen Gemeinschaften in Zusammenarbeit 
mit dem ESONE Komi tee vom 4. -6. Dezember 1973 in Lux em burg veranstaltet. 
Ich wunsche der Veranstaltung einen erfolgreichen Verlauf und kann Ihnen versichern, dass 
die Kommission auch weiterhin bemuht sein wird, Initiativen zur F~rderung von CAMAC 
wirkungsvoll zu unterstUtzen. 
Dear Reader, 
Ralf Dahrendorf 
Mitglied der Kommission 
For some time now the Commission of the European Communities has supported the activities of the ESONE 
Committee. It is with satisfaction that the Commission is now able to conclude that the decision to do this was right. 
The CAMAC Standard-the most important development and work of the ESONE Committee during recent years-
is now well known far and wide and successfully used in many areas of application. This expansion has been directly 
influenced during the last 3 years by the CAMAC Bulletin, a publication of the ESONE Committee supported by the 
Commission. 
As the Member of the Commission responsible for Research, Science and Education, I welcome the aims of the 
Bulletin, which are to diffuse into other areas methods for the automation of measurement and control that were 
developed for applications in the Nuclear Research Centres and to promote useful applications in scientific research, 
industry and in public services. 
These aims are in agreement with the policies of the Commission in science and technology and its determination 
to use all possible methods for dissemination of information. 
I believe that another important condition for a successful world-wide exchange of information is based on the 
exchange of ideas and personal contacts between people from many nations. This certainly applies to the promotion 
of CAMAC and a first step of this kind is the 1st International Symposium on CAMAC in Real-Time Computer-
Applications which is being organised by the Commission, in collaboration with the ESONE Committee ,for 4-6 Decem-
ber I973 in Luxembourg. 
1 wish this conference to be a great success and 1 assure you that the Commission will be anxious to further 
support initiatives for the promotion of CAM A C. 
Ralf Dahrendorf 
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 
Born 1929. Studied philosophy and classical philology. 
Ralf Dahrendorf 
Member of the Commission 
Degrees of Doctor of Philosophy (Hamburg) and Ph.D. (London). 
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vakia and Switzerland. 
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SUMMARY The instrumentation associated with nu-
clear sciences has always taken advantage of new data-
processing techniques. The early introduction of the 
modular concept and its continuous development led to the 
CAMAC Standard. The modular concept is described and 
the advantages of CAMAC are examined. 
INTRODUCTION 
A long accepted practice of electronic engineers 
has been to break down large measurement and con-
trol systems into small self-contained units for ease 
of specification, development, production, system 
fault-diagnosis and physical convenience. As in 
many other areas (building construction, furniture, 
etc.) the term 'modular' has been applied to equip-
ment units whose physical size is, in one respect or 
another, a multiple of a basic dimension. A selection 
of these modular units can be combined in a stan-
dard framework for operational convenience, lower 
costs or just general tidiness. A classical example is 
the 19" international standard instrument-panel and 
rack 1• Rectangular panels, all ofhori zontal dimensions 
19" but of heights n0 U (where U = 1. 7 5 inches), can be 
fitted across the front aperture of a standard rack. 
Chassis of given maximum horizontal and vertical 
dimensions can be fitted behind these front panels 
to contain the circuit components. 
A more recent concept is to design units as uni-
functional modules that are physically and opera-
tionally compatible and inter-changeable and can 
therefore be used as the basis of many systems2 both 
simple and complex. This concept began to develop 
during the late '50s and early '60s, when transistors 
made it possible to have relatively small unifunc-
tional modules which could be fitted into a frame-
work within a 19" front-panel chassis. With a wide 
selection of these unifunctional modules (e.g. ampli-
fiers, filters, drivers, registers, etc.) to choose from, 
practically any measurement or control system could 
be assembled in these frameworks, and mounted in 
racks3 • 4 . 
PHYSICAL COMPATIBILITY 
Such a framework (shelf, bin, crate or drawer) 
provides a volume whose height (H) is less than n0 U 
(to allow for horizontal tie-bars), whose width (W) 
is less than the clearance in the standard 19" rack 
(to allow for vertical tie-bars) and whose depth (D) 
is limited only by what is physically reasonable. 
This volume ( V) can be sub-divided into equal sub-
volumes of Vj(nh. nd. nw), where nh, nd, nw are the 
dividing factors, and each sub-volume can be occu-
pied by an electronic unit. However, for ease of 
access, etc., these sub-volumes are usually created by 
sub-division of the horizontal dimension (W) only, 
and the modules thereby have front aspects of hori-
zontal width Wfnw, height n0U and any depth (D). 
For any self-compatible set of modules, the values 
and tolerances of W, D, n0 and nw have to be fixed. 
The design of every modular unit scheme defines 
the physical dimensions of the sub-units and the 
framework into which these units can be assembled 
to form systems. Schemes that have plug-in units 
also define the physical location and features of elec-
trical mating parts, and the guidance and fixing of 
modules into the framework. 
A comprehensive modular unit scheme specifies 
other characteristics in addition to physical dimen-
sions. These additional levels of compatibility are 
listed below in decreasing order of occurrrence in 
existing modular schemes. 
Power Supplies 
This specification defines the voltage, ripple, im-
pedance and other characteristics of the power sup-
plies that a unit can expect to find available in a 
system. It includes the allocation of pins on mating 
connectors of plug-in units to specific power lines, 
and also their interconnection to satisfy specified 
losses, common-earth coupling, etc. 
Signals and Connectors 
The interconnections between functional modules 
that can be combined in various ways to make up 
different systems need more careful standardisation 
than interconnections between equipment specific to 
only one system. Signal outputs from one unit must 
drive inputs of another unit via an inter-connecting 
cable or network having defined characteristics, 
without the need for interposed buffers. Otherwise 
the flexibility of a modular system can be much re-
duced. 
Data Transfer Characteristics 
When digital information has to be transferred 
from one unit to another in an assembly of units, 
there must be defined procedures for doing this, if 
the highest degree of compatibility is to be achieved. 
These procedures can involve, for example, specific 
codes for addressing and commanding units, the al-
location of significance to bit order, and the timing 
of transfer cycles. 
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Ergonomic Features 
The front-panels of units are often an interface 
between the operator and the measurement/control 
system. They are fitted with control-knobs, switches, 
displays, lamps, meters, indicators, etc. Each such 
item needs to be labelled, to show its function, and 
positioned where it can be seen and used convenient-
ly. This can be achieved by rules covering front-
panel layout and by a glossary of terms and abbre-
viations. The glossary prevents the use of the same 
word on two different units to mean different things or 
different words on different units to mean the same. 
ADVANTAGES OF MODULARITY 
The degree to which a particular scheme can claim 
the following advantages depends on the levels of 
compatibility specified in the scheme. 
• Modularity provides flexibility in system size and 
configuration. 
• Interchangeability permits rapid replacement of 
faulty units and this in turn leads to short "down-
times". 
• Compatibility of characteristics of units enables a 
rationalisation of documentation and test proce-
dures giving low-cost diagnostics and mainte-
nance. 
• The use of the same types of units in different sys-
tems enables stocks of units and spares to be kept 
small, thus giving a high utilisation of capital in-
vestment. By concentrating the demand on fewer 
types it allows quality control on batch produc-
tion of units. 
• Existing systems can be expanded or up-dated at 
only marginal cost. 
• New facilities in the range of units can be added 
quickly and for low development costs. 
• Valuable and costly design effort need not be 
wasted on problems that are already solved by the 
scheme (chassis size, power supply, methods of 
data transfer, etc.). 
• Possible solutions to a particular measurement or 
control problem can be evaluated rapidly by using 
a basic range of units. 
• Technical and maintenance staff who are familiar 
with the scheme can be interchanged between proj-
ects. 
DISADVANTAGES OF MODULARITY 
A fully comprehensive modular scheme has also 
these disadvantages: 
• The development of the compatibility rules for a 
scheme can be costly and prolonged. 
• Extreme difficulty can be experienced in up-dating 
or modifying the compatibility rules, as technol-
ogies change or develop, without rendering ear-
lier units obsolete. 
• Units will contain features which, though relevant 
in the total applications context, may not be 
necessary for a specific application, thereby increas-
ing cost and unreliability. 
• Acceptance of a particular scheme involves com-
mitment to that scheme thereafter. 
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CAMAC 
The CAMAC specifications cover all important 
aspects of compatibility and bring the advantages of 
comprehensive modularity. The disadvantages also 
apply, but their effect has been made small either by 
the design principles of CAMAC or by its multina-
tional acceptance, as the following examples show. 
Although CAMAC has taken, so far, about seven 
years, and an estimated $ 5 M (equivalent) to develop, 
it is now a proven standard and can be used free of 
charge by anyone. 
Commitment to CAMAC is not restrictive since 
equipment and expertise is available from many 
sources throughout the world. The CAMAC stan-
dard is not tied to a particular manufacturer of com-
puters or peripherals, and is multinational in origin. 
The independence that CAMAC gives to a user is a 
tremendous benefit, far outweighing the disadvan-
tages which normally arise from commitment to a 
standard. 
Some features of CAMAC give redundancy in 
certain applications. For example, the CAMAC 
highway is capable of 24-bit parallel transmission, 
and appears somewhat excessive for an 8-bit parallel 
requirement. However, CAMAC does not specify 
that systems must use all24 bits. A system employing 
modules and controllers with only an 8-bit capabil-
ity can be totally CAMAC-compatible. The only 
redundancy would be edge-connector contacts and 
Dataway wiring in the crate, and Dataway connec-
tor pins on the module. The cost of this redundancy 
per station would be less than 2% of the cost of a 
typical CAMAC module. Clearly, the use of a 24-bit 
crate and a controller with 24-bit capability in a sys-
tem employing 8-bit modules involves greater re-
dundancy, but even this could be economically at-
tractive if the controller is already available, com-
pared with designing a specific controller for a single 
requirement. 
Finally, design features of CAMAC such as the 
address, demand handling and data-width, allow 
advantage to be taken of new technologies, such as 
large-scale integration, and low-cost large-capacity 
storage. Therefore it should be possible, for some 
time to come, to accommodate within the CAMAC 
standard any evolution of electronic data-processing 
relevant to the real-time, on-line applications for 
which CAMAC provides a powerful multiplexing 
interface. 
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INTRODUCTION TO CAMAC 
THE CAMAC SERIAL HIGHWAY- A PREVIEW 
by 
R. C. M. Barnes 
Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, England 
SUMMARY Advance information is given on a new 
CAMAC serial highway, complementing the existing 
parallel Branch Highway (£UR 4600e). This serial highway 
can be used, either alone or in conjunction with modems, 
over longer distances and in noisy environments. It can be 
connected to standard communications interfaces available 
on most computers. 
INTRODUCTION 
The CAMAC Serial Highway described in this 
paper is the result of work carried out jointly by the 
NIM-CAMAC Dataway Working Group (Chair-
man, F. A. Kirsten) and its Serial Subgroup (Chair-
man D. R. Machen), and the ESONE Data way 
Working Group (Chairman, H. Klessmann) and its 
Serial Subgroup. This paper is published with the 
permission of the chairmen of the Working Groups. 
The existing parallel Branch Highway (EUR 4600 e) 
has proved to be a successful basis for interconnec-
tions in compact multicrate systems. There are 
Branch Highway interfaces for many popular mini-
computers, and this has done much to encourage 
widespread use of the highway. On the other hand, 
use of the Branch Highway in simple systems and 
with less popular computers has undoubtedly been 
hindered by the need to have such an interface. 
Branch Highway systems can work over distances 
of a few kilometres using balanced-signal extenders, 
but the cost and installation of 65-pair cable are 
limitations. 
The Serial Highway primarily provides much 
simpler interconnections than the 65 signals of the 
parallel Branch. It allows multicrate systems to use 
readily-available communications facilities, and 
provides protection against transmission errors. 
However, each CAMAC operation involves trans-
mitting a sequence of messages, and generally takes 
longer than operations on the parallel Branch. Thus 
it does not supersede the parallel Branch, but is 
complementary to it in applications where simple 
interconnections are of major importance. 
The Serial Highway can be connected to a comput-
er through an interface unit (serial driver) that 
organises some or all of the message sequence by 
hardware. However, the message format is such that 
the highway can also be connected through a simple 
adapter to low-cost communications interfaces that 
are available on most computers. In this case the 
message sequence is organised by software in the 
computer. The Serial Highway is thus useful as a 
simple means of connecting a computer to one or 
more CAMAC crates, even when these are not 
remote. 
ORGANISATION 
Each serial crate controller (SCC) and serial driver 
(SD) is connected to the highway through two D 
(Defined) ports for input and output, respectively. 
r 
COMPUTER 
Fig. 1 Serial Highway: Unidirectional Open Loop 
SCC = Serial Crate Controller 
SD = Serial Driver 
The crate controllers are connected in a chain, looped 
between the two ports of the serial driver (Fig. 1 ). 
The same unidirectional route is used for all mes-
sages. Each crate controller monitors all messages 
received at its input port, and retransmits at its out-
put port all those that are not addressed to it. Thus, 
command messages are passed from the output port 
of SD through intervening crate controllers to the 
input port of the addressed SCC. Similarly, reply 
messages are passed from the output port of the 
addressed sec through intervening crate controllers 
to the input port of SD. Demand messages may be 
generated at appropriate times by any sec, and 
are also passed to the input port of SD. 
All messages are structured as sequences of 8-bit 
bytes, consisting of six bits of information, one 
delimiter bit for message synchronisation, and one 
parity bit for error detection. Each message includes 
a SUM byte with a checksum of the information bits 
in the preceding bytes. The two-coordinate combi-
nation of parity and checksum is a powerful means 
of error detection. In the END byte of each message 
the delimiter bit forces all SCC's to await the begin-
ning of a new message. Between messages the SD 
transmits WAIT bytes. 
Each CAMAC operation involves a command 
message of 6 or 10 bytes (C, N, A, F, W1-4 if re-
quired, SUM and END), and a reply message of 
7 or 3 bytes (C, STATUS, R1-4 if required, and 
ENDSUM). 
The ports have provision for bit-serial or byte-
serial mode. In bit-serial mode the 8 bits of a byte 
are transmitted serially, with a start bit and 1 or 2 
stop bits making up a frame of 10 or 11 bits. There 
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is a bit-rate clock signal at the ports, and each sec 
derives a byte-rate clock from the framing bits. 
In byte-serial mode the 8 bits of each byte are trans-
mitted in parallel, and there is a byte-rate clock 
signal at the ports. 
In all other respects, such as message structure and 
signal standards, the two modes are identical. 
INTERCONNECTIONS 
The D ports on SCC have separate balanced cur-
rent-mode circuits for information and clock. These 
can be connected directly to the next sec in the 
chain over moderate distances, using dedicated 
twisted pair cables. Alternatively, any section of the 
highway may include communications terminals, 
such as modems to operate over longer distances 
and public telephone networks. Between modems 
the information and clock may be combined into 
one unidirectional channel. The Serial Highway 
loop may be folded back on itself in order to use 
duplex channels and modems (Fig. 2). There may 
Fig. 2 Serial Highway: Duplex Route with Modems 
SCC = Serial Crate Controller 
SD = Serial Driver 
M = Duplex Modem 
be a mixture of various communications channels 
and direct connections, depending on the needs of 
different sections of the highway. However, the 
clock rate is determined by SD or the communica-
tions equipment, and must be uniform throughout 
the loop. 
Other options are available to bypass individual 
crate controllers or parts of the loop, so that the 
remainder of the system can continue to operate 
when equipment is faulty or withdrawn from ser-
vice. The bypass switching can be controlled remo-
tely from SD. 
DEMAND HANDLING 
A crate controller whose demands have been 
enabled by SD responds to a Dataway LAM by 
generating a 3-byte demand message (C, GL, 
ENDSUM). The crate number indicates the source 
of the demand. In simple systems this may merely 
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initiate a poll of LAM sources in the crate. The GL 
byte is derived from an SGL Encoder via a connector 
on the sec, and its significance is a function of the 
Encoder or patching on the connector. For example, 
it could indicate the GL number of the highest-level 
demand in the crate. 
The SCC interposes the 3-byte demand message 
between two messages in the incoming stream and 
then removes three WAIT bytes from the same, 
or some later, point in the stream. In the meantime, 
incoming messages are diverted through a 3-byte 
delay and the sec cannot generate another demand. 
There is a risk that demand messages may be 
corrupted and lost. Hence, SCC includes a timer to 
detect unserviced demands and initiate a high-level 
demand message. 
PER FOR MANCE 
The time to implement a CAMAC operation 
depends on factors such as 
• The clock rate. This can be 5 MHZ for direct 
connections between the D ports, but is typically 
much less when using public telephone channels. 
• The signal propagation time around the loop. This 
will usually be dominated by the delay of one clock 
period (one bit or one byte) in each SCC needed 
to allow the information signals to be sampled 
and reconstituted. 
• The number of 3-byte demand delays that are 
temporarily present in the loop. 
An efficient directly connected byte-serial system 
with few crates can implement a command in about 
5 JlS, similar to the parallel Branch. A directly con-
nected bit-serial system with the maximum number 
of crates takes about 50 JlS. A system operating over 
telephone speech circuits is much slower. 
CONCLUSION 
The CAMAC Serial Highway uses a sequence of 
serial byte-organised signals in place of the many 
parallel signals of the Branch Highway. It therefore 
has a complementary role where 65-pair cable cannot 
be installed, or where the CAMAC system can be 
controlled by a software-driven communications 
interface on the computer. 
The Serial Highway is fully compatible with the 
basic CAMAC specification, EUR 4100e (1972), 
and can implement the full range of CAMAC oper-
ations. It is based on the same concepts as the Branch 
Highway, but has a 6-bit crate address, implements 
demand handling in a different way, and provides 
for error detection and recovery. 
Workers on other serial systems 1 •2 , which are 
significantly different, have made valuable contri-
butions to this work. 
A detailed description of the serial system organi-
sation is being prepared. This will include a recom-
mended set of features for a fully interchangeable 
crate controller (Serial Crate Controller Type L). 
A formal specification ofthe serial system and SCC-L 
will be issued later. 
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SUMMARY A 12k minicomputer has been used with 
CAMAC and NIM equipment in an intermediate-energy 
nuclear scattering data acquisition system. The system is 
programmed in BASIC or FORTRAN, with sub-routines for 
input/output via CAMAC. The version with BASIC is most 
useful to experimenters, except where higher data rates 
require the use of FORTRAN. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes the data acquisition system 
(DAS) developed for a 50 MeV n+ d differential cross 
section scattering experiment using a NOVA 1200 
computer. An incident pion beam strikes a liquid 
deuterium target and scattered particles are detected 
in a stopping plastic scintillator. The pion trajectory 
is determined by spark chamber arrays. The data 
acquisition program was initially developed using 
the BASIC interpreter. This commonly known inter-
active language allowed the experimenters to edit 
and expand the DAS easily. When a final configu-
ration was reached for production running, the sys-
tem language was changed to FORTRAN to speed 
up the data logging. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The system was built with the idea of incorpora-
ting an easy-to-use, flexible programming language 
with the CAMAC specification. High level languages 
familiar to most scientists were used. The system 
speed is limited by the CAMAC cycle time, by de-
tails of the operating system, and, most important, 
by the program language speed. The two distinct 
portions of an experiment, debugging and full scale 
data acquisition, have different program require-
ments. Initially, ease of program editing is the most 
important consideration. Later, speed of event hand-
ling replaces it. These changes have been met by 
using two different programming languages, BASIC 
and FORTRAN. 
System Hardware Interfacing 
Two system interfaces are required, one to trans-
late a fast NIM coincidence signal into a computer 
interrupt to signal an event, the other the standard 
CAMAC interface. In principle, the standard CA-
MAC interface with an interrupt feature is capable 
of event interrupting1 and has been used in other 
applications. 2 
The NOVA-NIM Interrupt Unit is daisy-chained 
onto the NOVA I/0 cable before the Branch High-
way Driver, BHD. The "event definition" pulse is 
input to it, causing this device to request servicing. 
The service routine initiates transfer of experimental 
data from CAMAC to the NOV A. During the trans-
fer, the interrupt unit outputs a NIM pulse, used to 
inhibit NIM unit responses to new events. 
Branch Highway Driver 
The Master Branch Highway Driver is designed 
to interface a NOVA computer to a CAMAC sys-
tem. It can drive up to seven crates directly. It can also 
drive three Slave BHD's which in turn drive seven 
crates, bringing twenty-eight CAMAC crates under 
the control of the Master BHD. 1 This is a non-stan-
dard CAMAC feature and necessitates a Branch 
Highway code in each command as well as the stan-
dard CNA. 
To initiate a command to the CAMAC system, 
the three sixteen-bit buffers of the BHD must be 
loaded from core. A command requires specification 
of a three-bit crate number C (1 to 7), a five-bit sta-
tion number N (1 to 24) and a four-bit sub-address 
A. A five-bit function code F is also necessary. A 
four-bit branch code must be specified if the Master/ 
Slave configuration is used. 
With the buffers loaded in the above manner a 
start pulse from the computer will initiate a CAMAC 
cycle. An error flag is returned indicating the success 
or failure of the CAMAC cycle. 
BASIC 
BASIC was the programming language chosen 
for use during system installation and commission-
ing. BASIC is interactive. Programs can be halted, 
edited, and restarted from a teletype at any time 
during execution without otherwise affecting them. 
Since BASIC is an interpretive system, storing the 
teletype code program line-by-line, it is slow. As-
sembler language subroutines for CAMAC opera-
tions were added to the BASIC system using a spe-
cial CALL feature ofDATAGEN BASIC.* 
* DATAGEN of CANADA, Ltd. Hull, Quebec. Copy-
write 1970. 
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CALL 1, (C), (N), (A), (F), D, E executes a CA-
MAC read operation. The user enters decimal num-
bers for C, N, A, and F to read or to read-and-clear 
a module. Data is returned as variable D. A zero is 
returned in E for a successful CAMAC operation or 
a CAMAC error code is returned in E for an un-
successful operation. CALL 2, (C), (N), (A), (F), 
(D), E is used analogously to write data into a mod-
ule. Either operation takes about 10msec although 
only 30 psec of that is the actual CAMAC operation. 
Single CAMAC read or write instructions are 
used to check the operation of modules. Even during 
commissioning, however, the execution times of 
single CAMAC instructions have been excessive. 
Sequences of CAMAC instructions can be defined 
by CALL 4711, J, I, C, N, A, F, D, where J is one of 
five allowed sequences and I is one of 10 allowed se-
quence elements. CNAF bear the usual CAMAC 
significance. CALL 3, J, Z(J, 1), E allows the exe-
cution of the CAMAC sequence J with the resulting 
data returned to row J of array Z. A zero returned 
forE indicates a successful sequence execution while 
other E values indicate errors during the sequence 
execution. The execution speed is much shorter 
(about 1 msec per CAMAC instruction) than single 
CAMAC instructions, since an assembled program 
is used when the sequence is being executed. The 
time difference between this and the CAMAC ope-
ration time (40psec) is due to data conversion to the 
BASIC floating point format. 
BASIC responds only to teletype interrupts. 
CALL 4 is used for program access when event in-
terrupts are expected. It takes program control from 
BASIC and puts the system into a loop awaiting the 
arrival of an event interrupt. Program control is re-
turned to BASIC when an event interrupt occurs. 
CAMAC sequence calls are then executed to gather 
data associated with that event. 
One additional feature is associated with CALL 4. 
Data acquisition may be stopped at a known point 
in the program. The CALL 4 loop checks front 
panel switches expecting to find only Switch 14 up. 
If the user puts it down, a crate inhibit command is 
sent to CAMAC, suspending CAMAC operation 
until the switch is again returned to an up position. 
A magnetic tape handler was incorporated into a 
separate subroutine, CALL 9. It is used primarily to 
write raw data from the Z array onto tape for later 
analysis, but is capable of any tape handling ope-
ration. Free format for recorded data is used. Writ-
ing onto tape considerably increases the time needed 
to analyze an event. From start to completion, a 
tape write operation requires about 50 msec. Conse-
quently, data from 12 events are stored in the com-
puter before the data is logged as a single record on 
magnetic tape. This reduces the net writing time to 
about 5 msec per event. 
To speed up event analysis, assembler subroutines 
(CALL 21 and CALL 22) were developed to inter-
pret the hodoscope reading and the spark chamber 
data for each event. CALL 22 is a bit-examining 
routine to see if just one hodoscope element, or pos-
sibly two adjacent elements, fired. Any other result 
is interpreted as an error. Either a multiple passage of 
particles through the hodoscope or a failure of the 
equipment is possible. CALL 21 checks proper ope-
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ration of all 8 spark planes, including correct fiducial 
marks and multiple sparking. 
The execution speed achieved by assembler-coding 
these two program segments is condiderable. CALL 
21 requires 1308 instructions and executes in about 
100 psec. It is equivalent to ten lines of BASIC, which 
would execute in lOOmsec. CALL 22 requires 538 in-
structions and executes in about 50 psec. It is eq ui v-
alent to about 25 lines of BASIC, executing in 
250msec. The speed increase is over three orders of 
magnitude. 
To date, the most rapid acquisition program used 
with the BASIC/CAMAC system accepts data from 
CAMAC with sequence-reads, performs CALL 21 
and CALL 22 operations, and records the data on 
magnetic tape, requiring about 200 msec per event. 
This is about the speed limit on this form of BASIC/ 
CAMAC data acquisition. Appendix A contains a 
simple BASIC data acquisition program. 
FORTRAN 
Several ad vantages are gained by a change to 
FORTRAN as the DAS language. Primarily, the in-
creased speed of event handling justifies the change. 
FORTRAN-CAMAC sequence-reads offer a time 
saving of up to an order of magnitude over BASIC/ 
CAMAC sequence-reads. Since single precision 
(16 bit) integer format can be specified for all vari-
ables in the main FORTRAN program, no time is 
wasted in conversion between fixed and floating for-
mats. An added advantage is that magnetic tapes 
written with free-formatted binary integers are easy 
to read, so that translation software for data anal-
ysis is minimal. 
Assembler language subroutines are simple to in-
corporate since the DATAGEN FORTRAN com-
piler accepts machine language instructions as part 
of a FORTRAN program. FORTRAN is not inter-
active, but this feature is hardly missed after a sys-
tem has reached its final configuration. 
FORTRAN Subroutines 
Subroutines written for handling CAMAC and 
tape units are quite similar to their BASIC counter-
parts. Thus, CALL CYCLE (C, N, A, F, D, (1), $n) 
does a single CAMAC operation, returning the low 
order sixteen bits to D(2) and the high order eight 
bits to D(l). A hardware error causes a return to 
linen in the main program. 
Similarly, a sequence operation is effected with 
CALL EXEC (X(l, I), Y, $n). X is a 3 x Y integer 
array. CNA is encoded into X(l, I) as the Ith com-
mand in the sequence. F and the eight high order 
data bits are in X (2, 1), and the sixteen low order 
bits are returned to X(3, 1); Y is the number of com-
mands in the sequence and is limited only by avail-
able core. 
The routine to build a sequence is similar to 
CALL 4711 in BASIC. An example of a FORTRAN 
sequence construction is presented in Appendix B. 
The hodoscope and magnetic tape routines are un-
changed, but spark chambers are handled with just 
a FORTRAN subroutine. A brief data acquisition 
system program in FORTRAN performing the same 
analysis as the BASIC program in Appendix B takes 
no more than 50 msec per event, with most of that 
time used for the tape unit to write the data record. 
The obvious improvement to this, one incorporated 
in the BASIC program as well, is multiple event log-
ging. Data for 20 events is accumulated in a large 
array, then written onto tape so that the time re-
quired to record each event averages less than 
2.5msec. 
CONCLUSION 
The approach adopted towards DAS development 
has been reasonably successful. A BASIS-CAMAC 
system certainly offers experimenters a simple way 
in which to reach a final configuration without much 
reprogramming. The system fails to be satisfactory, 
however, when event rates rise much above five per 
sec. A change to FORTRAN is the next logical step 
to preserve the flexibility and ease of use offered by a 
high level language, and increases the DAS speed. 
Since the equivalent FORTRAN data logging pro-
gram takes only 2.5 msec (200 per second), the 
FORTRAN DAS is not computer limited. Addi-
tional calculation can be done during the dead time 
of the nuclear electronics. 
It has been demonstrated that a CAMAC system 
with a high level controlling language has wide ap-
plication once the initial system has been established. 
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APPENDIX A 
A Brief Data Acquisition Program in BASIC 
As a specific example of a data acquisition pro-
gram in BASIC, the following is included, with a 
brief description of its operation: 
1000 CALL 4 
1020 LET 2(0,10) = 2(0,10)+1 
1040 CALL 3,1,2(1,1) ,E1 
1041 CALL 3, 2 ,2(2,1),E2 
1042 CALL 3,3,2( 3,1) , EO 
1043 CALL 3,4,2(4, 1),E3 
1060 CALL 9,50,l,Z(0,9) ,Hl,1 
llOO CALL 22,2(2,10) ,H1,1.J4 
1101 LET H(H1) = H( H1)+1 
1102 IF W4 < 2GOTO 1120 
1103 LET E(8) = E( 8)+1 
1104 GOTO 1000 
ll20 LET W1 = 0 
1121 FOR I = 0 TO 7 
1123 CALL 21,1B,F(I),I+1,L(I),U(I),W4 
1124 IF W4 > 0 GOTO 1128 
1125 LET S(I,W3) = S(l,W3)+1 
1127 LET H1 = 1 
1128 NEXT I 
1129 LET F8 = F8+H1 
1130 IF W1 = 1 GOTO 1000 
1140 LET S2 = 2( 2 , 8)/25+25 
1141 IF S2 > 0 GOTO 1143 
ll42 LET S2 = 0 
1143 IF S2 < 100 GOTO 1145 
1144 LET S2 = 100 
1145 LET Q(O,S2) = Q(O,S2)+1 
1150 GOTO 1000 
Line 1000 sets the system in a condition to accept 
an event. 
Control is returned to BASIC when the event in-
terrupt occurs, and the next four lines (1041 to 
1043) are four CAMAC sequence-reads of ten com-
mands each. These read all the data associated 
with a single event and store it in a 5 x 10 array Z. 
APPENDIX B 
An example of a ten element CAMAC sequence 
using DGC FORTRAN is included to demonstrate 
the use of some of the FORTRAN subroutines. 
INTEGER D(2) 
INTEGER X(3,10) 
DO 20 I=1,10 
ACCEPT C, N,A,F,D (1) ,D(2) 
CALL SEQ:\ C (X( l ,1),C, N,A,F,D(l)) 
Each time the program encounters the ACCEPT 
statement, it pauses while the user enters C, N, A, F, 
and data necessary for any write commands. Data 
can be up to 24 bits with the low order 16 bits in 
D (2) and the high order 8 bits in D (1 ). 
The following segment awaits the arrival of an 
event pulse (i.e. an interrupt from device 40) and 
then executes the entire sequence. 
40 CALL H IAIT (DEV) 
IF (DEV. EQ .40) GOTO 50 
45 TYPE "ERJWR" 
PAUSE 
50 CALL EXEC (X(L,L),L),$45) 
GOTO 40 . 
After the sequence execution, data from the lth 
entry is in X (2, I) and X (3, 1) (high and low order 
respectively). An error in BTB or Q response causes 
transfer to line 45. 
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SUMMARY The paper reviews various applications of 
CAMAC in a multi-discipline research laboratory. Two 
autonomous systems are used for data logging and super-
vision. Other autonomous systems control and collect data 
from an electron-beam analyser and X-ray diffractometer. 
A computer-based system is used for data acquisition and 
processing. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Central Electricity Research Laboratories 
(CERL) is a multi-discipline organisation employing 
some 800 staff of whom some 300 are professional 
scientists and engineers. It is the largest of the three 
major laboratories of the Central Electricity Gener-
ating Board. The work of the laboratories covers 
Electrical Engineering, Physics, Chemistry and Biol-
ogy, Engineering Sciences, Materials, and Control 
& Communications. Thus a very wide range of re-
quirements exists for the instrumentation of experi-
ments and for the acquisition of analog and digital 
data. In the past CERL used proprietary instrumen-
tation systems, but in 1970 a decision was made to 
use CAMAC wherever possible. The development of 
a low level multiplexer for use with CAMAC was 
initiated. This multiplexer is now available as Nu-
clear Enterprises Type CE600 and CE601. It in-
cludes an option to provide programmable cold 
junction compensation for thermocouples. 
The availability of such items led to a considerable 
use of CAMAC within CERL. The benefits of 
speedy reconfiguration, ease of maintenance, reli-
ability, recoverability and the use of a standardised 
but non-proprietary system have been amply real-
ised. The earlier CAMAC systems were bought com-
plete, but all later systems have been engineered 
within CERL, using commercial CAMAC items. 
CAMAC AT CERL 
At present there are seven CAMAC systems in 
regular use based on CAMAC. The value of the 
CAMAC parts of these systems, together with 
spares, is about £50,000. 
In the following sections the properties of some of 
these systems are outlined briefly in order to show 
the wide variety of applications. 
CAMAC SUPERVISORY 
AND LOGGING SYSTEM 
This was originally planned as a 96-channel log-
ging and supervisory alarm system. It is used for 
temperature monitoring and recording, as well as 
automatic weighing of heated corrosion specimens. 
It was later extended to accommodate a further 32 
channels on the same test facility. It was yet again 
adapted to serve a second experimental rig at a dis-
tance of some 150m which required a further 16 
channels and a second teletype. The input channels 
of these systems comprise a mixture of thermo-
couple emf's and millivolt-level signals from other 
transducers, scanned by the multiplexers mentioned 
above. The multiplexers are often located near the 
transducers to reduce cabling requirements. The sys-
tem monitors data for alarm conditions, and also 
prints out a log of the data at pre-determined inter-
vals. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the block diagram of this system 
in which the analog signals (in the range 0-110mV) 
are transmitted from various locations to a common 
DVM. Because of the high mains electrical interfer-
ence levels, and the need to measure low level ana-
log signals to ± 10.J.! V, it is essential to use double 
Fig. 1 CAMAC Data Logger 
pole multiplexer switches and a switched "guard", 
together with an integrating digital voltmeter. This 
enables series and common mode interference in the 
overall system to be rejected. The sampling rate has 
to be more than one sample per two mains periods, 
namely 40mS with a 50Hz supply. In this particular 
system the sampling rate is only 1 per second. The 
system is controlled by a Dataway controller whose 
programs are set up on pin-boards. 
ELECTRON BEAM ANALYSER 
This system provides not only for data acquisition 
from three digital inputs (obtained from pulse count-
ers and from a digitised measurement of electron 
beam current) but for control of the sample position 
by stepping motor. The sample position is initially 
input from a manually prepared paper tape, and 
this tape is regenerated in an updated form for fur-
ther sample positions during the course of the ana-
lysis. The data is recorded on tape and subsequently 
examined off-line. The system employs a Dataway 
controller with pin-board program stores. Fig. 2 
illustrates the system. 
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Fig. 2 Electron Beam Analyser 
DIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL SYSTEM 
An X-ray diffractometer requires measurement of 
the X-ray intensity at fixed angular positions. The 
CAMAC system 1 controls the position of the dif-
fractometer table either continuously or in discrete 
steps. Peak seeking facilities are incorporated so 
that the time required for an analysis is minimised 
and the equipment can very largely be left running 
unattended. The system is controlled from a Data-
way controller with pin-board program stores. 
GENERAL PURPOSE LOGGER 
A version of the supervisory and logging system 
described above has been constructed as a transpor-
table logging facility capable of scanning up to at 
least 256 analog data points. The equipment pro-
vides output to a teletypewriter or to a VDU. 
CENTRAL DATA ACQUISITION 
AND PROCESSING SYSTEM-CDAPS 
The system consists of a Computer Technology 
(CTL) Modular One computer interfaced via 
CAMAC modules to the rigs, which may be up to 
several hundred metres distant. The individual data 
points are selected under computer control by multi-
plexers located near the rigs. The present hardware 
can accommodate some 750 analog inputs distrib-
uted among many users. 
The analog data, in the range 0-100 m V, are con-
verted to digital signals centrally at 10 points per 
second, and transferred to the computer for pro-
cessing. The results are returned to the user on his 
own CAMAC-driven teletype or made available in 
a form suitable for further off-line processing. 
A suite of standard "logging" programs provides 
various commonly required options such as alarm 
limits, conversion to engineering units, print-out, etc. 
Users can also insert high level language programs 
(at present in "CORAL") to carry out more advanced 
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calculatiOns on their own data in real time. The 
CDAPS system, within the limitations imposed by 
available computer storage (at present 24k of core 
store), serves a number of users effectively simulta-
enously,inamulti-programmingtimesharingmanner. 
The coupling between the MODULAR ONE 
computer and CAMAC was initially by means of 
serial teletypewriter interface modules speeded up to 
operate at 1000 characters per second. At a later 
stage a coupler between MODULAR ONE and 
CAMAC became available using parallel communi-
cation, and this coupler (CTL Type 1.751) has sig-
nificantly improved the overall speed of the system. 
However, future applications will include data ac-
quisition at higher speeds (e.g. 5-10kHz). This would 
be greatly facilitated by the use of direct memory 
access facilities which are not available in the pres-
ent coupler. The CDAPS system will be further 
described in a future issue. 
SOFTWARE 
The preparation of software is at present tedious 
and necessitates a specialist knowledge of CAMAC. 
This, together with the need to adapt programs fre-
quently during the progress of research work, can 
inhibit the more general use of CAMAC. The move 
towards a CAMAC language is therefore welcome 
and should help the speedy development of pro-
grams. 
SUITABILITY OF CAMAC 
CAMAC has proved its value in adaptability and 
ability to upgrade systems as the research require-
ment changes. The reliability of CAMAC modules 
appears to be at least comparable with that of pro-
prietary digital equipment. Such failures as have 
occurred have often been traced to interconnectors 
and pin-board storage. The multiplicity of front-
panel connections is unsatisfactory and tends to de-
tract from the industrial suitability of the system. It 
is considered that there is room for an industrial 
version of CAMAC modules in which more atten-
tion would be paid to the reduction of panel connec-
tions and to the introduction of rigorous environ-
mental specifications particularly with respect to 
temperature. The successful implementation of CA-
MAC within large industries for industrial purposes, 
for example for process and telecontrol, would be 
helped by more attention to the above points. Never-
theless, CAMAC has proved to be very advanta-
geous within CERL and its use can be expected to 
grow. 
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
CAMAC BRANCH DRIVER FOR LABEN COMPUTERS 
by 
L. Stanchi 
Euratom Joint Research Center, lspra, Italy 
Received 19th June 197 
SUMMARY A branch driver for use with Laben 70 and 
701 computers is described. It contains features for fast 
handling of special LAM's, for address scans over an 
unknown number of registers, and for direct transfer of 
data between modules. 
INTRODUCTION 
CAMAC is an efficient method of interfacing 
computers to controlled devices. In Ispra we needed 
to use existing Laben computers with CAMAC sys-
tems, so we developed. a dedicated branch driver in 
collaboration with the firm Laben. The result is a 
versatile branch driver, which is equipped to per-
form all the operations required by specification 
EUR4600 and some additional operations which 
are peculiar to this branch driver. It can handle data 
with 24 or 16 bits and contains registers for memo-
rizing them before transferring. In addition there are 
32-bit registers for storing commands and for read-
ing the status of the branch driver. 
It can operate under program control, program 
interrupt, or direct memory access (DMA). An inter-
face that differs only in some special respects from 
the standard Laben interfaces is directly inserted into 
the computer, and completes the connection be-
tween computer and the branch driver. If a multi-
branch system has to be implemented, more than 
one branch driver is needed, each one with its own 
interface. Up to eight interfaces can be allocated in 
the standard cabinet. 
SPECIAL LAM FEATURES 
A very special feature of this branch driver is the 
fast handling of some LAMs. The normal LAM 
handling based on the BD signal and graded-L oper-
ation is not described exhaustively here, but special 
attention is given to two means of saving time when 
fast data acquisition is of primary importance. 
Operations on three special LAMs. The branch 
driver has three separate inputs directly wired to 
LAM sources. As the Laben computer normally 
allocates 4 memory locations to each peripheral the 
modified interface occupies two peripheral numbers 
inordertohave8memory locations which can be asso-
ciated with the external device operating in program 
interrupt or in DMA. The eight locations are used 
in order of increasing priority as follows: three mem-
ory cells for data, one for BD, three for special 
LAMs L1 , L2 , L3 , and one for alarms. The three cells 
for data contain the input/output instruction in the 
first and, if required, the word counter and start 
address counter in the others. The branch demand 
signal has higher priority than the data but cannot 
interrupt a single transfer. The special LAMs are 
ranked according to priority and are serviced direct-
ly without requesting the LAM pattern. The highest 
priority is reserved for alarms, such as word counter 
overflow in succesful operation or some abnormal 
occurrences such as instrument not ready or X = 0, 
or Q = 0 when a 1 is expected, and so on. 
Use of an Interrupt Vector Generator. When the 
special vector generator module is used the opera-
tion of the interface card is changed by substituting 
one patch connection. In this case the interface res-
ponds to 108 peripheral numbers and has the ability 
to access 32 memory cells of the computer directly. 
The first three cells are always assigned to data and 
the last to the high priority alarms. The 
other 28 cells are assigned with ranked priority to 
the BD signal and 27 special LAMs ordered by the 
Interrupt Vector Generator module. 
ADDRESS SCAN WHEN THE LENGTH 
IS NOT KNOWN A PRIORI 
This special feature results from the need to design 
a system with a large number of registers for memo-
rizing a burst of neutrons at a speed unacceptable to 
the computer. This requires a buffer memory with 
sufficient registers to ensure that it is rarely over-
filled. Hence, in normal operation many of the re-
gisters are empty and only a few have to be read. 
With the special means of handling the address scan 
mode (conforming fully to EUR4100) we can choose 
by software between the normal operation with 
known length of block (word counter) and the use of 
a comparator for determining the end of block. In this 
second type of operation each register has a flag 
which controls the Q response. The registers are fil-
led with incoming data in the order AO-A15, and 
only those that have been filled will respond with 
Q = 1 during the reading scan, so that station num-
ber N is incremented at the first empty register. A 
five bit comparator loaded by software recognizes 
the last module in the scan. The first empty register 
in this module will stop the scan. A crate number 
can be assigned to the last address by a patchable 
gate. 
CONCLUSION 
The details are not reported here because they are 
more or less conventional and can be found in any 
branch driver which is equipped to transfer a bidi-
rectional flow of data having 24 bits in the CAMAC 
system and 16 bits in the computer word. Attention 
is directed to the "Executive" mode which permits 
this branch driver to exchange information between 
controlled modules without loading the computer 
memory. If a special command is addressed by the 
computer to the branch driver it stores in its register 
the data coming from one module and overwrites 
the data into another module. 
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A 32-bit register is used for storing commands 
from the computer, which are sent always in double 
word format. The .first word contains an 11-bit con-
trol field and the F function. The second contains 
the full address CNA. All the operations listed in 
BUR 4600 are possible and the branch driver is nor-
mally used with Type AI crate controllers. Some 
special features for LAM handling based on the BD 
signal can be preset by the program. More details 
can be found in the references . . Complete schematics 
are in Ref. 2, but the text is ·in Italian. 
The work of Messrs M. Bernede, G. De Grandi 
and J. Kalisz (on temporary leave from the center of 
Swierk, Poland) is greatly acknowledged. Collabo-
ration with Messrs P. Bettini and A. Neglia ofLaben 
led to fruitful results. 
1. Bernede, M. , et al., CAMAC Branch Driver: A 
Particular Solution. Nucl. Instrum. Methods, to 
be published. 
2. De Grandi, G., Thesis, Polytechnic of Milan. 
NEWS 
CAMAC SESSIONS AT 1973 NUCLEAR SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM 
NOV 14-16, 1973, SHERATON-PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
Following earlier precedents, this year's sympo-
sium had two special sessions devoted to CAMAC 
papers and, reflecting the European-American co-
operation on CAMAC, one session was in the 
French Parlour and the other in the California 
Room at the Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Francisco, 
November 14/16. 
A more pertinent demonstration of this coopera-
tion was that 6 of the 15 papers were from European 
sources. The panel discussion centred on the CA-
MAC highways as a means of interconnecting crates 
and computers. A detailed report will be available in 
CAMAC Bulletin No. 9. 
Titles and authors of presented papers are given 
below: 
CAMAC as a Computer Peripheral Interface 
System - A. C. Peatfield, K. Spurling and B. 
Zacharov, Daresbury Nuclear Physics Laboratory, 
England. 
Highways for CAMAC Systems: A Brief Intro-
duction- L. Costrell, Nat'l Bureau of Stds. 
The CAMAC Serial System for Long Line, 
Multicrate Applications - D. R. Machen, Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
Operational Aspects of a Serial CAMAC System 
- E. J. Barsotti, H. C. Lau and J. R. Simonton, 
National Accelerator Laboratory. 
CAMAC Serial Loop with Intelligent Crate 
Controller - H. Halling, KFA, Julich, Germany. 
An Optically-Coupled Serial CAMAC System -
D. R. Heywood and B. Ozzard, TRIUMF, Universi-
ty of British Columbia. 
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CAMAC Applications in Nuclear Medicine at 
Vanderbilt: Present Status and Future Plans -
A. B. Brill, J. Parker, J. Erickson, R. Price and 
J. Patton, Vanderbilt University. 
CAMAC for Data and Computer Communications 
- B. Zacharov, Daresbury Nuclear Physics 
Laboratory, England. 
An Introduction to CAMAC Software - I. N. 
Hooton, AERE, Harwell, England. 
CAMAC Stand-Alone Control System (CAMSAC) 
- R. G. Martin, National Accelerator Labaratory. 
A CAMAC System for the Automatic Testing of 
Photomultiplier Tubes- A. C. Burley and H. A. W. 
Tothill, Nuclear Entreprises, Ltd., Beenham, Read-
ing, England. 
Proportional Wire Chamber Readout System at 
Dares bury Nuclear Physics Laboratory - J. C. 
Beach, A. C. Peatfield and A. J. White, Dares bury 
Nuclear Physics Laboratory, England. 
Fast Readout and Geometrical Reconstruction 
System for Proportional Wire Chambers -
S. Dhawan, Yale University. 
Digital Monitoring System for NAL Secondary 
Beam Line Instrumentation - R. G. Martin, 
National Accelerator Laboratory. 
A CAMAC Single Crate Controller for Syn-
chronized DMA Transfers and an ADC Interface 
Module- R. A. LaSalle, Florida State University. 
Title Only: CAMAC Scanning DVM System -
R. G. Martin and A. E. Brenner, National Accel-
erator Laboratory. 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
DEVELOPMENTS IN HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR THE 
7025 PROGRAMMED DATAWAY CONTROllER 
by 
L. D. Ward and R. C. M. Barnes 
Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, England 
Received June 1973 
SUMMARY Many successful CAMAC systems use the 
Harwell I Nuclear Enterprises 7025 Programmed Data way 
Controller. The programs have mostly been written in 
machine code and held in 256-word read-only stores. New 
developments described in this paper provide assembly-
level programming facilities and a 2730- word read- write 
store for programs and data. 
INTRODUCTION 
The programmed Dataway Controller Type 
70251, designed by AERE Harwell and marketed by 
Nuclear Enterprises, includes many of the features 
normally found in a mini-computer. It executes a 
program of instructions and CAMAC commands 
read from an associated store, and can perform 
arithmetic and control operations on data. The full 
range of CAMAC operations can be performed on 
modules in the same crate as the controller, and in 
up to three additional crates. 
Typical applications for this controller are in self-
organising CAMAC systems, generally not associa-
ted with a computer, but sometimes acting as an in-
telligent satellite to a computer. There are more than 
100 such systems. Papers in CAMAC Bulletin have 
described systems for data logging, control of labo-
ratory instruments, airborne data recording, and as 
a multiplexer for inter-computer data links. 
Many characteristics of the controller give it an 
advantage over the conventional arrangement of a 
separate 12- or 16-bit computer interfaced to a 
CAMAC controller. For example, features such as 
the 24-bit word-length, and single instructions to 
control a CAMAC operation and conditional skip 
on Q, are among those recommended in a recent 
paper by Cohn2 on CAMAC-oriented processors. 
The powerful 24-bit instructions (which can in-
clude 16-bit literal data) allow surprisingly complex 
programs to be written within the limit of 256 words 
set by the instruction counter. Many systems have 
been installed with read-only diode-matrix stores for 
program, and with active registers in modules for 
variable data and sub-routine return addresses. 
More recently, specialised 256-word read-write sto-
res have become available, with direct addressing for 
instruction-fetch but indirect addressing through an 
address register for data transfers via the Dataway 
(requiring two instructions in general). 
This paper describes a further development by 
AERE Harwell, extending the store capacity for pro-
gram and data to 64 kilobits, giving 2730 10 24-bit 
words, all directly addressed by the program. 
Short programs for the 7025 controller have usu-
ally been written directly in 'machine code'. This re-
quires a detailed knowledge of the field-structure of 
the 24-bit instructions, and the use of absolute ad-
dresses for jump instructions and CAMAC registers. 
For larger programs it is clearly desirable to wotk in 
an assembly-level language, allowing mnemonic in-
struction codes, symbolic variables and labels, and 
isolation of the user from the details of instruction-
word formats. 
One such assembly language, CONC03 , is used 
with an assembler which runs in a larger computer 
(PDP-10). This has been used to develop programs 
for plugboard-store systems, and the print-out from 
the assembler therefore includes a plugboard layout 
diagram. 
The PROCOL programmed controller language 
described in this paper has been implemented with 
an assembler that runs in a CAMAC system consis-
ting of the 7025 controller and 64-kilobit store. 
THE PROGRAMMED DATAWAY 
CONTROLLER 
The 7025 Programmed Dataway Controller is a 
triple-width plug-in unit. It is interfaced to the Data-
way at the control station and a normal station, to 
the program store and control panel via front-panel 
connectors, and to any Harwell 7000 Series inter-
crate highway drivers via a rear-mounted Control 
Highway connector. The rack-mounted control 
panel (Type 0362) provides the usual mini-computer 
facilities for examining and loading the contents of 
the main registers, for starting and stopping the pro-
gram, etc. 
The instruction set of the controller includes Data-
way operations (with transfers to or from the 24-bit 
accumulator register, and simultaneous testing of 
the Q response), arithmetic operations on the con-
tents of the accumulator, and control operations 
such as Skip and Jump. For details see Appendix -! 
of Reference 1 or 4. 
THE 64-KILOBIT STORE 
This development consists of a CAMAC plug-in 
unit (Store Interface Type 7067-2) and an Ampex 
core store unit (Fig. 1 ). The Store Interface is a 
triple-width unit, with access to the Dataway at a 
normal station and to the core store and controller 
through front-panel connectors. The core store is 
mounted behind the control panel in a Housing 
Unit (Type 0719) which provides forced air-cooling. 
In order to reduce system costs the core store has 
an 8 K by 8-bit configuration, but the Store Interface 
automatically organises three store-cycles per 24-bit 
word. The resulting 2730 24-bit locations are directly 
addressable for both instruction and data storage. 
The Store Interface extends the instruction set of 
the controller to include memory-reference instruc-
tions4 that address any of the 2730 store locations, 
and are implemented partly in the controller and 
partly in the interface. These instructions provide 
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for data transfers to and from the controllers' accu-
mulator, (Store, Load, Add, Subtract, and Comple-
ment-Accumulator-and-add), for incrementing the 
Highway 
Fig. 1 Layout of 7025 Controller with 64-Kilobit 
Store, showing Store Interface 7067, Control Panel 
0362, and Store Housing 0719. 
contents of any location (Increment-Skip-if-Zero, 
Increment-Skip-if-Non-Zero) and for jumping to an 
instruction at any location (Jump, Clear-Accumu-
lator-and-Jump, Jump-to-subroutine). The memory-
reference instructions can have multiple levels of in-
direct addressing and auto-indexing of the indirect 
address. 
Typical instruction cycle times are 33 J1Sec for store 
data transfers and l4J1sec for CAMAC Dataway 
operations. 
SOFTWARE 
The assembly language PROCOL has been devel-
oped for use with 7025/7067 CAMAC systems. The 
minimum software package consists of the PRO-
COL Assembler to translate source code into binary, 
and a Binary Loader to load the resulting object 
tape ready for execution. Debug and Binary Punch 
routines are available for program testing and devel-
opment, and a line-by-line Text Editor for source-
tape correction. 
PROCOL provides the programmer with the usu-
al advantages of an assembly language, including 
mnemonics for instruction codes (and CAMAC 
command parameters), labels assigned to instruc-
tions or data, the use of signed decimal or octal data 
and the introduction of formats and comments to 
assist in the layout and understanding of the pro-
gram. The assembler executes a first pass of the sour-
ce tape for syntax checking and label allocation, and 
a second pass for the output of binary tape. An op-
tional third pass gives a full program listing. 
The PROCOL assembler runs on the 7025 Pro-
grammed Dataway Controller with core store, and 
uses the instruction set as augmented by the 7067 
Store Interface. It can assemble programs written in 
the augmented instruction set or the original instruc-
tion set of the 7025 controller. The software package 
including the assembler can therefore be used to de-
velop programs for systems with read-only stores or 
256-word read-write stores. 
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APPLICATIONS FOR 
THE 7025 CONTROLLER WITH 
64-KILOBIT STORE 
The combination of the 7025 Controller with the 
64-kilobit core store finds typical applications in sys-
tems that are predominantly concerned with CA-
MAC input/output, but involve immediate access to 
a volume of data. 
One example is in data logging systems with many 
channels, each with associated parameters such as 
previous values, alarm and warning levels, and status 
related to the scanning sequence or alarm condition. 
Systems have been designed with 1000 channels, and 
with data processing facilities such as conversion 
from measured values to user-oriented units. A 
noteworthy feature of these systems is the software 
control of scanning sequences, based on a stored 
table of parameters. Separate selections of individual 
channels and sampling rates can be made for data-
logging and alarm scans. 
Another application is as a CAMAC-based multi-
channel analyser of great versatility (Fig. 2). The 
analogue-to-digital converter, display, operating 
controls, and data-output peripherals are all inter-
faced through CAMAC modules. The core store 
Fig. 2 A Multi-Channel Analyser System Using the 
7025 Controller with 64-Kilobit Store 
holds the current values for all channels (e.g. 1024 
channels) and the programs for accumulating, dis-
playing, processing and recording the data. Apart 
from any alternative modes of operation that are in-
cluded in the program, the system can be converted 
rapidly to a different mode of operation (not neces-
sarily related to conventional multi-channel anal-
ysis) by reading in a previously-assembled program. 
The important features of the system are therefore 
the wide-range of peripherals that are available, the 
ability to change the data-handling process, and the 
ability to create new facilities by program develop-
ment using the PROCOL software package. 
CONCLUSION 
The hardware and software developments des-
cribed in this paper convert the well-tried 7025 Pro-
grammed Data way Controller into a mini-computer 
whose I/0 bus is the Dataway, and whose peripher-
als and on-line connections are interfaced through 
CAMAC modules. This mini-computer within CA-
MAC is competitive with typical 12- or 16-bit com-
puters external to CAMAC for systems where the 
emphasis is on input/output rather than arithmetic 
power or large store capacity. In such systems the 
direct 24-bit access to the Dataway, and the power-
ful 24-bit instruction, compensate for the apparently 
slow cycle time. 
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BUllETIN ANNOUNCEMENTS 
COMPANY NEWSLETTERS 
The ESONE Information Working Group is high-
ly appreciative of the individual efforts being made 
by CAMAC Companies to promote CAMAC and 
their new products via company newsletters. 
Recent arrivals on the scene include: 
Jorway News, 
GEC CAMAC News, 
(GEC-Elliott Process Automation Ltd.) 
Kinetic System's Newsletter, 
and there are other such as the 'Diary of Develop-
ments' by Nuclear Enterprises Limited. 
In order to compile a comprehensive list for the 
next Bulletin of such newsletters that are available, 
perhaps companies would let Mr. 0. Pl. Nicolaysen 
have the title of their publication. 
Readers, in the meanwhile, who have not seen the 
above should write to the company concerned re-
questing a copy. 
AVAILABILITY OF CAMAC GLOSSARY 
All Bulletin subscribers have received together 
with CAN!AC Bulletin No.7 a copy of the Supple-
ment of that issue 'A CAMAC GLOSSARY' by 
Mr. R. C. M. Barnes. 
This glossary covers specialised technical terms 
used in connection with the CAMAC standards for 
modular data handling equipment. For each term 
there is an informal definition and translations of 
the term in French, German and Italian. 
Additional copies of the Supplement can be 
obtained from: 
Commission des Communautes Europeennes 
DG XIII- CID 
29, Rue Aldringer 
Luxembourg 
and the price (including postage) is 60 BFr or the 
equivalent in any other currency. 
NEWS 
STANDARD FORTRAN SUBROUTINES 
(for Executive Functions, 
Process Input/Output, and File Handling) 
The Purdue Workshop on Standardisation of In-
dustrial Computer Languages is working on a set of 
standard subroutines for executive functions, pro-
cess input and output, file handling and bit manipu-
lation for use with FORTRAN. To date the work 
has resulted in one document, ISA-S61.1, Industrial 
Computer Systems FORTRAN Procedures for Exe-
cutive Functions and Process Input- Output. Two sub-
sequent publications are planned to define proce-
dures for random-access file handling and communi-
cation with multitasking executive systems. ISA-
S61.1 is available from Instrument Society of Ame-
rica, 400 Stanwyx Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
USA. 
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A SERIAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
by 
F. Buschbeck and E. Neuwirth 
Elektronik -I nstitut, Forschungszentru m Seibersdorf, Austria 
Received 14th June 1973 
SUMMARY This paper describes a serial CAMAC crate 
controller for smaller systems. Each byte is a unique 
message, thus avoiding problems of message synchronisa-
tion. There is a full-duplex link from each crate controller 
to the computer. 
INTRODUCTION 
A relatively simple serial crate controller* has been 
developed, which is controlled by a computer via a 
teletype port. The Data way side of the controller is 
compatible with EUR4100e, the I/0 side is compat-
ible with EIA RS 232 C 1 , but the transmission speed 
may be much higher. 
The CCC-2 crate controller2 and a special en-
coding principle3 were used as a basis. For simplic-
ity not all the possibilities offered by this principle 
have been used as yet. 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
It is intended that each crate should have its own 
full-duplex link to the computer (if necessary, using 
modems). The channel from the computer to CA-
MAC is called the "write channel"; the opposite one 
is the "read channel". The active (intelligent) part 
of the system is usually only the computer. 
A local, short distance multiplex system, is just 
under construction to allow the connection of up to 
7 or 15 crates at the end of one link. 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Each data field, such as C, N, A, F, W, and R is 
uniquely associated with a different key within the 
same byte, i.e. in each byte the key determines how 
the content of the byte is interpreted. Thus the key 
determines which (4 or 5 bit) register should be 
loaded by the received byte or from which register 
data should be read. This feature allows the contents 
of one particular register, to be read or changed 
without disturbing the contents of any other register. 
Thus, it is only necessary to transmit those data 
fields that have to be changed or read. 
ENCODING PRINCIPLE 
For transmitting a CAMAC write command it is 
necessary to transmit at least (without check bits) 
* This crate controller differs in various important respects 
from the CAMAC Serial Highway scheme developed by the 
ESONE and NIM Committees, which is described in this 
issue (see p. 5). 
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about 40 bits. They must be set into the proper buff-
er registers. Using 3 or 4 bits in each byte as a key, 
it is possible to define uniquely the destination of the 
remaining bits, i.e. C, N, A, F or 4 bit segments of 
~.y ~~ ~~rte~~t WRITE -C honn~l (C entral toCAMACl 
Bit No 8 7 6 5 I. 3 2 I 
0 0- byle 0 0 0 or 1----- not to be used ._ 
1 P - " 0 0 01 EIP tJ parity content(Modulo8l 
2.3 N- II 
4.5 F-
6 C-
7 St-" 
B A-
9 Ot- " 
tO 02- " 
tt 03-" 
12 04-" 
13 05- " 
14 06- oo 
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0 0 I 
0 10 
OliO 
0111 
I 0 00 
t OOl 
1010 
1011 
II 00 
II 01 
t t I 0 
N 
F 
c ~ 
DE I 31 DEl 31 SA 'l SB ' ' 
A -~ 
MSB - 0 • - -
02 
OJ-~ 
04 
os--
06 - LSB 
Sl-1----
READ-Channel (CAMAC to Central ) 
4 3 2 I 
~demandpattern ...J....--.,. 
CQQ 2l ~parity conter.t -
N 
F 
0~1 DE2 See F . 2 ~, 
A--
01 --
02-e.----
03 -f-----
04 -f-----
os -f-----
06--
SI -f-----
I. EIP Execute CAMAC operation, if parity is ok. 
2. COD Camac operation done. 
3. Automatic 'Demand Byte' Generatirm enable for the 
whole branch with encoded (DEl, DE2) enable levels. 
4. SA, SB see Fig. 2. 
5. Free for individual usage. 
Fig. 1 Key and-Content Assignment 
the write data. Fig. 1 gives the "key-content" assign-
ment, which is used in the crate controller. 
SA and SB are decoded together. Fig. 2 shows the 
reaction of the crate controller to the four possible 
combinations of SA and SB. This method allows 
reading the Q or X response or setting the "S-Flip-
Flop" and checking this transmission. The content 
of the "S-Flip-Flop" determines the reaction of the 
crate controller upon the receipt of a byte (key). 
'NRITE- Channel READ-Chann~t MODE Flip-Flop 
SA SB Bit 2 Bit 1 
0 0 SA(!Ol SB(bOl - Reply mode (S=Ol 
Key 0 1 SA(b~ SB(b 1l -Set mode (S= 1) 7 
0 SA(b1l Q no mode change 1 
1 1 SA(b1l X no mode change 
* (,!,0) and (L I) means that respective bit contents '0' 
and '1' are a condition for errorless system operation. 
Fig. 2 SA, SB Decoding Principle 
If S = 1 (set mode), the content of each received 
byte overwrites the appropriate register, while the 
whole byte is echoed back to the computer (hard-
ware disable is possible) for error checking. If S = 0 
(reply mode), the crate controller transmits to the 
computer the content of the register specified by the 
received key. For error checking the reply procedure 
may be repeated. 
TRANSMISSION ERROR CHECK 
Two methods of error checking are provided and 
one or both may be used, depending on the quality 
of the link and the desired degree of reliability of the 
system. 
A modulo-8 parity sum is generated independently 
by each transmitter and each receiver. A comparison 
is made in the receiver. 
The CAMAC operation is executed only if no 
error is observed. If there is an error in the write 
channel, a demand byte is generated. If the computer 
observes an error in the read channel, it repeats the 
message. 
The parity count recommences after each byte 
with the parity key (Kl). 
In set mode, all signals received by the crate con-
troller are echoed to the computer and may be 
checked there. In reply mode, all data can be read by 
the computer from the crate controller as many 
times as desired for comparison purposes. 
DEMAND GENERATION 
The demand capability of each crate can be en-
abled by a certain CNAF. The allowed demand level 
is set by a combination of DEI and DE2. A branch 
demand signal (BDE) is only applied to the 'trans-
mission priority logic' if a LAM signal occurs whose 
priority level (assigned by a LAM grader) is higher 
than specified by DEI and DE2. This causes the 
following bytes in the read channel to be 'demand-
bytes'. They consist of key 0 and a 4 bit GL pattern. 
(It is intended to derive this pattern from a priority 
logic.) 
Receiver parity or framing error also cause emis-
sion of demand bytes with a certain GL level. 
REACTION TO A DEMAND 
In the 'demand byte' there are 4 bits available. 
They make it possible to transfer 15 differents levels 
(level 0 should indicate 'no demand') which imme-
diately point to one of 15 servicing routines. These 
routines may service either a single LAM-source or 
may be a polling-routine to find out what to do, if 
more than one LAM-source has been assigned to 
the level. Anyway, until the servicing routine is 
finished, demands must be turned off at this level by 
changing DEl and DE2 to a higher level. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE CRATE CONTROLLER 
A block diagram of the serial crate controller is 
shown in Fig. 3. 
~ 
K: l ! 11 1 t . . .. ,l ~ 
K14 .TPJ .S 
24 
Fig. 3 Block Diagram of the Serial Crate-Controller 
Transmission line interface circuits 
The external signal transfers are performed at EIA 
RS 232 C levels in start-stop mode. Level converters 
and a serial-to-parallel/parallel-to-serial converter, 
driven by a local clock generator, provide the 
conversion between external bit-serial and the 
internal byte-serial structure of the crate controller. 
Modulo-8 sum parity is generated at both, input 
and output terminals. A receiver 'framing error' 
signal is derived. A 'data received' signal starts the 
receiver timing. 
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Buffer addressing 
Bits 5-8 of the received byte, the key bits, are con-
nected to a 1-of-16 decoder (outputs 2-3 and 4-5 are 
ORed), which points statically to the address of the 
buffer register to which the remaining bits (e.g. data-
bits) have to be sent. TP2 is generated only if the 
crate was addressed. The registers, except crate ad-
dress and S-mode flip-flop, are only overwritten in 
'set mode' (S = 1). The received keybits are echoed 
to the computer together with the data belonging 
to them. However, during demand generation the 
'demand key' is produced in the crate controller 
and transmitted, and other signals to the 'read 
channel' are suppressed. 
CAMAC operation 
The resulting CAMAC operation is defined by the 
content of the N, A, and F registers, which are de-
coded in the 'crate function decoder'. The execution 
is started only if the locally counted modulo-8 parity 
coincides with the value received from the computer. 
The Dataway timing and gating is as required by 
EUR 4100 e. 
Transmission priority logy 
This circuit determines which byte will be sent 
next to the read channel, by controlling the gates for 
the key and the content. Highest priority is given to 
the currently transmitted byte, because it should not 
be interrupted. Next priority is given to a demand, 
as long as the BDE (enabled branch demand) is ap-
plied. The lowest priority is given to the echo of a 
received byte. 
Example 
Fig. 4 gives an example of a data transmiSSIOn 
between a computer and a CAMAC crate equipped 
with the serial crate controller. 
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Bytol WRITE-channel (computer to READ-channel (CAMAC 
CAM A C) to computer) 
No. I I Keyl Content Key I Content I 
1 Sets demand 7 DEl, DE2, 
level and mode SA, SB 
(S = 1) 
2 Set C 6 C(4') 7 DEl, DE2, 
SA, SB 
- - - -
3 Set N 2/3 N(5') 6 C(4' ) 
4 Set A 8 A(4') 2/3 N(5 ') 
5 Set F 4/5 F(5') 8 A(4') 
6 Set D 1 9 D 1 (4') 4/5 F(5 ' ) the echo 
allows the 
7 Set D 2 10 D 2(4' ) 9 D1(4') trans-
mission 
8 Set D 3 11 D 3 (4') 10 D2(4') to be 
checked 
9 Set D4 12 D4(4 ') 11 D 3 (4') 
10 Set D 5 13 D 5 (4 ') 12 D4 (4') 
11 Set D6 14 D6 (4 ') 13 D 5 (4') 
12 Computer 14 D6 (4') 
waits for echo 
---
13 Execute 1 1, Pw(3 ' ) 
CAMAC op. if 
parity is ok. 
14 I COD, PR(3') COD = 1: 
CAMAC 
done 
I opemt;on 
Now the computer knows whether the CAMAC operation was executed 
properly 
Fig. 4 Write Data into a Register of a Module 
Assumption: Initialization or previous transfer 
has finished without error 
NEWS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED, who 
currently manufacture one of the largest ranges of 
CAMAC compatible equipment in Europe, have 
announced that they are shortly to commence manu-
facture of CAMAC equipment in the USA. 
Mr. B. Payne, one of Nuclear Enterprises' senior 
CAMAC design engineers, is now at Nuclear Enter-
prises Inc. plant in San Carlos, near San Francisco, 
working with the management of the NEI plant to 
start manufacture of Nuclear Enterprises Limited 
designed CAMAC modules. 
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The first units which should be available from the 
U.S. plant will include the new Input and Output 
Registers and deliveries are expected to be made dur-
ing December 1973. The range of CAMAC manu-
factured at San Carlos will be gradually increased 
over the next twelve months so as to provide a com-
plete 'in house' systems capability from U.S. manu-
factured modules. 
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CAMAC PRODUCT GUIDE 
This guide consists of a list of CAMAC equipment 
which is believed to be offered for sale by manufac-
turers in Europe and the USA. The information has 
been taken from a CAMAC Products Reference 
compiled by CERN-NP-EL II from manufacturers' 
catalogues, advertisements and written communi-
cations available to them on 1st October 1973. 
Every effort has been made to ensure the com-
pleteness and accuracy of the list, and it is hoped 
that most products and manufacturers have been 
included. Inclusion in this list does not necessarily 
indicate that products are fully compatible with the 
CAMAC specifications nor that they are recom-
mended or approved by the ESONE Committee. 
Similarly, omission from this list does not indicate 
disapproval by the ESONE Committee. Users are 
advised to obtain detailed information from the 
manufacturers or their agents in order to check the 
compatibility and operational characteristics of 
equipment. 
Products are classified according to the new 
decimal classification system introduced last issue. 
See Bulletin No.7 for a description of the classi-
fication system. 
There are about 150 new entries this time, bringing 
up the total to some 1050 products. 
How to search for appropriate class: As a first 
approach use the relatively coarse classification 
listed below. In the Index of Products you will find 
a heading for each three-decimal class. 
Remarks on some columns in the Index of 
Products 
Column 
N/C - N is new, Cis corrected entry. 
WIDTH - NA indicates other format, normally 
19 inch rack mounted chassis. 
- 24 or 25 indicates number of stations 
available in a crate. 
-Blank, the width has no meaning. 
- 0 indicates unknown width. 
NPR -Number in brackets is issue number of 
the Bulletin in which the item was or is 
described in the New Products section. 
DELIV -Date on which item became or will 
become available . 
. CLASSIFICATION GROUPS 
code page 
1 DATA MODULES (1/0 Transfers and 
Processing) 
11 Digital Serial Input Modules (Scalers, 
Time Interval and Bi-directional Counters, 
Serial Coded etc.) . II 
12 Digital Parallel Input Modules (Storing and 
Non-Storing Registers, Coinc. Latch, Lam, 
Status etc.) IV 
13 Digital Output Modules (Serial: Clocks, 
Timers, Pulse Generators, Parallel: TTL Output, 
Drivers) . VII 
14 Digital l/0, Peripheral and Instrumen-
tation Interfacing Modules (Serial and 
Parallel l/0 Regs, Printer-, Tape-, DVM-, 
Plotter- and Analyser Interfaces, Step-Motor 
Drivers, ·supply CTR, Displays) . IX 
15 Digital Handling and Processing Modules 
(and/or/not Gates, Fan-Outs, Digital Level and 
Code Converters, Buffers, Delays, Arithm. 
Processors etc.) . XII 
16 Analogue Modules (ADC, DAC, Multi-
plexers, Amplifiers, Linear Gates, Discrimi-
nators etc.). XII 
17 Other Digital and/or Analogue Modules 
(Mixed Analogue and Digital, Not Dataway 
Connected etc.) . XIII 
2 SYSTEM CONTROL (Computer Couplers, 
Controllers and Related Equipment} 
21 Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers (Par-
allel Mode for 4600 Branch and Other Multi-
code page 
Crate Bus, Single-Crate Systems, Autonomous 
Systems) XVI 
22 Interfaces/Controllers/Drivers for Serial 
Highway . XIX 
23 Units Related to 4600 Branch or Other 
Parallel Mode Control/Data Highway 
(Crate Controllers, Terminations, Lam Graders, 
Branch/Bus extenders) XIX 
3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
31 System Related Test Gear. XXI 
32 Branch Related Testers/Controllers and 
Displays XXI 
33 Dataway Related Testers and Displays XXI 
34 Module Related Test Gear (Module Ex-
tenders) . XXII 
37 Other Test Gear for CAMAC Equipment XXII 
4 CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, 
ACCESSORIES 
41 Crates and Related Components/ Acces-
sories (Crates with/without Dataway and 
Supply, Blank Crates, Crate Ventilation Gear) XXII 
42 Supplies and Related Components/Ac-
cessories (Single- and Multi-Crate Supplies, 
Blank Supply Chassis, Control Panels, Supply 
Ventilation) XXV 
43 Recommended or Standard Components/ 
Accessories (Branch Cables, Connectors etc., 
Dataway Connectors, Boards etc., Blank 
Modules, Other Stnd Components) XXVI 
INDEX OF PRODUCTS 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH 
1 DATA MODULES - l/0 TRANSFERS AND PROCESSING 
• 
11 Digital Serial Input Modules- Scalers, Time Interval 
and Bi-directional Counters, Serial Coded etc. 
111 Simple Serial Binary Registers 
COUNTING REGISTER 11X~48IT 1 15~iZ,TTL/NIM 
SIGNALS,EXT INHIBIT I~ 1 CARRY JUTl 
1X24 BIT BINARY BLIND SCAL::R 120MHZ ;HM 
OR 1011HZ TTL IIP,EXT INHIBIT IN 1 0~F Q/:>) 
HINISCALi:R (2X16BIT 1 30HHZ,5EPfi~H.:: GATES 
AND EI<TERNAL RESET,NI~ LEII.::LSI 
HINISCALER 12X1E:BIT ;30HHZ,SEPfiUTE GAES 
AND EXTERNAL RESET,NIM LEV.::LSl 
HINISCALER 12X168IT,3011HZ,S::PAHTE GAT:::S 
AND EXT RESET,NIH LEII::LSl 
DUAL 150 MHZ 16 BIT SCALER IO'E 50 Or1MS, 
ONE U,.T ERH INA TEO Nlt1 INPUT Pn SCALER! 
DUAL 24 BIT BINARY SCfiLER 
!1511HZ, NIH OR TTL INPUTS! 
DUAL ~4-BIT COUNTING REGISTER 
DUAL 10 OMHZ SCALER 121(24 BIN 3ITS OR 
2X6 BCD DIGITS,OISCR LEVEL -0.511l 
DJAL 15 0 HHZ 24 BIT SCALER ION:: 50 Ofi'15, 
ONE \JNTERMINATEO NIH INPUT PE:< SCALER• 
MICROSCAL.::R 14X16BIT,~X32BIT ELECTABL::, 
25HHZ,COM110N GATE,NIM LEVE.Sl 
QUAD CAMA: SCALER 14X16BIT OR 202BIT, 
40 HHZl 
TIME DIGITIZER 14X16BIT,5DHHZ :; .. o:;r<:,~·HTH 
CENTI<E FINDER, USABLE WITH PR.::-AMP 5111 
QUAD SC AL:: R 14X16BIT ,:>ELECT AB .. ;: 2)(323IT, 
5011HZ,COMHCN GATE 1 NIM LEVELS, ::::RN J03l 
QUAD 16-BIT SPARK REAl-OUT REiiSTER 
120MHZ RATE,TTL LEVEL~) 
S.::RIAL REGISTER 14X16HT,2023IT 
SELECTABLE,25HHZ,COMHON GATE,:HH LEIIELSl 
QUAD 40 MHZ SCALER 14X16BIT 1 2X32BIT 
SELECUBLE,INDIV HI-Z INHIBIT~, NIHl 
HICROSC AL.:: R 14X16 BIT, 2511HZ, Q> TI HI ZEJ 
INPUT,J NSEC,GIIIES JY> 801HZ :;oUNTINGI 
HI CRCSC Al:: R I 4X 16BIT ,21(3 2BIT s:: LE CT ABL.O, 
25HHZ,COHMCN GATE,NIH LEIIE~Sl 
4X16 13IT BINARY BLIND SCAL::R 130 MHZ, 
2X32BIT SELECTA8L£,CO'ft10N :iAT£,t'HM/TTU 
FOUR-FOLD SCALER 14X1&BIT,2X3?3[T 
SELECTABLE ,50HHZ,COMHON GATE ,NIH LEVC:L5 I 
FOUR-FOLD CAMAC SCALn. 14X1oBIT 1 40HHZ, 
ONE 50 OHHS,ONE HI-Z NIH I/P ::~:::{ SCALE:{! 
TIME OIGITIZER14X16BIT,CLO:;r< ~HE 
70/8511HZ, WITH CENTER FINDING LOGIC! 
TIME IJIGITIZER 14X16BIT,CL:lCK ~o\E 
70/8511HZ,NIH LEIIELS) 
S~RIAL REGISTER 14X16HT,2023IT SEL::::;r-
ABLE,10 OMHZ,COMt'ON GATE,NI~ L~IIELSl 
QUAD 100 MHZ SCALER14X16121tBIT,-D.5V liP 
THRESHOLD,COHHON EXT FAST INHI3IT 1 NH11 
FOUR-FOLD SCALERl4X1oBIT,2X323Ir SELt::~T­
ABLE rlO OHH z, COMt'ON GATE, NIH L:: liE LS) 
QLIAO SCALER l4X24BIT, 5011HZ, HTAWAY 
AND/OR EXT FAST INHIBIT, NIH L~IIELSl 
QUAD ~OUNTING REGISTE:{(4X21tBIT,NIH INPUT 
TTL INHIBIT IN,TTL CARRY o\NO )IJ> OUT! 
7070-1 
J EB 10 
10 02 
00 2 
c 104 
2S 2024/16 
FHC 1313 
C-DS-24 
80 A 
zs 2 0 24124 
1003 
1004 
1005 
S416 
SR 1604 
SR 1605 
SR 1606 
a o 3-4 
c 102 
J EB 20 
'+ s 2003/50 
4 s 2004 
TO 2031 
TO 2041 
SR 1608 
2550,] 
'+ s 2003/100 
S424S 
70 9-2 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
SA I PIS CH lUM BERGER 
30RER 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
~DT 
SEN 
3F VERTRIEB 
~ENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
JORHAY 
iEN 
BORER 
30RER 
30RER 
EG+G 
II EC -ELLIOTT 
GEC-ELLI OTT 
GEC-ELli OTT 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SA IP/SCH LUHBERGER 
SEN 
SEN 
SEN 
SEN 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
L RS-LE CR OY' 
SEN 
EG+G 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
' 1 
1 
DELIV. NPR 
170 
171 
/69 
/71 
170 
172 
172 
170 (1) 
170 
/69 
172 
172 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 (51 
171 
171 
/69 
170 
172 
/72 (41 
171 
17 0 
17 0 
(71 
171 
II 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
N SCALER 14X24BIT, SOHHZl 
QUAD SCALER 14X24BIT,150/125HrH, DATMfAf 
AND/OR EXT FAST INHIBIT,NIM LEo/ELSI 
QJAD SCAL::R 14X24BIT, 200M~Z, JHAWAY 
ANO/CR EXT FAST INHIBIT, ~IH L::VELSl 
N QUAD COUNTING REGISTH 14X24BIT, 100MH, 
NIH + TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRl' OJF, BINARY) 
C QUAD SCAL::R 14X24BIT, 125MtfZ,I,NTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, INDiviDUAL INHIBITSI 
N QUAD SCAL::R 14X24BIT, 200MHZ,INTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, INDIVIDUAL INHBIT51 
QUAD 10 OMH SCALER 14<24BIT, DI5CR LEJ:: L 
-0.5V,TIME•INTEI<VAL APPL,NIM IN'i!B I/PI 
H::X TTL/NIH 50 MHZ SCHER 
HEX NIM 100 MHZ SCALE~ 
OCTAL SCALER U2BITS,B INPJTS,50HHZ,EACH 
SCAL::R GIVES EXT INHIBIT,HH LE.J::LSI 
TYPE 
90 51 
S424B 
Sit24F 
30 0 
51 
S1·1 
3610 
3615 
SB12 
112 Simple Serial Decade Registers 
1X6 BCD DECADE SCALER 
125 MHZ, BUILT-IN OIS"LAYl 
DUAL 24 BIT BCD SCALE~ 
115HHZ, NIH OR TTL IN>UTSl 
OJAL 10 0 HHZ•6 DECADE BCD 5CA.::R 
2X6 e:o DECADE SCALER - 10!1 MH 
WITH REMOTE DISPLAY 
QUAD SIX-DECADE COUNT:R WITH o/A~IABLE 
THRES~O LD AND INPUT FI~ TER, S:.. JW 
C QUAD BCD SCALER l1tX6 DECAD::S,30~HZI 
N QUAD COUNTING REGISTn 14X24BIT, 100 '-HZ, 
NIH +TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRY 0'1-;, 3CDI 
J EA 20 
FHC 1311 
c 350 
EA 10 
1 0 0 7 
90 21 
301 
113 Preset Serial Binary Registers 
HI BIT PRESETTABLE INTERVAL CJJNTER 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER 116B1Tt10MHZ1 
NIH/TTL IIP,TTL INHIB + Of:>, CATAWAY S:": Tl 
24 BIT PRESETTA8LE INTERo/AL COJNER 
PRESET SCALERI24BIT 1 30MHZ,JATAWAY PRC: ::> ::T 
CJUNTITIHE 1 INPUT GATEJ,Nltt LEJ::~sl 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER t2~BIT, 10HH!, 
DATAHAY s::T,NIHITTL l'lPUT,TTL J/P+INrli31 
PRESETTABLE COUNTER ~~~Bill 
SCALER 50 MHZ t12116/1B/2ltBIT,"RESET 
WITH OVF LINE,CCNSTANT DEAJTI•EI 
PRESETT ABLE SCALE~ t2ftB ITJ 
SC ALE R 3 0 0 H HZ 112 /1 o/ 1 812 4 BIT , P R:: SET 
WITH OVF L INE,CCNSTANT DEADTI'1::1 
~ DU A l P R E s:: T C 0 U 1\ T I N G REGISTER I 1 :, B I T '3 L N l 
N DUAL 50 MHZ SCALER-TlliER 12<. 3ITSI 
2X24 9IT PRESET SCALE~ t10JHHZ COJNTINGI 
N QUAOCOUNTING REGISTE~ tlt X ~4BIT, 50011rll, 
NIH+ TTL LEVEU, TTL CAR~f oo~=, 3INA·Ul 
2201 
7 0 3 9-1 
2202 
1 001 
7 0 3-1 
420 
C 72451-A3-A1 
C-PS-2Lt 
C 72Lt51-A11-A1 
2 204 
2 101 
J EP 30 
310 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 1017 3 
::G+G 171 
C:G +G 
rtYTEC 12/73 
JOERGER 172 
JOERGER 05173 
JORWAY 171 (21 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 01/73 
<!NETIC SYSTEMS 04173 (6) 
EG+G 171 
SAIP/SCHLUHBERGER 04173 
aF VERTRIEB 172 
I NFORHAT EK 0217 3 
SA IP/SCH LUM BERGER 171 
BORER 172 (4) 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 171 
i 'fTEC 12173 
H RA SYSTEMS 0417 3 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 170 
3 I RA SYSTEMS 0417 3 
30RER /71 (1) 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES /71 
>OLON 1017 3 
SIEMENS 172 
IIENZEL C:LEI<TRONII( 172 
S IE HENS 172 
B I RA SY STE HS 
3 I RA SYSTEMS 2 
SAIP/SC~LUHBERGE~ 0 417 3 
HYTEC 1217 3 
Ill 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE 
114 Preset Serial Decade Registers 
REAL TIHE CLOCK 13.8 JSEC TO 1!1.2 HRS, 
PRESET-TIME AND PRESET-COU~T >IOJESI 
24BIT BCD PRESET-SCAL~R C12MHZ, NIH 
OR TTL INPUTS, HANUAL JR OAT AH~ Y PRESC:Tl 
24 BIT B CO PRESET-SCALER ClZHHZ, NIH 
OR TTL INPUTS,OATAWAY PRESET! 
6 BCD DECADE SCALER C'1ANUA1. A~D DliTA.,AY 
PRESET, 1 HHZ, START/STOP OUTPJTl 
P~ESET SCALER C20MHZ,BOECAOE 3:0,7 SC::i'l 
LED INDICATES CCNTENT5 AND PRE5::T NOI 
PRESET SCALERC10HHZ,8 DECAJE 3CJ,DISPUY 
OF 2 SI GNI F NUHeERS+EKP, HAlf PRESET, NI"11 
H DUAL PRESET COUIIiTING REGISTE c:. DE:::AOC::il 
N QJAD COUNTING REGISTE~ C'+X24BIT, 500"1r1Z, 
NIH+ TTL LEVELS, TTL CARR"f OtiF, BCDI 
RTC Z014 
FHC 1301 
FHC 1302 
J EP 20 
PSR 0801 
c 10] 
2204 
311 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH 
SEN 
BF VERTRIEB 2 
aF IIERTR IEB 
SA I PIS CH LUHBERGER 
GEC·ELLIOTT 
~DT 
3I RA SY STE 11S 
HYTEC 
117 Other Digital Serial Input Modules (Bi-Directional Sequential, Shift Types) 
N DE AD TI HE COUNTER 
C UP/DCifN PRESETTABLE CDUNTERC2it3IT,10:'1HZ, 
GATE AND PULSE BURST OUTPJTSI 
H UP/DOifN PRESETT ABLE CJUNTn If> !lCD DIGITS 
10HHZ, HA!-lUAL AND OAT~HAY 3 REETI 
H QUAD PRESETTABLE UP•DJHN CJUNTE~ 
SEQUENTIAL INPUT REGISTERUo !!BIT B'I'T:OS, 
STORES COilED Nil' PULSES,O=It0,1=150NSE::;I 
DUAL INCREMENTAL POSITION ENCJDER C2X20 
BIT X-1 OIGITIZATIOh 3Y UP•DO~'l CJUNE~I 
2203 
52 
S2-1 
3£>40 
SIRE 
2IPE 2019 
12 Digital Parallel Input Modules- Storing 
Bl RA SYSTEMS 
JOERGER 
JOERGER 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
5 A IP/SCHLUHBERGER 
5E N 
and Non-storing Registers, Coinc. Latch, Lam, Status etc. 
121 Non-Storing Registers (Gates) 
INPUT GAT:: 
OYNAI'IC DIGITAL INPUT, TTL 
DYNAI"IC DIGITAL INPUT, POT. FEE 
N PARALLEL INPUT GATE C1X1f>BIT, TTLI 
N PARALLEL INPUT GATE 11X243IT, TTU 
N !~PUT GATE 121tBIT, SOJRCE HL:::::TION JY 
f>9IT OUTPUT, DATAWAY ;EN STROB:: OUTI 
INPUT GATE 24-BIT 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE C24BIT STATIC DATA,, 
INTEGRATED FOR 1 USEC,TTL LEVE~SI 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE 1~2BIT STIITIC OAT.\, 
51) 0 NSE C I NTEGRATIO N,;TROBE s:: TS L, TTL I 
24-BIT ISJLATED INPUT GATE: 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE 12X1&BIT, TTU 
DUAL Zit BIT PARALLEl INPUT :;Ar:: ITTLI 
DJAL PARALLEL STROBED INPUT GH::I2X2:.JIT 
HIINDSiA KE HODE TRANSFER TO LAT ~WAY, TTU 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT GHE C2X2+3IT,NO .~­
INTEI<LOCK CONTRCL TRANSF TJ DliTliWIIY,TLI 
INPUT GAE DUAL 24 BH 
C DUAL Zit BIT PARALLEL INPUT GAT:: 
!WITH LED DISPLAf OPTIONI 
PARALLEL I 1\PUT GATE C3X1f>BIT INPUT F~ i)l1 
ISOLATING CJNTACTSl 
N 3X1f>-BIT IlliPUT GATE 
CINPUTS ISCLATED BY OPTO-CJUPLERSI 
DIGITALES EINGANGSREGISTER HIT OPTOKJ:>:>-
LER14X8BIT PARALLEL l'jPUT ~ATES,WITH L1 
CIH TH FRONT PANEL CONN::CTHl 
320 
C 7o'+51-A17-A1 
C 7f>451-A17-A2 
2411 
2 421 
J 007 
3420 
7059-1 
70 f>0-1 
3471 
2'+12 
21t 22 
o1 
&1-1 
31t72 
PG-f>ll4 
10 £>1 
10 b3 
DO 2~0-21)03 
DO 200-2203 
3 0LON 
SIEMENS 
S IEI'ENS 
B I RA SYSTEMS 
3I RA SYSTEMS 
JDRHAY 
<I NET! C SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
<INETIC SYSTEMS 
3I RA SY STE HS 
31 RA Sl' STEMS 
JORHAY 
j 0 RWAY 
<INETIC SYSTEMS 
ST NO ENGINEERING 
BORER 
:lORER 
J OR t-IER 
1 
DELIV. NPR 
171 
171 (1) 
/71 (1) 
171 
172 (7) 
/71 
12/7 3 
172 (51 
05173 
11) 17 3 
171 
171 
I) 9/73 
(6) 
(6) 
(8) 
/71 Cit) 
170 
170 
/73 
ll417 3 
170 
170 
172 161 
172 (It) 
05173 181 
172 
172 
IV 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE U&XHBIT ,rTL, 1=LO-Il 
12 8 SIT RECEI IIER lA DDRE SSA3LE AS 8 169IT 
WORDS OR 128 1-BIT WORDS) 
DIGITAL ES EINGANGSREGISTER! 5X8 iH T PA~ALL 
INPUT GATES,STH BYTE SETS L ,TTL, 1=HI 
!lfiTH FRONT PANEL CONNECDRI 
N !lfl THOUT WIRING BOARD) 
OIGIT~LES EINGANGSREGISTER!SX~BIT PA~ALL 
INPUT GATES,STH BYTE SETS L,H:..L,1=HI 
(lfiTH FRONT PANEL CONN::CTHJ . 
122 Storing Registers 
PARALLEL·INPUT-REGIST::R !SINGLE 1&/2~~IT 
OPTION, REA O'f SIGNALS, I/O TTL ,4 ::IC A PPL I 
PARALLEL•INPUT•REGISER !SINGLE 15/24JIT 
OPT,READ'f SIGNALS,I/0 TTL,::ONT~JL BUSI 
N PARALL::L INPUT REGIST.::R IU1&3IT, TTLI 
PARALLEL INPUT REGIST~R 11&BIT, CONTINU-
OUS OR SHOBED MODES ::oNTR:>LL::J B'f R:::>l 
DIGITAL INPUT 16 BIT POT. FRE:: 
STATIC DIG .ITAL INPUT, TTL 
INPUT REGISTER 124BIT, SPE: CONN, 8 Blf 
ALSO VIA LEMO,LAH ON NON-Z::RO JR STROdEI 
N PARALLEL INPUT REGISER 11i<243If, TTU 
INPUT REGISTER 24-BIT 
BALANCED lt-.PUT REGIST;:R WITH ADJRESSI'f:i 
N PARALLEL INPUT REGIST::R !2U63IT, TTLI 
QUAL INPUT REGISTER I?X16BIT ifiTH LAM 
AND STROBE FOR EACH C-iANNEL) 
32 BIT INPUT REGISTER 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER 12X16BITl 
OLIAL 16 BIT INPLT REGISTER 
!TTL LEVELS, CEI<N SPE:S 07~1 
DUAL 1& BIT INPLT REGISTER! EXT 5TROBE OR 
OATAWA'f COMMAND STORES DAT4,TTL LEVEL:il 
OJAL Z4 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTERITTLI 
N DUAL Zit BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER!TTLI 
DUAL Z4 BIT INPUT REGISTER 
IT TL, HAND SHAr<E) 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER 12X249IT HTH LA"1 
AND STROBE FOR EACH C-1ANNELI 
~ DUAL INPUT REGISTER 12X24BIT, IIIPUT 
INTEG TTL INPUT, +AND- LO!;ICI 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT R::GIST::R12X?4BIT,::XT 
LD AD REQUEST ,4 OPER HJOES, TTL L:: VEL Sl 
24-BIT DUAL PARALLEL INPUT RE;IST::R 
!A HAS LO-Z, B HAS UNTERMINAEJ INPUTI 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER 12X24BITl 
PARALLEL INPUT REGIST::R CZX24 3ITSI 
C DUAL Zit BIT PARALLEL INPUT RE;ISTER 
!WITH LEO OISPLA'f OPTIONI 
N OUAL INPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT,INPUT l 'H~G 
TTL SC-tMITT TRIG !IF, +AND• L):;ICl 
N INPUT REGISTER 12XZ4BIT, HIGH IHPEDArC:: 
IIP, LEO DISPLAY, 2Xo31T 0/P ~~:; OPTIJNI 
DIGITAL ES EINGANGSREGISTER, f( T STR03:: 
CltX6EIT INPUT LATCHES, 1X6HT S::T LAHI 
I SAME H ITfi FRONT PANEL CONNECT JRl 
TYPE 
It; 25601 
c 341 
DO 200•2001 
OD 200-221J1 
DO 200-2000 
00 21)0-2002 
DO 21J0-2202 
HS PI 1230/1 
HS PI 2 1230/1 
2311 
7014-1 
C 76<t51•A8-A2 
C 7&451•A6-A1 
FHC 1308 
2321 
34 70 
3430 
2312 
PR 1610 SERIES 
c 345 
301 
2IR Z002 
2IR Z010 
2322 
23 22A 
RI-224 
PR 2400 SERIES 
221 
&0 
CJ041A/9041B 
30 2 
J RE 10 
PR-6Ll4 
220 
IR 
DO 200-200'+ 
DO 200-2201t 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH 
:;E C-ELLI OTT 2 
INFORHAT EK 
OORNIER 
DORNIER 
AEG-TELEFUNKEN 
~EG-TELEFUNr<EN 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SIEMENS 
SIEMENS 
3F IJERTRIEB 
31 RA S'f STEMS 
<I NETIC S'fS TEMS 
<I NETIC S'fS TEHS 
B I RA SY STEMS 
:;Ec·ELLIOTT 
I NFORHATEK 
"OLCN 
SEN 
St:N 
i3 I RA S'f STEMS 
3I I<A S'f STEMS 
EG+G 
liEC•ELLIOTT 
H 'fTEC 
JORWA'f 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
PO LON 
SA IP/SCH LUH BERGER 
STNO ENGINEERING 
HTEC 
JOERGER 
DORNIER 
DELIV. NPR 
172 
0 3173 
171 
172 
1217 3 
172 
172 
170 
170 
170 
171 
171 
172 
05173 
05173 
09/73 
172 
170 
04173 
172 
05173 
11173 
170 
172 
0 917 3 
04173 
172 
11173 
172 
Oit 17 3 
04173 
111 
Ill 
C&l 
161 
(It) 
181 
171 
( 7) 
171 
v 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
123 Terminated Signal Input Registers (Caine. Latch, Pattern etc.) 
COINCIDENCE LATCH 124 NIH INRJE WITH 
COMMON STROBE, EXT REHT, ~NS::C OV'ERLI\:>1 
12 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGHTE~ (NlHl 
N 8-BIT INPUT REGISTER !NIH> 
STROEED INPUT REGISTn 11Z3IT ;;JINC ArO 
LATCH,NIH LEIIELS,PATERN AND l-REQ A.:>PLI 
FAST COINCIDENCE UTC-ii16BIT,OISC~ IIi>, 
HIN 2 NSE: STROBE-SIG~AL DIIEf<"-APl 
1& FOLD D:;RII/P OISCR,STR03E-INPUT ov:::~­
LAP 2NSE~,CH1-8 AND CH-1& SU'1 OIP,NI'1l 
C 10-CH COINCIDENCE REGISTER !STRDBC: IIP, 
2NS OIIERLAP,FAST SUP~ )/P A~O :LEAR,NII'1l 
PA TT E~N UN IT 
(1€1 IN:Jlv t-IM INPUTS,C01'1MON NIH GATE! 
PHTE~N UNIT<16BIT,III:> STROBE) ~ITH 
COMMON GATE, 10 t-SEC OvERLAP, NIH LC: vEL:il 
15 BIT PATTERN UNIT HUH IIPA~D GATC:I 
PATTERN UN IT 16 BIT 11& INDIVIDUAL NI11 
INPUTS,COHHON NIH GAE, CnN 5?::CS 02ll 
1& BIT PATTERN uNIT !CERN 5PEC5 071, 1& 
DIOIIIIDUAL NIH INPUTS,COHMJN 'II'1 GATC:l 
COINCIDENCE BUFFER 12X12BIT,o~:: STR0:1C: 
PER 1ZB ITS ,MIN 2NS OII::RLAP, NI'1 INPUT:il 
DUAL lo BIT FAST LATCHFAST Nl'11E:L II=>, 
STROBE FOR EACH CHANN::L, :i NS::C O<JERLA>l 
C124 ::G+G 
2 351 31 RA SY STE HS 
3473 (!NETIC SYSTEMS 
SIR Z026 5E N 
&It JORWAY 
23408 L RS -LEG~ Ol' 
2341 L RS-LECROY 
021 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
c 101 ROT 
J PU 10 SA IP/SCH LUHBERGER 
1&P 200 7 SEN 
16P 2047 5EN 
C212 ::G+G 
PR 1605 GEC-EL .LIOTT 
124 Manual Input Modules (Word Generators, Parameter Units) 
PARAI"ETER UNIT 12 BIT !PROVIES 12 diT 
COHHWHCATION,PLSH BUTTON .. -R;;QUESTI 
N MANUAL INPUT REGISTER !INPJTS A HAND-SC:T 
1&-BIT HORD, MANUAL A~O EL::CH ... AM 1/Pl 
OA' TA SH ITCHES 
116/24 BITS,REAOABLE + CONTENT ADDRI 
N 24 BIT PARAHETH UN IT 
HORD ;ENERATOR 124BIT HORD 
HA NUALL Y SET BY SW ITC-iESl 
~ 24-BIT MANUAL H.PUT 
HORO GENERATOR 124 SITS OF EJI,~ARY DATA, 
Stol ITCfi SELECTED l 
21t BIT HORD GENERATOR , WI T-i L AH 
PARAMETER UNIT (QUAD 4- DECADE BCD 
PARAMETERS HANUALU' S::Tl 
PARAI'ETER UNIT !QUAD It DECADE BCD 
PARAMETERS HANUALLt s::Tl 
p 2005 SEN 
1041 BORER 
c 322 I N-FORH AT EK 
2 501 BI RA SYSTEMS 
HG 2401 GEC-ELLI OTT 
34&0 (I NET! C SYS TEHS 
90 20 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
WG R-241 STNO ENGINEERING 
02 2 tiUCL. ENTERPRISES 
c 105 ROT 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
2 
0417 3 
01/74 
170 
171 Ill 
171 I&, 
2 171 (4) 
2 /71 (5) 
2 171 
172 
2 170 
172 (6) 
/71 
0517 3 
170 
06173 ( 8) 
172 
171 
/73 
171 (2) 
0817 3 
/71 12) 
/71 
127 Other Parallel Input Modules (Incl. Lam and Status Registers, see 232 for Lam Grader) 
24-BIT INTERRUPT REGI>TER 
(STATUS COHPARED,CHANGE GIIIlS LAHI 
PRIORITY INPUT REGIST::RI123IH :JREO Tu 
LAH,FAST CCINC LATCH ~PPL,NIH LC:V'C:LSI 
I.NTER~U PT REQUEST REGISTER C 88 IT, TTL 
INPUTS TO REGISTER,ANV INPJT ;rvE5 LAH. 
C INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER 
REQUIRE REGISTER 
10 51 
63 
7013-1 
EC 218 
30 0 
30RER 172 ( 3) 
J 0 RWAY /70 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 170 
tiUCL. ENTERPRISES 
>OLON 
VI 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
13 Digital Output Modules- Serial: Clocks, Timers, 
Pulse Generators, Paral lel: TTL Output, Drivers 
131 Serial Output Modules (Clocks, Timers, Pulse GEN) 
N TI HER 11 0 Ov LE 
CRYSTAL CLOCK GENERAT)R 17 TTL OUTPUTS 
FOR 1HZ TO 1MHZ FREQU;:NCY JEC~ESJ 
CLOCt<ITIH::R <0.001S TO 10 HRS TIME 
INTEI<JAL,REAL-TlHE OUTPUT) 
CR'fSTAL CONTROLLED PU:..SE GENERATO~t7 :J::-
CADES-1HZ TO 1MHZ-500NS PUCJSES OUT,TTLI 
REAL TIME CLOCr< 
!4SEC CLO::K/SHSEC STOP WATCHI 
CLOCK GENE.RATOR liNT 10MHZ, EXT SOHHZ, 
8 DECADE STEPS,PLUS PROGRAHMA3L:: OUTPUTJ 
REAL TIME CLOCK ICOUNTS .1 SEC TO 99'3 
DAYS, DISPLAYS HRS/MI~/SEC, 50/&0HZ GO:~) 
CLOCK PULSE GENERATOR 17 OUTPJTS-1HZ TJ 
1t1HZ•IN DECADE STEPS,10MHZ EXT IN, TTLI 
CLOCt< PULSE GENERATOR 
ASTRCNOMICAL TIME CLOCK 
QUARZ CLOG K 
CLOCK PUL5E GENERATOR!? DECAD:::i-1HZ TJ 
HtHZ-:70 0 NSEC PULSES OUT,TTL A\10 NH11 
1 HZ • 1 MHZ QUARTZ CLOCK I 7 0 IP • 1HZ 
TO ii"HZ ·20 0 TO 800 NS::c HIOTH, TTL LEVELl 
REAL TIME CLOCK 13.8 USEC TO 18.2 HRS, 
PRESET•Titif AND PRESET-COUNT MODES) 
CLOCKIT IHER 
CAMAC-CLOCt<-GENERATOR!7 DECAD::S-10MHZ TO 
1HZ,50/500 NSEC 0/P PULSES,2.81J/50 OH!-151 
TIME BASE 110 TO 10011H IN HCREMENTS ::JF 
1011HZ, USED WITH TO 2031/TO 20411 
TIMER 
TEST P:JLSE GENERATOR IS TO 50 NSE:; NI~ 
01 P FUL SE DERIVED FR0'1 S1.F ( 2; l OR EXTJ 
O'JAL PR OGR AHHE 0 PULSE GENE~ A TOR (50 H Zl 
2KHZI5MHZ FULSE TRAIN,LENGTH 3Y COMHA ·WI 
HJLTPULSER (0.5·300 '1HZ BURSTS,NIM 
SIGNAL, TTL TRIGGER,NII1 OUT,cOJPSEC RI.>El 
SEQUE~TIA~ OUTPUT REGISTER !SERIAL-COOED 
NIH FULSES OUT,LOGIC 0=40N5EC,1=150N5C:CI 
3655 
FHC 1303 
1411 
PG 0001 
c 320 
CG 
RTC 
7019-1 
730 
731 
1H 
J HQ 10 
RTC 2014 
C 76<t51-A14-A1 
c-cG-10 
TB 2032 
C 76451-A12-A1 
TPG 0202 
2PPG 2016 
C 72454-A1450-A1 
SOR 
132 Parallel Output Registers (TTL, HTL, N I M etc.) 
12 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER INIMI 
12 BIT OUTPUT REGISTntDC OR PULS:: Olf>, 
UPDATING STROBE OUTPUT,NIM LU::.SJ 
OUTPUT REGISTER U28H, NIH I\ILSE5 OR 
LEVELS OUTI 
N 1o BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REiii5TE:R ITTU 
DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
OUTPLT REGISTER 116BITJ 
N PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER Cl6BITl 
OUTPUT REG ISlER 124BIT TTL 1/U SPEC COliN 
8BIT ~LSD 1/IA FRONT PANEL LEHJl 
N 21+ BIT OUTPUT REGISTE~ ITTLl 
PARALLEL Ot..TPUT REGISTER 1?4BIT TTL 
OUTPUT VIA 25-WAY l coN~ECTO~J 
OUTPI..T REGISTER 124BITI 
N DUAL l&BIT PARALLEL OJTPUT H'ISTERITTLJ 
OUTPUT REGISTER 12K163ITI 
32 51 
Lt1 
OR 20 27 
3211 
3 0 30 
360 
C-OB-16 
FHC 130'3 
3221 
7 0 54- 3 
351 
3212 
3 52 
(!NETIC SYSTEMS 
tiF 1/ERTRIEB 
30RER 
EC-ELLIOTT 
NFORMATEK 
OERGER 
OERGER 
UCL. ENTERPRISES 
IPISCH LUMBERGER 
E LEr<TRON IK 
N 
N 
EMENS 
IP/SCHLUMBERGER 
RA SY STE HS 
RA SYSTEMS 
Sl'STEHS 
ELEKTRONIK 
IIERTR IEB 
RA SY STE HS 
ENTERPRISES 
RA S1 STEMS 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
10/73 
/71 (1) 
172 131 
/71 
172 
172 (7) 
2 01/7 3 (7) 
/70 
10/73 
11/73 
10173 
171 
171 
/71 
172 
171 
171 
(6) 
171 
171 
2 172 
171 
04/7 3 
/71 (2) 
/70 
172 ( 8) 
0 '317 3 
172 
170 
0 '3/7 3 
·0'3/73 
VII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
OUTPI.:T REGISTER C2X163IT IJIA ISOLATIN':; 
CO NT ~CT Sl 
DUAL 2!t BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT RE:;ISTER 
OUTPUT REGISTER C2X24BIT DHA OUT,OAU-
READY + BUSY FORM HANOSHAt<::, TTLl 
OUTPUT RE:>ISTER 12X248IT 0~ 6X88IT, 
L E 0 CIS P LA Y I 
C 21t-BIT DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
C DHL OJTP~T REGISTER 12X243IT, OATAWAY 
READ A~D WRITE, HANDSiAKE :ot.rROL, LJ-ZI 
C DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER C2X24aiT, HTAWAY 
READ 'NO ~RITE, HANDSHAKE :DNT~OL, HI-ZI 
OUTPUT REGISTER C2X24BITl 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER C2X21+ 3ITSI 
C DUAL 21t BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT R::liiSTER 
IWITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
DIGITALES AUSGANGSREGISTER14X~8IT PARALL 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NO L,TTL,1=Hl 
114ITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
N 1\U THOlJT WIRING BOAROI 
N DI GIUL ES AUSGANGSREGISTERC 4X~ BIT PA~I\LL 
OUPTPUT REGISTEI<, HLL 12VI 
N IIliTH FRONT PANEL CONN::CTO~I 
N DIGITALES AUSGANGSREGISTERC4X83IT PARALL 
OUPTPtJT REGISTEI<, HLL 121/,INII::RTINGl 
114ITH FRONT PANEL CONN::CTO~I 
N DIGITAL ES AUSGANGSREGISTERC 4X~9IT PARALL 
OUPTPJT R::GISTEI<, HLL 24111 
II 114I TH FRONT PANEL CONN::CTORI L 
~ DIGITALES AUSGANGSREGISTERC4X~BIT PARALL 
OUPTPUT REGISTER, HLL 24V, INII::R.TINGl 
N IJIITH fRONT PANEL CONN::CTO~I L 
OUTPUT REGISTER 132X1oBIT, EX, ADDRESS) 
128 BIT OUTPUT REGIST::R IAOORESSABLE AS 
8 16BIT OR 128 1-BIT ,.OROSI 
OUTPUT REGISTER C32X2!tBIT, EX, ADDRESSl 
OUTPUT RE:>ISTER CUiX21t8IT, EX, ADDRESS) 
N OUTPUT RE:> ISlER l256X24BIT, E( ADDRESS) 
TYPE 
10 82 
3222 
R0-224 
OR 
3042 
90 43A 
90 433 
35 3 
J RS 10 
PR-612 
DO 200-2501 
DO 200-2701 
DO 200-2500 
DO 20 0-2505 
DO 200-2705 
00 200-2506 
DO 200-2706 
DO 200-2507 
DO 200-2707 
DO 200-2508 
DO 200-2708 
101 
c 342 
104 
105 
111 
133 Parallel Output Drivers (Open Coli., Relay, etc.) 
12-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER !WITH O,TICAL 
ISOLATION, OPEN COLL OIP, MAX 3011/1001'1Al 
12-BIT OUTPUT REGISTER WITH I50LATED 
RELAY 
8 BIT TRUC OUTPUT REGISTER 
S~fiTC~ 112BIT DATAWAY CONTROL.ED ~ELAt 
REGISTER FOR SWITCHING AND MULTIPLEXIN:;l 
DRIVER (168IT,OPEN COLLECTOR )JTPJT IliA 
MULTIIfAY CCNNECTOR,MAX 150~A/LI~El 
OI GITAL OJTPUT 16 BIT POT 2 4.J 
N PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 116BI Tl 
N RELAY D RIIIER (16 WAY RELAY OUPUTl 
DIGITAL OUTPUT 16 BIT RELAI'S 
DRIIIn. 124BIT OUTPUT ~EGISfER, S::T AN) 
READ BY COMHAND,24BIT I/P JATA AC:;EPEDl 
DRIVE~ C24BIT OUTPUT ~EGISTE.R, 5ET AND 
READ BY COMHAND,Z4BIT I/P JATA ACCEPTt:JI 
OJTPUT DRillER 12X1&BIT, 40H 5BKING, 
WITH READ VIA DATAWAY, 1=LO I 
I SAME, 1=~ II 
OUTPl:T DRI IIER 12X1&8H, 12~ MA SINKING, 
WITH READ IliA D~TAifAY, 1=L0l 
!SAME, 1=i ll 
OUTPUT DRIVER 12X1&BIT, TOTEMPDLE FOR 
30 TTL LOADS, WITH READ VU DHHIAYI 
DUAL 1& BIT OUTPUT REGISE~ ITTL LEIIELS, 
OP£N CO LL OUTPUTS II IA CABLE l 
PARALLEL-Dl.TPUT-REGISTER IDUAL 24BIT, JR 
QUAD 12BIT ,OPEN COLLECTOR OUP:JTI 
30 82 
30 87 
30 80 
70 66-1 
9002 
C 76451-A9-A1 
C-OA-16 
J RD 10 
C 76451-A9-A2 
90 13 
9017 
00 1613 
00 1&14 
00 1&17 
00 1&18 
OD 1620 
20R 2008 
HS PO 1 1230/1 
MANUFACTURER 
BORER 
31 RA SYSTEMS 
::G+G 
JOERGER 
~UCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
,OLON 
SA IP/SCH LUMBERGER 
STND ENGINEERING 
DORNIER 
OORt-.IER 
iY TEC 
INFORHATEK 
iYTEC 
I(INETIC SYSTEMS 
(I NETIC SYSTEMS 
(!NETIC SYSTEMS 
~UCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SIEMENS 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
SIEMENS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
riUCL, ENTERPRISES 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
:>EC-ELLIOTT 
G EC-EL LI OTT 
SEN 
~EG-TELEFUNKEN 
WIDTH 
2 
1 
1 
1 
DELIV. NPR 
172 
0 4/7 3 
/72 
172 
172 
0 9/7 3 
04173 
171 
/71 
172 
12173 
12/73 
12173 
12/73 
1217 3 
1217 3 
12173 
12173 
12/73 
04173 
06/7 3 
/71 
05/7 3 
171 
/71 
06/73 
/71 
171 
172 
172 
172 
172 
172 
170 
/70 
(7) 
(7) 
171 
171 
(7) 
(6) 
(4) 
161 
( 81 
(6) 
111 
111 
VIII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
PARALLEL-Ol.TPUT REGISTER 124BIT 1 OPEN 
COLLECTOR OUTPUT, HANDSHAK~ F~CILITYI 
OUTPLT DRIVER 12X24BIT 1 40~A SINKING, 
WITH ~::AD VIA OtiTAWAY 1 1=LOI 
<SAME, 1=~ II 
OUTPUT DRI ~ER I 2X24BIT 1 125~\ A SINK IN·; 
WITH READ VIA DATA WAY, 1=LOI 
IS AME, 1=H II 
OUTPLT DRIVER 12X248IT 1 TOHM?JLE FO~ 
30 TTL LOADS, WITH RE~D VU DATAHAYI 
N DUAL !JUTPUT REGISTER 12X243IT 1 OPEN ·:JLL 
OUTPUTS, 150MA/SO.J 1 DATAHAY REIIDl 
N OUTPUT REGISTER 12l<243IT OR 609IT 1 
250MA SINKING, DIODE ::LAMP~DI 
DUAL 24 BIT OUTPUT RE:;ISTn.IDC OR PULS~ 
0/P,LPDATING 0/F STR03E 1 TTL O"E'l ::OLU 
DJAL ~It-BIT OUTPUT RCISTER IO"EN COLL 
DRIVERS, MAX 24v OR 250Mll 1 REA~ OUTPUTS> 
DIGITALES AUSGANGSREGISTERI4X33IT PAR~LL 
OUTPLT RE~ISTER 1 NO L 1 JPEN COL .. D/P 1 1=Yl 
IHI TH FRONT PANEL CONN~ CTJ Rl 
DIGITAL ES AUSGAI\GSREGI S TER I'+ XB IT PA ~ALL 
OUTPUT RE:;ISTER 1 NO L 1 0PEN COL- Q/=> 1 1=U 
IHI TH FRONT PANEL CONN::CT:lRl 
DIGITALES AUSGANGSREGISTER MIT REC:D-
R::LAISI4X88IT OUTPUT REG,JPE.N CONTACT=Ol 
(!41TH FRONT PANEL CONN::CTJR) 
MS PO 2 1230/1 
00 2403 
0 0 2404 
00 21t07 
0 0 2:.08 
00 2410 
200 
OR-1 
40 
30 72 
00 200-2502 
00 200-2702 
DO 200-2')03 
D 0 20 0-270 3 
DO 200-2504 
JO 200-270-o 
-TELEFUNKEN 172 
-ELLIOTT 172 
172 
-ELLIOTT 172 
172 
-ELLIOTT 172 
EC 1017 3 
RGER 0 7173 
WAY 171 
ETIC SYSTEMS 
NIER 172 
172 
IIIE R 172 
172 
171 
171 
14 Digital I/O, Peripheral and Instrumentation nterfacing modules- · Serial 
and Parallel I/O Regs, Printer-, Tape-, DV -, Plotter-
and Analyser Interfaces, Step-Motor Dri Supply CTR, Displays 
142 Parallel 1/0 Registers (General Purpose) 
UNIVERSAL INPUT/OUTPUT Rt:GISER 136BIT 10 31 ER 
DATA +RA NGC: IN,12BIT R::;; 0/? DR CONnJ'- l 
c PARA LLE L I/0 REGISTER 132~?ioBITl 10 0 EC 
N PARALLEL I /0 REGISTER 132X16BITl 10 1 
'4 PARALLEL I 10 REGISTER 11bX24BITl 10 2 
N PARA LLE L I /0 REGISTER 1256(243ITl 112 
OJAL INPUT DUAL OUTPUT REGISER 116 err, C110 
TTL I~, OPEN COLL TTL OUT, 11Al< ltOMA,3JVl 
c INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 12X21tBIT IN,2XO:.JIT IR-1 f<GE R 
0/P, ~n -z INPUT, LED :JISPLHl 
143 Peripheral Interfacing Modules (For TTY, Tape etc) 
o::SK CALCJLATOR CTRL IDIEH. I'iT::RFACt: TO 
FHC 1301/02111 AND FH:; 13091 
TYPO~I TER DRIVE UNIT 
TYPEW~ITE~ ORUER FOR OPTIMA ;~7 
ELETYPE 0/P CHL 110 FHC 1301102111 ~'10 
FiG 110 g VIA SPEC CON'l, TTY HCTO~ DN/Jr FI 
TE LE HP E I P\TERFACE 
ELETfPEH~ITER CRIIIER <FOR AS~ 331 
TELETPEWRITER INTt:RF~Ct:<IIO HTA TR>ll5F 
AND CONTROL,LAM USEO ~S TWO-WAY FLAGl 
T~LETYPEW~ITER CRIIIER 
ELEHPE ORI>JER 
TELETYPE INTERFACE 
vERS.OT::C LINE PI<INTER lNTE~FA~:: 
P~PER TAP~ PUNCH OUTPJT 01\:l vE~ 
<FOR FA CIT 407LI l 
TAPE ~::AD~ R INTERFACE UNIT 
IF OR :O:L ECT ROGRAFH[C R~ADE.:l 
N MAGNETIC TAPl HTE~FA:t. 
<TAPE tHCKS OR CASSEHE SI 
UN I Jt:• {:) AL ASYNCHRONOU:> 
TRAN5'1I TE R/RECE IVE I< I 1 <' '1 CHAR. 3UF Fl~l 
FHC 1312 
TO Oi01 
501 
FHC 1307 
-) 0 
70~o3-1 
70b1-1 
;oo 
J TY 10 
C-l-33 
3]20 
TP Utl01 
TR 01101 
cs 0 J 4? 
c H7 
3F vERniEB 
-ELLIOTT 
CN 
VERB IEB 
L, ENTt:RPRISES 
L. ENTEI<PRISES 
; lP/SCHLUHElERGER 
w tJZEL ~LEt< TRONI!( 
( N(Tl C SY S TEHS 
-ELL I OTT 
Lo t:NTERPRl SES 
ORMATEK 
172 
172 
172 
173 
172 
172 
172 
06/7 3 
0'317 3 
171 
171 
17 0 
170 
0 l/7 3 
Ob/7 3 
172 
172 
oo n .l 
06/7 3 
173 
0 J/7 3 
(4) 
121 
( 3) 
171 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
I B l 
Ill 
(1) 
( 8) 
IX 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
B.S.I,.TERFACE READER 16BIT OAT~ + PARITf 
B IT , 3 R ITI SH STANO A RDl 
B.S.DfTERFACE DF<IIIER C6BIT OAT~+ PARIT'f 
BIT ,BRITISH SHNDARDl 
P::RIFHERAL. REAOERI8Bir PARHLe:L DATA IN, 
NEG OR POS TTL,HANDSHAKE CONTROLS) 
PERIPH::RAL DRIVER CBBIT OATA OJT,NEG 0'< 
POS TTL ,HANDSHAKE CONTROLSI 
TYPE 
7 0 5 8-1 
7065-1 
144 Display Modules, Display and Plotter Interfacing 
2'+ BIT LED BCD OISPLA'f 
CONE FHC 1301/02111 VIA SP::C CDNN!::CTJt<l 
2'+ BIT NIKIE BCC DISPLAY C>EL:::;rs ONE JF 
10 HC 1:501/02111 VIA SPEC CONNECTIONI 
2'+ BIT LED BINAF<Y O{SPLAY CON:: rHC 1313 
OR FHC 130'3 IliA SPECIAL CDNNE:TIONl 
INDICATOR C1X16BIT DR 2XBBIT,INJICATES 
STATE OF REGISTER LOADED F'<OM DATAWAYI 
SCALER DISPLAY THROUGi COH~UTER 
IDISPLA'f OF 21tBIT WOR)l 
MANUAL BINAR'f DISPLAY (CONTENT OF A 
REGISTER DISPLAYED,EXT MULTIHAY CONNI 
N GRAPHIC DISPLAY DRIVER FOR HP13111TEK'l02 
DISPLA'f DRIVER IPOINTPLOT CHAt( GEN ANLl 
VECTCR GENERATOR) 
MEMORY OS:ILLOSCOPE DISPLAY 
II/ECTOR, CHARACTER AND HISTOG'<Aii :;ENl 
CRT D::CIHAL DISPLAf SYSTEM IINCLUDINGI 
D I SPLAY OR I II E R 
DISPLAY SYSTEM C011PRI5ING 
DISPLAY S'fNCHROI-<IZING 
DISPLAY TIMING 
DISPLAY CO H ROL 
DISPLAY REFRESH !ALPHANUMERIC + GRAPHS) 
DUAL LIGHT PEN INTERneE 
N COLO!< 11 ONI TOR 
STORAtiE DISPLAY DRIVER 
DISPLAY DRIVER I TWO 10 BIT OAC, OJTPUT 
RANGE +511 TO -5V,TWO OPERATION HODESI 
DECIMAL DISPLAY UNIT IADDR::5S AND 5 iJATA 
DECACES +MULTIPLIER DISPLAYE::ll 
DISPLAY CONTROLLER CFJR 900 7 ,I N:LUDES 
BIN T') DECH1AL CONVERTERI 
C ST ORA:;E OSCILLOSCOPE CDR I \IE R F JR 
TEKTF<ONIX 611 OR 601,JSED WIT-I 70111 
SCOPE DISPLAY DF<IVER 
MANUAL CONTROL OF J OJ 10 
EXTERNAL DISPLA'f FOR J EA 10 5CHER 
s:;OPE DISPLAY 01<11/ER ~-Y-Z !SYSTEM) 
STORAtiE DISPLAY DRivER FOR TE<nONIX o11 
OR 601 
CHAR IICT ER GENERATOR 
V::CTOR GENERATOR 
LIGHT PEN FOR FCO 2012 OR CG 2018 
RECOF<OE R DRIVER 
THE HOI/ 3300 INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS SYSTEM 
C011PHS lNG 
DI SP LA 'f UN IT 
LIGHT PEN 
GRAPHIC DATASENSOR 
FHC 1305 
FHC 1306 
FH C 1315 
'3014 
J AF 15 
J AF 20 
4301 
DO 1601 
c 311 
72 A 
72 A 
3200 
3205 
3210 
3212 
32 25 
RGB 1200 M 
3260 
~007 
':l006 
~0 26 
J DO 10 
HC 10 
C AE 10 
FDD 2012 
SOD 2015 
CG 2018 
1/G 2028 
LP 20 35 
J XY.10 
wov 1855 
wov 1851 
ItO V 1833 G 
MANUFACTURER 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
BF VERTRIEB 
3F VERTRIEB 
BF IIERTRIEB 
NUCL. ENTERPRISE::> 
5 A I PIS C-t LUH BERGER 
5 A IP/SCH L.UH BERGER 
B I RA SY STE HS 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
IN FORMAT EK 
j 0 RWAY 
I(INETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
5 A I P/SCH LUHBERGER 
5EN 
SAIP/SCHLUMEERGER 
wov 
WIDTH 
NA 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
NA 
2 
2 
NA 
NA 
1 
1 
DELIV. NPR 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
/71 
172 
171 
171 
/71 
0617 3 
05/7 3 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
172 
171 
172 
/70 
171 
171 
171 
0417 3 
0417 3 
171 
171 
171 
/71 
/71 
0617 3 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
en 
(2) 
(4) 
( 1) 
(2) 
(7) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
( 8) 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
145 Instrumentation Interfacing Modules (DVM, Su ly CTR, Stepping Motor Drivers, 
Pulse Analyser CTR) 
C DUAL CotANNEL SEI<IAL OUTPUT HCJULE 
N OU AL CHANNEL SERIAL OUTPUT HCJUL E 
N DUAL CHANNEL SERIAL OUTPJT '10DULE 
N OJAL 8 CHANNEL SERIAL OUTPIJT '10JULE 
STEP MOTOR DRIVER CMA)( 327H SEPS,RAE, 
RCJTATION At-;0 STARTISTJP FULU :OHMANiEJI 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER, OU~L 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER 
STEPPING MOTOR ORI~ER CUSE() WITi 70471 
DELA 1ED PULSE GENERATOR lit TTL J/P, 0.042 
HZ-40Kii Z RATE, LEIIEL A.'.W DnECTION CONTRI 
STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER 
C STEPP::R COI\TROLLER ICONTINUOUSl 
C STEPPER COt.TROLLER - INCREMENT U MOTD~ 
PJHER SUPPLY CONTROLL::R 12-BH 
N CAMAC-TO-SCIPP MCA INTERFA:E 
N INTERFACE CAMAC-TO-LABEN 60005ERIES 
HlJLTICiiANNEL ANALYZERS 
C MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER- CAMAC I'HERFAC:: 
CFOR PACKARD 9000 AND 900 5ERES MCAI 
CAMAC INERFACE FOR CA25/CA13t:H ADC 
DUAL INCREt'ENTAL POSHION ENCOJ::R (2)(20 
BIT X-Y OIGITIZATION 3Y UP-DO~N COUNERI 
OUTPUT REGISTER C1& 0~ 24 BIT TTL DRI~::R 
FOR FAST-ROUTING HULTIPLEX::R 5fST::Hl 
CAHAC C OHMUNICATIOHS CONTROLLU 
IN TE !<FACE UN IT 
CAHAC VID-HOS INTERFAC:: UNIT 
CAHAC MOD 15 INTERFACE UNIT CTD IN-HOUSE 
PRODUCED A-D EQUIPMENT) 
INTERFACE FOR CAHAC CONTROL Of PRECISION 
HIGH SPEED ADCS 
WIRE DETECTOR SCANNERI&ItXbBIT MEMORY 
STORES 138IT POSITION+3BIT CLJSTER DATAl 
SCANNER TEST HOCULE 
PROPORTIONAL CHAMBER READ-OUT I USED Wl TH 
SPEC CONTROLLER TYPE COFIL OR UONEI 
SPARI< CHAMBER READ OUT IPOSITI::JN ~NO 
ADDRESS COOING CF MULTIPLE SP~RK SITE:'il 
SPAR!( CHAMBER READ OUT TERMINU 
PLUMBICON READ OUT 15 SCALERS ~::CORO 
DIGITIZED OUTPUTS FROM PLUMBI:O>j CAHE .~AI 
PLUHEICON READ OUT TERMINAL 
N ADC/CAHAC INTERFACE IFOR I~HOIJSE AOC~, 
2X1&eiT 0/P BUFFER,SHTUS t LAM HANDLI 
3101 
3102 
3106 
310 7 
11&1 
33&0 
33&1 
07 0 9 
7045-1 
J CP 10 
c-sT-4 
c-sT-4-I 
3158 
2323 
5 380 
9701 
J CCA 10 
2IPE 2019 
CM &&5 
MC 4i13& 
I'C 40 37 
MC 5Z01 
HC 4059 
wcs-zoo 
WCS-201 
RE FIL 
J SC 10/SCR0-041 
SCRO THL-043 
J PH 10/PLUM 
J PG 10/PUODING 
C-A1-2 
147 Other Digital l/0 Modules (Incl. Data Links) 
START·STOO CONTROLLERISTART,5TOP,REScT, 
HANU.,L OR OATAHAY CCNTROL, 100f!Z CLOC<I 
,. FERNUE3 ERT I<AGUNSANSCH.USS I IJ2'*/o.J23/V21 
MODEM INT::I<FACE WITH ~UTO-JIA~ OPTIONI 
SENSOR liNTER. UP TO o5. OOJ G~OU PS OF 
1o/32 3 ITS, READS PATTERNS OR ADDRESS0:51 
N S::RIAL INTERFACE I ~24 SPECI 
TRANSMISSION LHE rRIVER 
START-STOP UNIT !START, STJP CLOG!( AND 
GA TE 0 U T P J T S I 
FOUR FOLD BUSY CONE !START SI:;NAL 
INITIATED 8'1' CO .. MAHD,OEIJIC:: R::TIJR~S Ll\11 
FHC l304 
00 2!10-2'j11 
c 347 
90 45 
J AH 10 
4BD Z021 
RA SfSTEHS 2 0417 3 
RA SY STE HS 2 0417 3 
RA SY STE HS 2 04/73 
RA SYSTEMS 04/73 
ORER 172 
!NETIC SYSTEMS 172 
!NETIC SYSTEMS 1017 3 
UCL. ENTERPRISES 171 
ENTERPRISES 170 
A IP/S Cli LUH BERGER 01173 
ELEKTRONIK 2 172 
ELEr<TRONU 172 
I NETIC SYSTEMS 173 
SY STE HS 
A I P/SCH LUH BERGER 171 
N /71 
AND P 171 
CONSULTANTS 171 
CONSULTANTS 171 
CONSULT ANTS 171 
CRO CONSULTANTS 
NC SYSTEMS 172 
172 
IP/SCH LUHBERGER 171 
IP/SCH LUMBERGER /70 
5 170 
S I FISCH LUMBERGER /71 
171 
~ NZEL ELEKTRONIK 
3 VERTRIEB 171 
RNIER 12173 
FCRHAT t:K 0 '*/7 3 
-. CL. ENTERPRISES 0817 3 
? LON 
IP/SCHLUMBERGER 171 
5 N 171 
(3) 
(41 
141 
121 
121 
121 
C&l 
151 
(5) 
161 
1&1 
1&1 
111 
XI 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
15 Digital Handling and Processing Modules- and/or/not Gates, 
Fan-Outs, Digital Level and Code Converters, Buffers, 
Delays, Arithm. Processors etc. 
151 Fan-Outs, and/or/not-Gates 
F4N-OlJT UNIT 12 ORED INPUT> P~OIIIO£ B 
TRUE ,2 COI1 PLEM OUTPUT>, Nll'1 S I:; NA LS l 
N FAN OUT MODULE !Ill liP, 16 Ila 0/PJ 
SIX-FOLD CONTROLLEO GHE IINDIV GATING, 
FAN-1114 AND FAN-OUT CO'lTROLI.EO BY 3 R::GSI 
152 Digital Level Converters 
6 CHANNEL TTLINIM CONVERT£~ 
6 CHANNEL NIH/TTL CONVERTn 
HEX NIH TO TTL CONIIERTER 
HEX IL2 TO IL1 CONVERTER 
I& NIM SIGt-ALS IN,& TTL SIGNALS OUTI 
HE X Ill TO IL2 CONVERTER 
I& TTL SI:;NALS IN,& NIH SiiNALS OUT! 
QUIN L1 TO IL1 CON~ERTERIS HARW::LL STA'l-
OARO Ll SIGNALS IN 5 TTL SIGML5 OUTJ 
1 53 Code Converters 
CA HAC B CO• TO•B !t-AR 1 CONVERTER 
BINAI<Y TO•BCO•CON'/ERTC:R 121tBir aiN,8 
DECIMAL DIGIT OUTPUT VIA TlfO :ONNECTO-HI 
C BINARf COOE CONVERTER!BIN-aCD 0~ BCD-BIN 
CON'/ERSION, DATA FROI1 OATAHY 0~ FRONTI 
BINARY TO DECIMAL COO:: CONIIERrE:~ 
BINARY TO BCO-CCN\IERER121tBIT TO 8 DECA-
DE ,D ISP LA'f ,CON \I 4USEC, TTL LEVEL OlJT t1=·il 
FO O!J01 
go so 
6CG Z017 
5601 
5602 
3450 
7051-1 
7052-1 
7053-1 
LEH-5215.7 
7 0 6 8-1 
9044 
610 
C-3BC-24 
154 Buffer Memories, Storage Units 
C OUTPUT REGISTER 1256X24BIT, R~H + 32X21t 
N OUTPUT REGISTER 1256X24BIT, RAI1 + 64X24 
BIT ROH, EX ADO!<, FO~ USE WITH 7025·21 
1'1 AID, 12BIT BCD, 16 WAf 11ULTIPLEXER, 
1&X24BIT STORE, 100US::C/CH~NN.::L UPDAEI 
CAMAC 16 WORD 24 BIT '1EMORf 
16 WO~O STORE 
256 WORDS OF 24 BIT STORE MODULE 
PROGI<AMHABLE READ ONLY MEMORY 
C BLI FFER ME11 CRY 
1256 l&BIT WORDS, USE WIH J CAN 21/C/'il 
110 
110A 
500 
HC 5202 
cs 0003 
cs 0015 
220 
J MT 20 
155 Logic and Arithmetic Processing Modules 
FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC [NTERFACE 
IFOR lJSE WITH M 128 HARD. FL04T. POI:-HI 
c 327 
:;EC-ELLIOTT 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
5E N 
B I RA SY STE. MS 
3 I RA SY STE MS 
1(1 NETIC SYSTEMS 
'4UCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
'lUCL. ENTERPRISES 
E ISENt1ANN 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NU C L. ENTER PRISE$ 
POL ON 
WENZEL ELEKTRONit<: 
-iYTEC 
HYTEC 
'1ICRO CONSULTANTS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
PO LON 
5AIP/SCHLUM8ERGER 
INFORMATEK 
16 Analogue Modules- ADC, DAC, Multiplexers, Amplifiers, 
Linear Gates, Discriminators etc. 
171 
11173 
171 141 
0417 3 
0417 3 
0517 3 
170 
/70 
/70 
/70 121 
171 
10/73 
2 /71 
12/7 3 
2 172 Col 
141 
172 171 
172 
01/7J 
XII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE 
161 Analogue Input Modules (DC and Pulse ADC, 
N 32 CHANNEL ANALOG DATA SYST EH 
!EXPANDABLE WITH AOOITIONAL HIJX HOOULESI 
ANALC:iUE TO DIGITAL INTEFACE CWITH PLUG-
IN CCN~ERTER CA~OS ADC/8Q, AD:I1DQ AND 
AOC/12Q FOR 8, 10 AND 12 BIT :ONVERSIONI 
N ANALCGU E T 0 DIGITAL CONI/ERr ER < 2 OHHZI 
ANALCt»UE TO DIGITAL HHEGRo CONVERTER 
VOLTAt»E - FREQUENCf CONVERTER 
!USED WITH !'ULTIPLEXERS J HX 10/201 
UP-DOWN SCALER/FREQUENCY H:::TE~ 
DUAL [)IGITAL VOLTHETH C+A'\10- 0.111, 
10 BIT, DIFFERENTIAL INPUTI 
DIGITALIIOLTHETER CRANt;ESX !lC0.02 TO 2iliJ, 
5 HA TO 100 HA,AC OoOI TO 20 1/ BOTH PllLI 
I 
DIGITAL 1/0LTHETER iSA"'E AS 
TYPE C 76451-A13-A1 WITH OISP.A1l 
ANAL CC>E EI NGAENGE C HUU I PLEx:ER- An, 
8 DIFF IIP,+/-101/ RAN:;E,7BITS/1011+SIGNI 
ANAL Ct;E EI NGAEN GEC HUU I PLEXER- AOC, 
TO ONE AOC,+/-5V RANG:::,7BITS/ 5V+SIGNI 
AN ALO!iE EI NGAE NGE I HULT I PLEHR- A 0 C, 
8 OIFF liP, +10V RANGE,8BITS/101/I 
ANALCriER EINGANG IADC, +/-101/ RANGE, 
7BITS/1 01/+SIGNI 
CSAHE FOR +/-51/ RANGE, 7BITS/H +SIGNI 
ISAHE FOR +10V RANGE, 8BITS/1J 1/1 
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER! 88 IT, II~ 
RANGE 0 TO +SV CR 0 TO -5V, 25 US EC CON II I 
N DUAL 10 BIT A/0 
H SUCCSES So APPRO X. AOC I WITH SCI HPLE ANO 
HOLD, -5~ TO +Sll, 10-3ITI 
DUAL 10 BIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CJNiiERTE~ 
DUAL SLOPE AOC C+ANO- 0.01,1/1011 RANGES, 
11BIT RESOLUTION,20HS CONI/ TJ1:::1 
C SUCCESS. APPROX. AOC OHTH SAMPLE AND 
HOLO, -1V TO +1V, 12-3ITI 
ANALCGE EINGAENGE CHU~TIPLtXE~-CIO~, 
8 DIFF IIP,+/-10V RAN:;E,11BITS/10V+SIGNI 
ANAL OGE EI NGAENGE I MULTIPLEXER- AOC, 
8 DIFF I/P,+/-51/ RANGE,11BITS/ 51/+SIGNI 
ANALCGE EI~GAENGEIHULTIPLEXER-AOC, 
8 DIFF liP, +1011 RANG::, 12BIT5/101/I 
ANALCliER EINGANG CADC, +/-10V RAN:;E, 
11 BITS/10V +SIGN I 
ISAHE FOR +/-51/ RANGE,UBITS/ 51/+SIGNI 
ISAHE FOR +101/ I<ANGE,12BIT5/1l .JI 
N AIO, 12BIT BCD, 16 WAf MULTIPLEXER, 
1&X24BI T STORE, 100USEC/CtUNN::L UPDATi::l 
A/0 CONVERTER (12BIT,HAX ZD USEC CONVE~­
SION, +AND-SV, +AN0-10V, +10V ~tiNGES) 
DUAL 12 BIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CJNIIERE~ 
CAHAC AOC/DAC Ut;IT CPC CARJ FJR SAMPL::-
HOLO 12 BIT AOC ANO OAC CIRCUITSI 
ANALC:itJE TO DIGITAL C:>NVERfER C123IT, 
20 HSEC CONVERSION,RANGE -~1/ TO +5111 
ANALOliE R E INGANG(OUAL SLOP:: AL>~, +/-10 J 
RA NGE,14BI TS /10 V+S IGN, 0 • 2SE C :; 0~ VERSION I 
OCTAL CHARGE DIGITIZER C8X88IT CHARGE 
SENSITI IJE AOC, I<EADOUT IN It Xi:. BIT WOROSI 
MULTI-MODE LINEAR ADC C8BIT,4lMH CLOC<, 
AREA AND PEAK MCDES,NIH LEIIEL51 
C OCTAL AOC (8 FAST IIP,8BITICH, :;OMMON 
GATE, NIH LEVELS, BILINEAR MOJEI 
OCTAL ADC CHIN 5 NSEC PULS:::s, ~JS OR ,.EG 
8BIT/100 PC RESOLUTION, 250 USEC CON\11 
5 301 
ADC 1201 
cs 0046 
700 
J CTF 10 
J EF 10 
20VH 2013 
C 76451-A13-A1 
C 76451-A13-A2 
00 200-1013 
00 200-101& 
00 200-1013 
00 200-1027 
00 200-1028 
00 200-1029 
7 0 28-1 
5 304 
1244 
3515 
1241 
1243 
DO 200-1003 
DO 200-100& 
00 200-1009 
00 200-1024 
DO 200-1025 
DO 200-1026 
500 
30 
3520 
HC 5200 
70 55-1 
00 200-1021 
QD808 
2243A 
2248 
90 40 
MANUFACTURER 
I RA SY STE HS 
EC-ELLI OTT 
UCL. ENTERPRISES 
OLON 
A IP/SCHLUHBERGER 
EN 
I EHEN S 
IE HENS 
ORNIER 
ORNIER 
ORNIER 
ORNIER 
UCL. ENTERPRISES 
I RA SYSTEMS 
ORER 
!NETIC SYSTEHS 
ORER 
ORER 
ORNIER 
ORNIER 
ORNIER 
ORNIER 
YTEC 
OR WAY 
!NETIC SYSTEMS 
ICRO CONSULTANTS 
UCLo ENTERPRISES 
ORNIER 
G+G 
RS-LEC~OY 
RS-LECROY 
UCL. ENTERPRISES 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
/71 
10/73 
09/73 
04/73 
0 4/73 
/71 
/72 
/72 
/72 
/72 
/72 
172 
/70 
0&/73 
a 3173 
172 
172 
172 
/72 
/72 
172 
172 
/72 
12173 
/71 
OS /73 
172 
/70 
172 
170 
/71 
172 
(1) 
131 
(2) 
(61 
(7) 
121 
(4) 
XIII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
ADC - MEMORY INTERFACE 
IFOR J CAN 20/21 AND BH 901 
1&.000 CHANNEL PULSE AOC 1200~-H CLOG() 
1024 ::HANNEL PULSE AD: UODHHZ :LOCKI 
QUAD CAHAC SCALER C4X1&BIT OR 2K32BIT, 
40 HH ZJ 
TI HE OI GIT IZER 14X 16BIT ,50 "HZ CL o: K, WITH 
CENTRE FINDER, USABLE WITH PRE-AMP 5111 
TIME DIGITIZER 14 NIH STOP CHAN~ELS, 
COMMON START, 200 PSECS RE:iOLUTION) 
QUAD 1&-BIT SPARK READ-OUT REGISTER 
12 OHHZ RATE, TTL LE HLSI 
QUAD TIME-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTEH9BIT/CH, 
10 2/510 NSEC RANGES,13JSEC ~ON\IE:(S 1 NIHI 
TI HE DIGIT IZER14X1&BIT, CLO: K ~ATE 
70/85MHZ, WITH CENTER FINDING. LOGICI 
TIME OIGITIZER 14X16BIT,CLJCK RATE 
70/85MHZ 1 NIH LE\IELSI 
SERIAL TIME DIGITIZER 18X83IT 100MHZ, 
SER +SEQUENT COUNT MODE,S.UFT-REG GAEl 
N DUAL SY NCHRO-DIGITAL CONVERTE~ llltBITI 
TYPE 
J CAN 20 
J CAN 21 C/H 
CAN 40 
1004 
1005 
TD101t 
SR 1604 
2226A 
TO 2031 
TO 2041 
STO 2050 
cs 0047 
162 Ana logue Output Modules (DAC) 
A~ALC:;t:R AUSGANG IOAC, 12BIT R£SOLUTION, 
+10'1 OUTPUT RANGE, 2DHAI 
ISAHE BUT WITH +AND-10\1 OUTPUT ~ANGEl 
ISAHE BUT HITH +AND-SV OUTPUT UNGEI 
ANALC;E AUSGAENGE IOAC,12BIT ~ESOLUTIQ~, 
+10V OUTPUT RANGE,Z OUTPUTS, 20"1AI 
ISAHE BUT WITH +AN0-10\1 OUTPUT RA.NGEI 
ISAHE BUT WITH +AN0-5'1 OUTPUT R~NGEI 
N ANALQ:;ER AUSGANG IDAC 8BIT RESOLUTION, 
+10V OUTPUT RANGE, 5H~I 
N ISA HE BUT 12BIT ~SOLUT IO'll 
N ANALOGER AUSGANG IOAC 8BIT RESOLUTION, 
+10\1 OUTPUT RANGE, 5H~, 2 OUTt)UTSI 
N ISA ME BUT 12BIT R::SOLUflO'll 
N ANALCiiE R AUSGANG IOAC !!BIT RE:i:>LUTION, 
+AND-10 V OUTPUT RANGE, 5MAI 
ISAME BUT 12BIT R::SOLUTIO'll 
N ANALCiiE R AUSGANG I OAC 8BIT RESOLUTION, 
+AN0-10 V OUTPUT RANGE, 5MA, 2 OUTPUTS> 
N ISAH£ BUT 12BIT R::SOLUTIO~l 
ANALC:;E R A USGANG I DAC 8BIT RESOLUTION, 
+AND-5'1 OUTPUT RANGE, 5MAI 
!SAME BUT 12BIT R::SOLUTIO~l 
N ANALCiiER AUSGANG IOAC 88IT RESOLUTION, 
+AN0·5V OUTPUT RANGE, SMA, 2 :IUTPUTSI 
N ISAHE BUT 12BIT ~SOLUTIO~I 
N ANALCGER AUSGANG IDAC 8BIT RESOLUTION, 
+10V OUTPUT RANGE, 5M~, 4 JUTPUTSI 
ISAME BUT 12BIT R::SOUJTIO'll 
N ANALOGER AUSGANG IOAC 68IT RESOLUTION, 
+AND-10 V Ol.TPUT RANGE, 5HA, 4 OUTPUTS> 
ISAHE BUT 12BIT R::SOUJTIO~l 
N ANALO:iER AUSGANG IDAC 8BIT RESJLUTION, 
+AND-5'1 OUTPUT RANGE, 5MA, 4 OUTPUTS> 
N !SAME BUT 12BIT R::SOLlJTIO~I 
N CAMAC BINARY-TO-BCD CONVERTER 
WITH DECIMAL DISPLAY 
OCTAL OAC 18 CHANNELS,10BIT 5J ;QJHHS JR 
2 S CMPL 9BIT+SIGN, +~NO- ;v, 10 USECI 
N DUAL 0/A CONIIERTER 11J BIT, 1JUSE:: Cu'IV 
TIME, +10V, +AN0-1011, +AN::l-511 RANGES! 
N OJAL 01 A :;ONVERTER 11~ BIT, 30 USC CONV 
TIHE, +10'1, +AND-1011, +AND-?V RANGES) 
0/A CONVER1ER 112BIT,> USE: CONIIERSI ,JN, 
0/P RANGES +AND-2.5V/5V/1011 A'ID +5V/1ulll 
8 CHANNEL 10 BIT D-A CONVEHn 
CAMAC ADCIDAC UNIT IPC CA~O FJR S~HP L ::.­
HOLD t2BIT ADC AND OAC CIRCUIT:>! 
DO 200-1501 
00 200-1503 
DO 200-1505 
DO 20 0-1502 
DO 20 0-1504 
DO 21]0-150& 
00 200-1511 
iJO 200-1521 
00 200-1512 
DO 200-1522 
()0 200-1513 
00 200-1523 
DO 200-1514 
DO 21)0-1524 
DO 200-1515 
00 200-1525 
OD 200-1516 
00 21l 0-15Z6 
00 20 0-1517 
JO 20 0-1527 
00 200-1518 
DO 200-15Z8 
00 200-1519 
00 200-1529 
LEM-5215.8 
DAC 1081 
0/A-lO 
0/A-12 
31 
3110 
HC 5200 
MANUFACTURER 
5 A I P/S CH LUH BERGER 
SAIP/SCHLUHBERGER 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
BORER 
30RER 
::G+G 
G EC-EL LI OTT 
LRS-LECROY 
SEN 
SEN 
SEN 
NUCLo ENTERPRISES 
OORNIER 
) ORNIE K 
JORNIER 
0 ORNIE R 
ilORNIER 
LlORNIER 
DORNI£R 
)ORNIER 
)0RNI£R 
)ORNIER 
:IORNIER 
::ISENHANN 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
JOERGER 
JOE RG£ R 
JORWAY 
l(lNETIC SYSTEHS 
~ICRO CONSULTANTS 
WIDTH 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
DELIV. NPR 
/71 
172 
172 
172 
/72 
/71 
170 
172 
172 
172 
10173 
/71 
/71 
171 
171 
171 
/71 
1Z/73 
10/73 
12/7 3 
10/73 
12/7 3 
10/73 
1217 3 
1017 3 
12/7 3 
1017 3 
12/7 3 
10173 
1217 3 
1017 3 
1217 J 
1017 3 
12/7 3 
1017 3 
Olt/7 3 
0917 3 
0917 3 
171 
172 
172 
16) 
161 
171 
121 
14) 
(7) 
121 
l&l 
XIV 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONI/ERTER 
DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONI/ERTER 
DIGITAL TO ANALCGUE CONI/ERTER 
1/0L T A:OE CALIBRATOR 
DUAL DIGITAL-TO-ANALO:i CONIIERTER C10BIT, 
OUTPUT 0 TO +1011 OR -:; TO +5111 
STRO~GENERATOR !CURRENT SOURCEl 
DUAL-DIG IT AL-A NALOG -CONIIERT ER 
ISA 11E WITH 12 8 IT> 
ISA HE WITH 16 8 ITI 
TYPE 
7015 
720 
721 
J ET 10 
2DAC 2011 
C 761t51-A5-A1 
C 764t51-A15-A1 
C 76't51-A15-AZ 
C 764t51-A15-A3 
164 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules I 
ELEKHONISCHER MULTIPLEXER 18 OIFF II?, 
HAX +OR-10 11, DATAWAY SET+INCR ADDRESSl 
IWITH FRONT PANEL CONN£CDRI 
12 IN~UT AhALOGUE MULTIPLEKER I~ANOOH JR 
SCAN ACCESS CONTROLLED BY S~I~ ~EGISTER) 
15 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXE~ IANALO:iUE SIGNALS 
ROUTED TO ADCIO'JH,OIR::CT + SCAN MODES> 
SEE ,LS 0 OCRNIER ADC TYPES 
RELAISHULTIPLEXER U6 CHANNELS,HAX 2001/1 
7HI1A OR 101/A, OATAWAl' SET+IN:R AOORESSI 
I~ITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTJRI 
RELAIHLJLTIPLEXER 116 ;HANNELS, HAX 200111 
75011A OR 101/A, OATAWAY SEhliCR AOORESSl 
OUTH FRONT PANEL CONNECTJRI 
ANALC!i HUL TIPLEXER 115 CHANNEl. S, REED 
RELAYS, HAN AND OATAWAf SEL, EKPANDABLEI 
H CHANNEL RELAY MULTIPLEX 
N MASTER MULTIPLE>:ER 11& CH, It POLE REEOI 
N SLAIIE MULTIPLEXER 116 CH, It PJLE ~EEDI 
15 CH~NNEL RELAY MULTIPLEX.:R 
STANDARD LEIIEU 
(SAHE FOR LOW LEVEU 
HU L T IPL EXE R HANUAL CONTROL 
16-CHIINNEL FAST HULTIPLEXE~ CFET 
SWITCiiES FOR ADC 1242 AND 12431 
ELEKTRONISCHER MULTIPLEXER 11) CHANNEU, 
HAX +OR-10 'J,OATAWAY SET+IN:R ADJRESSI 
(WIT~ FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
ELEKTRONISCHER MUL TIP.EXEIU 16 DIFF II?, 
HAX +OR-10 11, DATAWAY >ET+INCR AOORESSI 
C~IT H FRONT PANEL C ONNE C TJ Rl 
HJLTIPLEXER-SOLIO STAr£ 11& SINGLE-ENDED 
OR 8 OIFF CHAN,RANOOH OR s::ou::NT ACCE5Sl 
HU L T IPL EXE R I 32 CHANN::L, 2 CON TACT S I 
HLJLTIPLEXER 132 CHANN::L, It CONTACTS> 
ELEI(TRONISCHER t'ULTIPLEXER 13? CHANNELS, 
MAX +OR-1DII, OATAWAY SET+INCR ADDRESS! 
CIU TH FRONT PANEL CONN::CTJRI 
ELEI(TRONISCHER MULTIPLEXER 13? OIFF liP, 
HAX +OR-10 II, DATAWAY 5ET+INCR ADDRESS! 
CSAHE WIT~ FRONT PANEL CONNECTORS) 
N ELEJ<TRONISCHER ~ULTIPLEXER <&+ CHANNELS 
HAX +OR-1DII, DATAWAY 5ET+INCR AOORESSI 
IIUTH FRONT PANEL CONNECTJ~I 
00 200-1033 
00 20 0-1233 
HX 2025 
1701 
00 200-1035 
DO 200-1235 
ao 2oo-10J6 
00 200-1236 
AH 
3530 
&01 
60 0 
J HX 10 
J MX 20 
J AX 10 
170ft 
DO 20 0-10 31 
DO 200-1231 
00 20 0-1034t 
DO 200-1234 
go 26 
C 76<t51-Ait-A1 
C 76 .. 51-Ait-A2 
DO 200-1032 
DO 200-1232 
DO 200-1037 
00 200-1237 
DO 200-1061 
00 200-1261 
MANUFACTURER 
ENTERPRISES 
A IPISCHLUHBERGER 
EN 
0 RER 
0 RhiE R 
ORNIER 
ORNIER 
OERGER 
!NETIC SYSTEMS 
UCL. ENTERPRISES 
A IPISCH LUH BERt;ER 
ORER 
UCLo ENTERPRISES 
RNIER 
WIDTH 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
DELIV. NPR 
170 
09173 
09/73 
04173 
171 
172 
172 
172 
172 
171 
171 
172 
/72 
172 
0117 3 
170 
170 
0417 3 
Olt/73 
Olt/73 
172 
172 
172 
172 
172 
171 
172 
172 
172 
172 
12173 
12173 
(6) 
161 
(6) 
131 
161 
(4) 
XV 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
14 
165 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules II (LIN. Gates, Ampl., Discriminators etc.) 
SA HPLE• ANO•HOLD VERSU E RKEil IOU ~L OIFF DO 200·1040 OORNIER 
AHPL,+/-10~ RANGE,ZOHA OUT,SUSEC SETTLI 
IS INGLE AHPL VERSION, BOTH TY,ES HAVE DO 200-1041 
HOLD ANO TRACr< HODES) 
PROGRAHHIE RBARER VERST AERKE R/USCH W DO 200-1052 JORNIE R 
(ATTENUATION •&OOB TO ODB, 6 5TEPS, 
AHPLIFICAT ION 008 TO &ODB, li STEPS) 
PROGRAM HIE RBARE VERST A ERKER/ A3 SC HWAECHER DO 200-1053 OORNIER 
IATTENUATION -6008 TO ODB IN o STEPS, 
GAIN OOB TO 60DB IN & STEPS, 2 CHANNELS) 
DIFFERENTIAL AHPLIFIE~ cs 0014 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
IGAIN CONTROLLED FROH DATAifAYI 
DUAL U TEN UATOR 150 OHMS,DATAWAY CONTROL- 90 04 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
LED,f<~NGE ODB TC l1D8 IN 10B H::PSl 
ATTEPIUATOR 10 DB TO 60 DB, HA'fUAL AND J AT 10 SA IP/S CH LUH BERGER 
DA TAWAt' CO NT RO L LEO l 
DIGITAL WI hDOH DlSCRlMINATOR IIHTH OWO Z046 SEN 
128X15BIT BUFFER, PARALLEL + S ::RIAL IIP l 
17 Other Digital and/or Analogue Modules- Mixed Analogue 
and Digital, Not Dataway Connected etc. 
172 
172 
04/73 
12173 
NA 
2 172 
171 
170 
172 
N NUHEHCAL CONTROL SYSTEM c 500 ROT 
COHPI<IS IN; CASSETTE RECORER C 503, 
DATA MRITER AND DISPLAY C 504, AND TYP::S 
H SERIAL CONTROLLER 
DATA RECEIVER FOR HECiANIC'L O~ERATIONS 
15 DECADE DATA,3 DECADE INSTRUCTION RE:Gl 
C 50Z 
C SOl 
NA 
2 SYSTEM CONTROL EQUIPMENT- COMPUTER COUPLERS, 
CONTROLLERS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 
21 Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers- Parallel Mode for 4600 Branch 
and Other Multi-Crate Bus, Single-Crate Systems, Autonomous Systems 
211 Interfaces/Drivers for Multicrate Systems I (4600 Branch Compatible) 
EXECUTIVE SUITE 
ASSE~BLY OF MODULAR CONTROLLERS IN CAMAC 
CRATE, COVERS SYSTEM COHPLE:XUY FROM 
SINGLE SOURCE·SINGLE CRATE TO MULTI 
SOURCE-MULTI CRATE SYSTEMS, cn'1PRISING 
EXECUTI IJE CONTROLLER I UANSFOiV1S 
STANDARD CRATE INTO SYSTEH CR4TEl 
BRANC~ COUPLER lONE PER BRANCi, MAX 71 
AND SYS TE11 INTERFACE SOURC:: U'fiTS, ALSO 
OPTIONALLY AUTONOMOUS CONTROLL~R SOURGE 
UNITS I ALL INSERTED INTO SYST::M CRATE) 
AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLER 1 IF3R MULTILEVEL 
AUTONOMOUS BLOCK TRANSFERS VIA OMAl 
PDP-1L SYSTEM IHERFACE, COMPRISING 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTE~FACE 
UNIBUS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE BUS I LINKS UNIBUS TO 
ALL SI SOURCE UNITS F:>RHIN:i ItHERFAC£) 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR IAJOS AUTOfiiJ-
MOUS ENTRY OF GL•OERI!IEO I~TE~RJPTSI 
DIRECT HEMORY ACCESS INTERFAC:: IADOS 
HULTIC~ANNEL OMA,NEEDS AUTON0'10JS CTRU 
NOVA/SUPERNOVA SYSTEM INTERFA:~, :OHPR 
PROGRAM TRANSFE~ IHTE~FACE 
IIO SUS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE BUS 
INTERRUPT ~ECTOR GENERATOR 
INTEROATA 70-SERIES SYSTEM INTE:RFACE 
COMPf<IS ING 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTE~FACE 
IIO SUS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE BUS 
Ifi!TERRU PT IJECTOR GENERATOR 
HONEYWELL 3161516 SYSTEM I~TEUACE,COHf>R 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE 
IIO SUS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE BUS 
GEC 205014080 SYSTEM INTERFAC::, COHPR 
DIRECT TRANSFERS INTERFACE 
SYSTEM INTERFACE BUS 
MX-CTR-2 
BR-CPR-2 
SC-ACU-1 
PTI-11 CIO 
TRH-11 
SI-BlJS-X11 
IVG-11 
OMA-11 
PTI-N C/0 
TRM-N 
SI-BlJS-XN 
IVG-H 
PTI-70 C/0 
TRM-70 
SI -80S-X70 
:!:IJG-70 
PTI-H16 C/D 
TRM-H1& 
SI-BUS-XH1& 
PT I-Z050 CID 
SI -eus-xz oso 
!OEC-ELLI OTT 
; E e-EL LI OTT 
GEC-EL LI OTT 
ii E C-ELLI OTT 
;EC-ELLIOTT 
;EC-ELLIOTT 
GEC-ELLI OTT 
; E C-ELLI OTT 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
172 
172 
0&/73 
172 
172 
/72 
172 
0&173 
172 
172 
172 
04173 
04173 
04173 
04173 
05173 
05/73 
0517 3 
0517 3 
(8) 
(7) 
XVI 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
SYSTEM CRATE TEST UNIT (TWJ-COHMAND TEST 
UNIT FOR CHECKING SYSTEM CRATE S'I'STEI'1Sl 
C MI CRCJ)R OGR AHMED BRANC~ DRillER FOR POJ)-11 
(WIT~ 256, 512, OR 1K WORDS OF 11EHORYI 
INTERFACE/SYSTEM CONTROLLE~ TJ OEC PDP3 
<PROGR, SEQUENT ANO BLOCK TRANSF::RSI 
INTERFACE/SYSTEM CONTROLLER TJ DEC POP15 
(PROGR,SEQUENT AND BLJCK TRANSFERS) 
P~P-11 CAHAC CONTROLLER<SE~UENTIAL READ/ 
WRITE,24 GRADEO-L INTERRUPT DIRECTLY) 
PDP-15 CAMAC INTERFAC::<16/21tBIT,PROGR, 
SEQUENT AOOR AND BLOCK TRA~SFER MOOESI 
POP-9 CAHAC INTERFACE 
(SOHEIIHAT MODIFIED CA 15 AI 
PDP-11 INTERFACE/8RAN::H DRIVn 
<Zit VECTOR ADDRESSES, PROIORAH.'IED AND 
HUL Tlf)L E DMA-TRANSFER, ADDUSS SCAN MU 
-LIST HODE, REPEAT-, LAH- llNO STOP MODEl 
POP-H BRANCH DRIVER lEUR ltOOl ::oHPATI-
BLE,FROGRAHHED AND SEQUENT AOJR MODE~ 
POP-11 BRANCH DRIVER 
INTERFACE AND DRiiER FOR POP 11 OR POP 8 
MULTI-CRATE SYSTEM, CJHPRBIN:; 
BRANCtt INTERFACE 
1&-BIT CONTROLLER (WITH EITHE~ OF TH~ 
FOLLGIIING INTERFACE CARDS I 
PDP 11 INTERFACE CARD 
INTERFACE CARD FOR DE:: PDP 6 5E~IES 
C INTERFACE CAHAC-POP 11 (PROGRAI'1HED,BLO::K 
TRANSFER Ar.D SEOI£HTII\L AOOR 'iOJESI 
PDP-11 SYSTEM CONTROLLER 
NO 'lA BR At-e H OR I IIER 
INTERFACE/SYSTEM CONHOLLER TO rtP2100, 
2114, 2115, 2116 
INTERFACE FOR iARIAN &ZOIIL/F COMPUTE~ 
<PROGR, SEQUENT AND BLi:ICr< TRANSFERS) 
N SYSTEM CONTROLLER FOR SIEHENR ltllt/3 
ITRANSFER OF 16 OR Zit BIT OAUWORDS 
PARALLEL 8 RANCH COM HA"' D CHAI NI N~ I 
!' (SA HE BUT WITHOUT COMMAND ::HAININGl 
N SYSTEM CONTROLLER FOR SIEMENR ltOit/3 
(TRANSFER OF 16 OR Zit BIT OAHWOROS 
PARALLEL BRANCH BUT NO COHHANJ CHAINiN~I 
MICROOATA 800/CIP ZOOl BRAN:;H DRivER 
BRANC'f DRIVER (21tBIT, PROGR, ElUENT A~D 
BLOCK TRANSFER ~OOES, MAX 7 C~IITESl 
H316/0DP516 CAHAC BRANCH HIGH~Af DRIV::R 
CHEETS EUR 460 0 SPECSI 
N INTERFA CE-ORI vH FOR liAR IAN 731o 20 l/620 L 
HULT I-CRATE SYSTEH, COHPRii IN:; 
BRANCH INTERFACE 
1o-BIT CONTROLLER 
AND 
N INTERFACE CARD FOR VAUAN 73/~20II620L 
SERIES COMPUTERS 
INTERFACE FOR K202 C0'1PUTE~ 
N INTERFACE CAMAC - T 200 0 
A BASI:; BRANCH CONTRO:.. RACI( 
N CAMAC - TZOOO BI<ANCH INTERFAC:: 
TYPE 
SC -TST-1 
1201 
zzoz 
2203 
CA 1L-A 
CA 15 A 
CA 15 A/POP-9 
CA 11-C 
BD-011 
r<S 0()11 
90 31 
90 30 
90 32 
90 3lt 
ICP 11/ICP 11 A 
c-csc-11 
1251 
2201 
2204 
DO 200-2921 
00 2110-2922 
00 200-2923 
91 
Sltil 0 
90 31 
90 30 
cs 0044 
10 0 
C COB 10 
sc 20 
MANUFACTURER 
t;EC-ELLI OTT 
81 RA SYSTEMS 
ORER 
ORER 
E C 
E C 
E C 
E C 
G+G 
!NETIC SYSTEMS 
UCLo ENTERPRISES 
SAIP/SCHLUHBERGER 
ENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
I RA SYSTEMS 
ORER 
ORER 
ORNIER 
ORNIER 
OR WAY 
ABEN 
ICRO CONSULTANTS 
UCLo ENTERPRISES 
OLON 
AIP/SC'i LUMBERGER 
WIDTH 
3 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
2 
3 
NA 
2 
NA 
NA 
NA 
6 
6 
6 
NA 
4 
NA 
NA 
NA 
DELIV. NPR 
172 
17Z 
171 
171 
/71 
171 
171 
172 
171 
171 
172 
/72 
172 
04173 
171 
172 
Olt /7 3 
/71 
17Z 
12/73 
12/7 3 
12173 
0517 3 
172 
/72 
0 9/73 
173 
173 
(51 
(It) 
(It) 
(2) 
(1) 
(It) 
(It) 
(7) 
(7) 
(7) 
(It) 
(51 
(It) 
(7) 
(6) 
( 81 
C7l 
(7) 
( 8) 
XVII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE 
212 Interfaces/Drivers for Multicrate Systems II 
(for other Parallel Mode Control/Data Highway) 
DATAWAY COt<TROLLER ODP-51olPART OF 7000-
SER S'fSTE11 WITH EXT CONTROL HIG'iWAYI 
PROGRAMMED DATAWAf CONTROLLER !PART OF 
70 DO-SER SYSTEM WITH ::xT CONH HIGHWAYI 
SEQUEtH IAL COHMAND GENERATJR 
COHHAifO GENERATOR 
TRANSFER REGISTER 
PROG~AM CONTROL UNIT 
WI REO STORE 
PLUGBOARD STORE 
OATAWAf CJNTROLLER P0~-8 !PA~ JF 7000-
SER SYS TE/1 WITH EXT CONTROL HI G-iWA Yl 
AUXILIARY CONTROLLER 
DATA BREA' MODULE !US::O WITH 701t81 
CRATE CONTROLLER FOR ~OVA :;oH?UTER 
CRATE CONTROLLEr< BUS ·TERMINATOR FOR 
CC 2023AIB !ONE PER SYSTEHI 
IBH 1130 INTERFACE SYSTEM lFO~ HIGH 
SP EE 0 0 ATA ACQUISITION, PRJ CES 5I NG AND 
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS, GJHPRISING 
INTERFACE CONTROL UNIT 
EXTENSION I'IODULE ( HULT IPLEJ(ERI 
PRIORlTY MODULE 
MULT IPL EXE R (OA TAl 
7022-1 
7025-2 
7037-1 
7062-1 
7063-1 
03 62-2 
70 '+lt-1 
7077-1 
70 '+8-2 
70'+7-1 
cs 0009 
CC 2023A/8 
BT 2 0 22 
WD'J 3300 
WOIJ 1002 
WD IJ 1060 
wo.., 100 8 
WDV t133 
MANUFACTURER 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
NA 
1 
3 
2 
1 
170 
/70 
170 
171 
170 
170 
170 
171 
17 0 
/70 
172 
/70 
171 
213 Interfaces/Drivers for Single-Crate Systems (41 00 Dataway Compatible) 
SINGL:: CRATE CONTROLL::R TO HP 
!CERN TYPE 0661 
CRATE CONTROLLER/POP11 UNiaUS I~TERFACE 
NPR CONTROLLER FOR OM~ TO PDP11 E.G, .JIA 
1:i33A CRATE CONTROLLEUINTERH:;E 
SINGL:: CRATE SVSTEH CONTROLLE~S!SEE 
EXECUTIVE SUITE, CLASS .2111 
POP-11-SERIES CRATE CONTROLLn 
DEDICATED CRATE CONTROLLER FO~ PDP-11 
04ULTIPLE TRANSFER OR AUTO ADDRESS SCA~J 
UNIBUS CRATE COI\TROLL::R PDP-11 
INTERFACE AND DRIVER "'OR PJP 11 OR POP 8 
SINGLE CRATE SYSTEM, ~OHPRISI~; 
1&-BIT CONTROLLER (WITH EITHE~ JF THE 
FOLLOW! NG INTERFACE C~ RDS I 
POP 11 INTERFACE CARD 
INTERFACE CARD FOR DE:: POP 8 5EUES 
AUTONO'iOUS CONTROLLER FOR POP 11 
CAMAC CRATE-PDP 11 INTERFAGE 
CRATE INTERFACE FOR PDP 8/I 
NOVA·SE RIES CRATE CONTROLLER 
VA RIA .. - CAH AC INTERF AC:: CRAr E CON TROLLU 
UoBIT SEQUENT+BLOCK TRANSF, 1 ::C/CRAT::l 
CONTRCILEUR DE CHASSIS MULTI 8-CAMAC 
!21tBIT,PROGR,SII'UlT I/O,INTER~UPT MOO::SI 
~ CONTROL EUR DE CHASSIS HULTI 2J - CAMAC 
!21tBIT,PROGR,SlP'ULT IIO,INTERRUPT MOOi::SI 
N INTEICFACE CARD FOR VAUAN 73/:)20 I/620L 
SERIES COMPUTERS 
N INTERFACE-DRIVEr< FOR VARIAN 73/&20I/o20L 
SINGLE CRATE SYSTEH,COHPRH IN:; 
1&-BIT CONTROLLER 
AND 
C CRATE INTERFACE FOR HJLTI 
CRATE CONTROLLER 120 
CRATE CONTROLLER lt04 
1531 
15334 
1542 
1301t 
OC011 
3911 
90 30 
90 32 
90 34 
9033 
J cc 11 
CPOP 8/I 
1303 
c 300 
JC H 
JCM ZO 
cs 001t4 
'}0 30 
J CM 8 
C 721t51-A&-A1 
C 76~51-A7-Al 
30RER 
BORER 
:; EC -ELLIOTT 
i3 I RA SYSTEMS 
::G+G 
(!NETIC SYSTEMS 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
5 A IP/SCH LUI1 BERGER 
5AIP/SCHLUHBERGER 
ai RA Sl' STE HS 
I NFORMAT EK 
I NTERTE:: HNI QUE 
INTERTECHNIQUE 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
SIEMENS 
S IE HENS 
2 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
2 
172 
172 
05/7 3 
02/73 
172 
/72 
172 
Olt/73 
Olt/7 3 
a lt/7 J 
0 2/73 
172 
171 
1017 3 
172 
172 
172 
(41 
( 81 
!71 
(7) 
(7) 
(61 
(7) 
( 81 
( 61 
(71 
XVIII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
214 Controllers for Autonomously Operated Systems and Related Units) 
N OA TENPR OZESSOR (AUTONOMOUS PRQ ;RAM ABLE 
SINGL:: DATAWAY CON T ROLLER 16 ~EGISTERS 
N tSAME WITH 32 REGISTER.il 
N tSA ME WITH 48 REGISTERS I 
'4 !SAME WITH 64. REGISTER.il 
N SPEIC'i~R FUER DATEHPROZESSOR 
tREAD-ONLY MEMORY, 25; WORDS ::JF 1o BIT.il 
N ISA HE SUT 512 WORJS OF 1& BITS I 
N (SAME BUT 766 lfORDS OF 16 BITSI 
N tSAME BUT 1024 WORDS OF 1;, 3ITSI 
SPEICHER FUER OATENPROZESSOR 
tRANDOM ACCESS MEMORY 1024 WO~:l5 16 3IT I 
N !SAME BUT 2048 WO~DS ::JF 1;, aiTSI 
N tSAME BUT 3072 WORDS OF 1;, BITSI 
IN DE PENDENT PROCESS ER 
00 200-2952 
DO 200-2953 
00 20 0-2954 
00 21)0-2961 
00 200-2962 
DO 200-29&3 
DO 200-2964 
DO 200-2971 
00 200-2972 
DO 21)0-2973 
130 
217 Other Parallel Mode lnterfaces/Drivers/Controlle 
SYSTEM 3000 CONTROLLn tFO~ OI51'RIBUTEO 
INTEI<FACE SYSTEM, PARrtLLEL H00£1 
1552 
JORNIER 
ORNIER 
ORNIER 
>QLCN 
22 Interfaces/Controllers/Drivers for Seriial H hway 
SYSTEM 3000 CONTROLLER tFO~ DISTRIBUTED 
INTERFACE SYSTEM, SERIAL MilDEI 
N SERIAL EXTENSION UNIT. 8 BIT 3YTE SERUL 
LIN!(, BRANCH COMPATIBLE, CONSISTING OF 
N S~RIAL DRIVER ITERMINHES 3RA'4CH HIGHWAY 
AND RETRANSMITS COMHA.'-40 SERIA.L.YI 
N SERIAL RECEIVER tRECEIIIES .iERIA. DATA, 
DRIVE.i TYPE A-1 SYSTEM, OPTICH !SOLI 
1551 :IORER 
JOERGER 
so 
SR 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
23 Units Related to 4600 Branch or Other Par llel Mode Control/Data 
Highway- Crate Controllers, Termination Lam Graders, 
Branch/Bus Extenders 
DISPLAY DRIVERICONTROLS 72A DIS>LAY, 
ALSO CRAE CTR AND BRrtNCH JRUERI 
72A 
231 Crate Controllers (Type A-1, Other CC Types) 
TYPE A-1 CRATE CONTROLLER 
CRATE :ONTROLLER /ESONE Tt>E ~1/ 
<CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECSI 
N CRATE GONTROLLER TYPE CCA-1 ACCORDING TO 
EUR4600 SPECS WITH CE~N OPTIOiS 
CAHAC CRATE CONTROLLER TY:!E A•1 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECIFICATIONS! 
ESONE TYPE A-1 CRATE CONTRDLLER 
tGONFORHS TO EUR 4600 SPECSI 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A-1 
<CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECSI 
BRANCii CRATE CONTROLLER/Hn ~-1 
{CONFORMS TO EUR 4600 SPECS, 19721 
TYPE A·1 CRATE CONTROLLER 
CRATE A COHROLLER 
t:ONFOR MS TO EUR 4600 SPECS I 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A CCJNFJRI1S TO 
EJR4600 S?ECSI 
CRATE :; ONT ROLLER TYPE A-1 
ICON FORMS TO EUR460 0 SPECSI 
A-1 CRATE CONTRCLLER ! CONF::JRM5 TO 
EUR4600 SPECS, INCL C::RN SPEC HOLD Lir-El 
CRATE C ONT I<OLLEI< A ICON FORMS T 0 EUR 4:>0 0 
S PECSI 
C TYPE A-1 IESONEI CRAE COIHRO:..L::R 
C TYPE A1 CO~TROLLER WITH TERMI~ATOR 
!MEETS 460 0 SPECS OF JAN 19721 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE D ICJNFOR .. S TO ::JR 
4100, USED WITH 00 260 COHPUER SYSTEHI 
1301 
1502 
[)0 200-2905 
CC101 
cc 2405 
CCA-1 
70 A 
3900 
9016 
c 10& 
J CRC 51 
ACC Z034 
C 72451-A1446-A2 
CC-A1 
CCT-A1 
00 200-2901 
JORWAY 5 
H RA SYSTEMS 2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 2 
~DT 
)AIP/SCHLUMBERGER 2 
SEN 2 
5 IE HENS 2 
STNO ENGINEERING 2 
S T NO ENGINEERING 2 
OORNIER 2 
12/73 
12/73 
12/73 
1217 3 
1217 3 
1217 3 
12173 
12173 
12/73 
12/73 
12/73 
10/73 
172 
172 
08/73 
171 
0217 3 
172 
0 3174 
/72 
0117] 
172 
0217 3 
Ol/73 
/71 
172 
172 
170 
172 
/71 
(7) 
( 6) 
(5) 
(7) 
(41 
(1) 
(11 
16) 
XIX 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
232 Lam Graders 
LAH GRADER (24 BIT MASK RE;ISTER, 
PLUG-IN PATCH BOARD, CERN 0641 
C LAM GRADER IINTERNALLT' PATCHAH::, SWITCH 
SELECTABLE HUL TI-CR AT:: BG-RE SP ON SE l 
LAM GRADER-SORTER 
LAM GRA OER 
CDESIGNEO TO EUR 4600 SPECSl 
LAM GRA OER I CERN SP EC:i 061tl 
LAM GRAOH CCERN SPEC) 064) 
TYPE 
LG 2401 
LG 
75 
064 
c 107 
LG 2001 
233 Terminations (Simple, with Indicators) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMIN~TOR 
~ CC-11 TERM INA TOR 
N BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
TERHINATIOh UNIT 
TERMINATOR MODULE 
(8 RANCH HIGHWAY TE R Hli>jA TORI 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATION HOJULE(HOUNTS 
DIRECTLY ::IN BRANCH HI;HWAY ASSE'1BLYl 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 
BRANCH TERMINAl ION UNIT 040N I NOICA liNG I 
BRANCH TERMINATOR 
BRANCH TERMINATION WITH INTEG~AL CABL~ 
BRANC-i TERMINATOR IN A CON'4ECTOR 
BRANC-i TERMINATOR 
CRATE CONTROLLEI< BUS TERMINATOR FOR A-1 
CRATE CONTROLLER 
C BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINHOR 
C BRANCH HIGHWA'I' TERHINHOR, WITH OISPL~Y 
BRANC~ TERMINATION UNIT 
(LEO OI SPLAY WITH MEMJRYl 
VISUAL BRANCH TERMINATOR CHOH:S lNO 
OISPLAT'S 01\ LEOS BRAN;H SI:;NA-SI 
BRANC-i TERMINATION WITH BR,NC-1 DISPLAY 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT !WITH I'40ICATQRI 
6601 
6603 
&602 
TC024 
co 16107 
9T 6601 
BT 6503 
BT 
soc 
BT-01 
J BT 20 
BT 2042 
BHT-001 
BHT-0 0210 
BT 6502 
VBT 
51 
C 72451-A10-A1 
234 Branch Extenders, Bus Extenders 
OI FFERE NTI AL BRANCH EXTEND~ R 
(FOR EXTENDING 8RANCH::S UP TO 3 KMJ 
OIFFER::NTIAL MODE BRA'lCH HIGH.Uf 
EXTENDER IBI-DIRECTIO'lAU 
BRANCH HI:;HWAY TRANSC~IVER FO~ ~ONG 
DISTA~CE TRANSMISSION 
UNIBU5 EXTENDER, TRANSMITT::R 
REGEl VER 
!FOR DISTANCES UP TO 200 M::TR:: OR MO~.::I 
DBE 6501 
55 
J SHT 10 
MANUFACTURER 
:iEC-ELLI OTT 
JOERGER 
JORWAY 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SEN 
31 RA SY STE HS 
:II RA SY STE HS 
B I RA SYSTEMS 
CIORER 
::G+G 
EM I HUS 
G E C-EL Ll OTT 
r; EC-ELLl OTT 
JOERGER 
jORWAY 
UNETIC SYSTEMS 
SA IP/SCH LUMBERGER 
SEN 
HNO ENGINEERING 
STNO ENGINEERING 
ii EC-EL Ll OTT 
JOERGER 
JORWAY 
SIEMENS 
GEC-ELLI OTT 
j0RWAY 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
SORER 
WIDTH 
1 
2 
2 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
NA 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
DELIV. NPR 
172 
05/7 3 
05173 
172 
171 
172 
03173 
171 
/71 
172 
171 
172 
/72 
/72 
01/73 
171 
172 
/73 
173 
172 
172 
172 
/71 
06/7 3 
172 
172 
16) 
171 
(4) 
(6) 
(61 
(31 
(71 
(4) 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE 
3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
31 System Related Test Gear 
SYSTEM TEST UNIT IFOR EXECUTI~E SUIT 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION, SEE MX-:TR-21 
311 Computer Simulators 
PDP-11 SIH-ULATOR 
SC-TST-1 
&101 
MANUFACTURER 
iEC-ELLI OTT 
3 I RA SYSTEMS 
32 Branch Related Testers/Controllers and Displays 
321 Branch Testers/Controllers (Manual, Programmed) 
T::ST MODULE IUSEO IN 5YSTE'i T::ST OF 
REAO/MRITE CAPAEILITfi 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TEST PJINT t100ULE 124 DIR-
ECT, 22 INDIRECT ACCESS POinS F:>R TEST I 
BRANCH HIGHWAY ICEMOVE INHIBIT MODULE 
!REMOVES I NHIBIT FROM BCR/3A/3FIBN/BTAI 
MANUAL BRANCH DRIVER CFOR TESTING Tl'P:: A 
SYSTEMS I 
MANUAL BRANCH CONTROL SET 
ICOMFRISING TYPES C COB 10 ANJ T CMB 101 
ADDRESS SCANNER !MANUAL CDNTRJL OF 
CRATE OPERATIONS) 
TM024 
co 18104 
co 18105 
MBO 
C CMB 10 
C-AS- 20 
33 Dataway Related Testers and Displays 
::G+G 
EM IHUS 
EMIHUS 
JOERGER 
SAIP/SCHLUHBERGER 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
331 Dataway Controllers/Testers (Manual, Programmed) 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
DATAWAY TEST MODULE CTESTS OAnWAY FOR 
OPEN LI NE5 AND SHORTSJ 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
MANUAL OATAWAY CONTROLLER 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
MANUAL OAT AMAY CONTROLLER/DISPLAY SYST::H 
INTEICFACE TO DATAWAY 
CONTROL AND DISPLAY CRATE 
TEST MDOULE FOR CRATE CONT~OLL::R AND 
DATAWAY 
C MANUAL 24 BIT CRATE CONTROLLER 
DYNAMIC TEST CONTROLLER IG~NE~ATES ALL 
POSSiaL E CAMAC COMMANJS IN SI~G- E CRAT:: I 
DYNAMIC TEST CONTROLL::R !Z SIMUL T TRAN5F 
SINGLE, STEP-BY-STEP AND CO'fTI~UJUS HOlE I 
CONTROL EUR SORTIE DATA WAf 
!DATAMA Y TEST HODULEI 
1351 
OT 08& 
GFK-LEH 
HCC 
702'+-1 
J CHC 10 
D AI 10 
J OA 10 
C AI 10 
DTH ZOitO 
MCC-ZitO 
TC 21t03 
c 108 
3I RA SYSTEMS 
EG+G 
EISENMANN 
JOERGER 
NUCLo ENTERPRISES 
5AIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
SA IP/SCH LUHBERGER 
SEN 
5TNO ENGINEERING 
:; E C-ELLI OTT 
~DT 
TRANSRACK 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NA 
2 
NA 
NA 
NA 
2 
2 
5 
1 
NA 
2 
172 
172 15) 
/71 
/71 (3) 
/71 (3) 
172 (6) 
/71 (1) 
172 
04/73 
172 
/71 
172 
/70 
/71 !1) 
/71 
172 
nz 15) 
/71 
/71 (It) 
170 
XXI 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV . NPR 
332 Dataway Displays 
CAHAC TEST HODULE/DAHHAl' OISPLH 
CAHAC DATAHAY DISPLAY IDATAHAY sr:;NAL 
PATTERN STORED/OISPLA'I'E0,2 TEST MOOESI 
CAMAC DATAHAY TEST ANil DISPLAl' MODULE 
DATAHA'f TEST MODULE(FULL OATA.H'f 110NITJR 
HITH INTE~IIAL STORAGE AND ... ED DISPLAfl 
OATAHAY MEMORY 
ID ISPLA Y + READABLE R::GISTERI 
DATAHA'f OISPLA'f ISTOR::S AND DIS;,LAYS 
DATAHAY SIGNALS, FARWJ.XCIZS1S?3P1P2l 
DATAHAY DISPLAY 
OATAHAY DISPLAY 
C OATAHAY DISPLAY MODULE 
DATAWAY OISPLA'f 
DATAWAY DISPLAY tiNDICATES LOGI:; 
STATE OF JA H WAY LINES I 
DATAWAt' BUFFER !OUTPUTS TO 901~ OATAioiAf 
Sl!ONALS ACCESSIBLE IN NORMU STATION! 
&102 3 I RA SY ST£ MS 
1801 30RER 
LEM-52/16. 2 :: ISENHAN N 
OT M 3 GEC-ELLIOTT 
c 340 INFCRMATEK 
DO JOERGER 
3290 (!NETIC SYSTEMS 
C 76451-A16-A1 SIEMENS 
DD-002 STNC ENGINEERING 
C-D1-24 WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
9019 IIUCL. ENTERPRISES 
9018 
34 Module Related Test Gear (Module Extenders) 
341 Module Extenders 
N CA MAC E XTE NOER I"OOULE 
£)(TENSION FRAME (MOOU_E EXTENO::Rl 
MDDUL:: EXTENDER (+AN0•6V,+AND·?ItiJ FUSED, 
RETRACT ABLE LOCKING DEl/ICE) 
EXTENJER MODULE 
EX TENDER C ARO 
EJ< TENS! ON UNIT 
EXTENDER 
EJ< TENDER 
MODULE EXTENDER 
C EX TEIIOE R ( XXX=LENGTH OF CA3LE 
IN HI" BEYOND RACK, SI'lGLE ~IOT'il 
N EXTENDER I XXX=LENGTH JF C~BLE 
IN HI" BEYOND RACI<, DOUBLE lf!OTHl 
PROLCNGAT::UR POUR TIRHRS CAM~C 
IE XTEND ERI 
8201 
EF 1-1 
HE 
11 
1100 
7007-1 
CEX 
HE 20 30 
577/XXX 
5813/XXX 
37 Other Test Gear for CAMAC Equipment 
N TRANSIENT GENERATORIMOOUL:: NOISE SUSC.OPT 
I3ILITY TESTED BY TRANSIENTS J"' DC LI,.ES 
TG 
iH RA SY STE HS 
JOERGER 
J 0 RHAY 
I(! NETIC SYS TEHS 
IIUCL. ENTERPRISES 
;,OLCN 
ROT 
5EN 
fEKOAT A 
T RANSRAC K 
JOERGER 
4 CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES 
NA 
2 
41 Crates and Related Components/ Accessories- Crates with/without 
Dataway and Supply, Blank Crates, Crate Ventilation Gear 
0 317 3 
/71 111 
172 
172 
172 (6) 
/72 
(61 
172 (51 
172 
/71 11) 
171 111 
171 
172 
/71 
/71 (4) 
/70 
04/7 3 
172 
/70 
172 (5) 
0 3/7 3 
/70 
0 8/73 
XXII 
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411 Crates with Dataway and Supply 
CRATE ( 270 VA,COOLEO,MJOULH PJW;RED 3f 
UP TO 6 REGULATORS 1922 OR 1925+19221 
~OLTAiE R;GULATOR !FOR +OR•24il/oA, 
+I -12V/7 A, +/•6V /8A/ 16~2 4AI 
V:>L TAGE REGULATOR ( +A~D-6~, 2; A MAX, 
270W R~TING, USABLE WITH 4)(19~21 
CRATE5 WITH DATAWAY A~D POWER 
CAHAC-RAHMEN MIT DATENWEG lJNO 
DREHSTROHNETZGEI<AET CPOWER::o CRI\TC:I 
CAMAC-RAHMEN MIT OATE~WEG lJNO 
22 0 V 50 HZ NET ZGERAET !POWER; D C~ATC:I 
POWERE:O CRATE 
CONVERTS FASTON CONNE:TORS TO RECOHME ;~D­
EO FIXED POWER CONNECTOR ON C'iJiEN CRHE 
PJWEI<EO CRATE I +AND•611135A, +A~0-12V/~tA, 
+AN0·21tV/6A,200'i/Oo1A,117V~C, MU 3il0ifl 
POWERC:D CRATE ( +AN0·6'J/25A, +A~D-21tV/6AI 
N PO WEI< ED CRATE 
POWEI< CRATE !7005-2 CRATE lfiTi 
9022 POWER SUPPLY! 
1902A 
1922 
1925 
1250-0006 
1250-0021 
1250-0022 
MC 100 
/AMP 
CPC/9 
CPU/6 
15JO 
90 23 
MANUFACTURER 
30RER 
DUCKERT 
OUCt<ERT 
)U CKERT 
EG+G 
if C·EL LI OTT 
iRENSON 
iRENSON 
UNETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
N POWERED CRATE !+AN0·6J/25A, +"N0-24~/oA, 
IINCL POWER DESIGN TYPE A£:;432 SUPPL'fl 
NSI-875CC100AEC~32 NUCLo SPECIALTIES 
C'iASSIS ET TIROIRS AV:.C ALIHE'HATION 
IPOlolnE 0 :RATE I 
CAMAC POWER SUPPLY 
(+AND- 6V/25A, +AND· ~ltVI&A l 
PO WE REO CRATE 
N POWEI<ED VENTILATED CRHE C+6VI21tA, 
-6V/16A, tAN0•21tV/3A, MAX tOO"I 
POWERED CRATECSEE Pit HJ 131 
P:>WEREO CRATE!SEE P6 "LJ 131 
POWERED CRATE!SEE P7 IILJ 131 
POWEI< SUPPLY CCAMAC CRATEI 
POWER SUPPLY !CAHAC C~ATEI 
POWER CRATE C2DOH MAX,+6U25A,·:)V/10A, 
+A NO ·12 ~ 13 A, +AN 0-2 4 V/3 A, 20 D V ll , 0 5 A I 
POWER CRATE !200W HAX,+6Vn5A,-:,Vt10A, 
+" N0-21t V/3 A, 20 0 'i/0 • 0511 I 
POWERED CRATE C7U,VENT,+AND·6.J/26A,+A~0-
12 V/6. 5 A ,tAND-2itV/6 o5A, 200 U O, 1A ,2 0 OWl 
POWERED CRATE !SAME BUT WITH 117V ACI 
POWERED CRATE I+ANO•oi//25A, +AN0·24VIoA, 
OPTIONAL +AND-12V/3A,tAND•200J/Q,1AI 
AEC-432 
CCHN-CSAN 
C JAL lt1 
Cit ALJ 13 D 
Cb ALJ 13 0 
C7 ALJ 13 OW 
CM51Z5/53/ DW/8 IP 
CM5125/53/AW/BIP 
PC 21l 06/B 
PC 200&/C 
C 76455-AZ 
C 7&455-Al 
PCS 
412 Crates with Dataway, without Supply 
CAMAC-RAH"'EN MIT OATENWE.G 
VENTILATED CRATE ISTA~OARO 24 STATION 
nSTON CONNECTORS! 
V~NTILATED CRATE ISTA~DARJ 25 STATIO~ 
FASTCN CONNECTORS) 
/ENTILATEO CRATE IHEAH DUTY ?5 STATI ·J~ 
FA STCN CON NECTOF<S) 
CAHAC CRATE VERCRAHTET 
CEHPTY CRUE WITH WIR::D OATAWHI 
UNPOWE~EO CRATE WITH •.P.C. DATAWAY 
CRATE WIH F.p,c. OATAWAY 
AND P'lWER RAIL ASSEI1BL1' 
CRATE 
CRATE WITH DATAioAY, N) POIER 
UNPOW::~EO CRATE WITH JATAIUY ( I 
UNPOW::RED CRATE WITH JATAWAY 
AN 0 CON 1-:EC TORS 
13&0 MHl 
( ) 
(;25 11111 
1250-0001 
IC 0 ll 10 
vc 0 I) 11 
/C 0021 
2o081to001),6 
9 
TYPE5 1,2,5,6 
7005-2 
CM 5125/33/AW 
CM 5125/33/0W 
CM 5125/53/AW 
Cl1 5125153/0W 
lJPC 2029 
POL ON 
POWER DESIGNS 
~DT 
5AIPISC~LUMBERGER 
SAPHYMO-SRAT 
SA PHYHO• SRA T 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
STNO ENGINEERING 
DUCKERT 
r>EC-ELLI OTT 
(i E C-ELLI OTT 
(NUERR 
MB 11ET AL S 
'1 B METALS 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
:JOLCN 
SAPHYMO- SRAT 
5EN 
WIDTH 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
24 
NA 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
2~ 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
DELIV. NPR 
lo9 
o 3173 
171 
172 
172 
171 
01173 
171 
173 
171 
/71 
172 
171 
173 
171 
172 
170 
171 
171 
171 
172 
170 
172 
172 
17 0 
172 
172 
170 
171 
171 
170 
1&1 
121 
(2) 
(8) 
(1) 
(1) 
(11 
(3) 
(5) 
(21 
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NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
CRATE IWI~ED CRATE» wcs H NO ENGINEERING 
413 Crates without Dataway, with Supply 
N C~HAC COMPATIBLE CRAT:: IWIREDI NSI-875 OB-W-J NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
~ CAMAC CRATE NSI-875 CC 100 NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
417 Blank Crates and Other Components and Accessories 
CRATE WITH F.P.C. POW::R RAIL AS5EMBLf 
CRATE 15U,EHPTY, 25 STATIONS) 
CSAME BUT WITH ?4 STHIONSI 
CRATE (6U,EHPH,WITH IIENTILATION BAFFL::, 
2:i STAT IONS, HAI<WELL TYPE 7 0 OJI 
(SAME BUT WITH ?4 STATIONS> 
CRATE (6U,EHPTV,WITH VENTILATIO~ BAFFL::, 
REMOIIAr -.E FANEL, 25 STNS, iiiRif::LL 70il0l 
CSA~E BUT WITH ?4 ST~TIONSI 
CRATE (6U EMPTV,WITH .IIENTILATION BAFFL::l 
FAN I'IOUNTI~G PLATE Cf)R IBI99D5-5iiV1l 
CAHAC CRATE CEHPTYI 
CAHAC CRATE !EHFTV,IN:;L HARDWrtRE SUPPL'r' 
CHASSIS AND VENTILATION PA~ELI 
CAHAC COMPATIBLE CRAE 
CAMAC CRATE 
CHSSIS CAMAC 16 UNIT::S AV::C F::NTE 
DE VENTILATION, 525 MM PROFONDEURI 
1360 HM PROFONDEURI 
C-fASSIS CAHAC POUR TIROIRS HO)ULAIRES, 
III DES I EM;, TV CRATES I 
V::NTILATEO CRATE NO PJWER ~0 JATAWAY 
ITWO FANSI 
(SAME WITH l FA'4SI 
CA HAC S YST EH BIN UUH MODULA~ SUPPUI 
CRATE, EMPTY 
CAHAC CRATE I EMPTY CRHEI 
CAHAC CRATE CEHPTV CRATE> 
CHASSIS CAHAC NORMALISE 5U 
CEMPTV CRATE ,360 HH o::EPI 
(4&0 MH O::EPI 
1525 MH DEEP> 
CHASSIS CAHAC 5lJ UTILES IE'1Pll' CRATE,oJ 
TOTAL,360MH OEEP,I/ENTILATIJN HROHAREI 
14 60 HH OEEPI 
(525 HH DEEPI 
CHASSIS CAHAC 5lJ UTIL::S (EMPTY CRHE, 
TOTAL 6U,360 HH De:EP,WITH JNE FrtNI 
1460 HM OEEPI 
l:i25 MH DEEP> 
C-tASSIS CAHAC SU UTILES IE'1PTY CRATE,oJ 
TDTAL,l60HH OEEP,WITH THO FAN5l 
1460 HM OEEPI 
15 25 MH DEEP I 
CAMAC CRATE 
C5U NON-VENTILATE0,38D HM JC:PI 
loU VENTILATED, NO FAN, 380 HM PEEPI 
lf~U IIENTILATED RECESS::O,NO FA'4,it30 MH 
N CAHAC CRATE CEMPTO H::AVY L>UT1 
N olJ WITH VENTILATION B~FFLE 
N 5U NON VENTILATED 
DEPT14 OPTIONS 3601111, t&OMH, 5?5'111 
11.1 COOLit{; DRAWER !FOR CRATE ONLY, 
2 FAN5, FITS &U CRATEI 
2J COOLING DRAWER (COOLS CRATE AND CRI\TE 
MOUNTED PS 0 00 3 ,FANt-CONTRO:.. Pfl N:: L INCLI 
VENTILATION UNIT 
LUFTEREINHEIT (VENTILUIOt-1 UNIT,COHPL:::TE 
WITH 3 FANS ANO FILERI 
<VENTILATION UNIT,NO FAN,NO FILTERI 
FAN UtH T I FOR ALBI10 SUPPLY S'I'STEMI 
CRATE BLOWER UNIT 
TYPES 3,4,7,6 
11CFI5CAI1/SI25 
MCF/5CAM/S/24 
MCFIGCAH/SVI25 
MCF/oCAH/SII/24 
HCF /6CAH/SVR/Z5 
11CF /oCAM/SVR/24 
IB/9905-5HV1 
CAH/FH 
2.080.000.6 
2.08&.000.6 
NSI 875 DBIWII 
NS I 6 75 CC 10 0 
~905-1-05 
9905-2-05 
CCHN 
CCHNA 
C 76455-Al 
c 
cs 
CM 5025 30 
CM 5025 ItO 
CM 5025 50 
CH 5125 30 
CH 5125 40 
CM 5125 50 
CH 5125 31 
CM 5125 41 
CM 5125 51 
CM 5125 32 
CM 5125 4Z 
CM 5125 52 
5UCAI1 
6UCAM 
&URCAM 
3905-5HV 
~905-5H 
CDR 
CDR 
CA 11/F V 
2.081.000.& 
2.085.000.6 
IIALBI10 
HB METALS 
IHHOF-BEOCO 
OS L/IHHOF-BEDCO 
ICNUERR 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
DSL 
POL ON 
ROT 
~0 ASSOCIATES 
· S IE HENS 
STNO EN::;INEERING 
T RANSRA:; K 
TRANSRACK 
TRANSRACK 
T RANSRAC K 
WILLSHER + QUICr< 
W ILLSHER + QUICK 
GEC-ELLIOTT 
:; E C-ELLI OTT 
IMHOF- BE DCO 
KNUERR 
5 A PHYHO- SRA T 
STNO ENGINEE.RING 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
25 
25 
25 
25 
24 
25 
24 
25 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
172 
/71 
172 
171 
172 
/71 
172 
01173 
01173 
170 
170 
/71 
171 
/71 
/71 
/72 
/70 
172 
/70 
/70 
/70 
170 
/71 
173 
173 
173 
172 
172 
0117 3 
17 0 
172 
(51 
(2) 
(2) 
(5) 
(2) 
121 
(2) 
( 5 1 
XXIV 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH 
VE NTILA TID N UN IT 1UVCAH lfiLLSHER + QUICI( 
10 VENTILATION GRILL 1 UG lfiLLSHER + QUICK 
42 Supplies and Related Components/ Accessories- Single-
and Multi-Crate Supplies, Blank Supply Chassis, Control Panels, 
Supply Ventilation 
421 Multi-Crate Supplies 
POWER SUPPLY FLEXIBLE 
Sl'STEH COHPRISI~G 
BASIC GRATECFOR SUPPLY MOOULES,INCLUD~S 
REFERENCE,CONTROL AND 2001110.1~1 
SJPPLY MOJ ULE I +6V /6AJ 
C -6V/6Al 
( +1211/3~) 
C-12U3U 
1+24V/3AI 
C -24V /31U 
POWER SUP,LY SYSTEM CRAT::J 
!MODULE OPTIONS AS FOLLOWS) 
PO HER S UPP L 'f MOOULE v 10 A 
v 15 A 
" zo A 
~ v 40 A 
12 v 7 A 
12 v 10 A 
12 v t; A 
12 v 2; A 
2+ v 3. SA 
2'+ 0 A 
2+ 9 A 
2+ u A 
SlJPPLI' CHASSIS 2KW 
IRAH SlJ PPL Y FOR REGUL~ TOR '10DUL£SJ 
FAN UNIT 
HIREC RAGr( 42 U 
POWER SUP,LY MOOULE v AI R~G"ULATJ~I 
0 v 10 A 
& v 2:) A 
12 v 2 A 
12 v A 
2'+ v A 
2'+ 1/ A 
422 Single-Crate Supplies 
COMPACT POWER SUPPLY JNIT I CRHE/PAN~L 
MOUNT,+ AND -6 V 12 5 A, +AND- 2411/ 6 A, 2 0 0 I 3 0 Olfl 
CAMAC POW::R UNIT 1+6V/15A,-&~13A 1 +24J'I2A 
-241J/2A,200VI0.05A,1171JACI 
CAMAC POWER SUPPLY 
C + 61/12 0 A,- 611/5 A, +AN D-2 4 V /SA, ::!0 0 J 10 • 0 :)A I 
SAME HI TH SWITCHED MET ERIN; 
PO WE R -S U PP L Y I t 6 VI 2 0 A, - & 1//5 A , 
+AND-1211/2A 1 +AND-24V/3AI 
POWER SUPPLY IRACo< MOJNTIN;,t)V125A, 
-& V/15A, +AN0-2411/5A ,200V/0.1AI 
POWER SUP=>LY !RACK HOJNT!Nii 1 +)V/25A, 
-&V/1:)A ,+AND-24V/5A,+AN0-1?VI 
POWER SUP=>LY 1+611/ZOA,-bii/;A, 
+A N0-24 V/5 A, 20 0 ~/0 • 05Al 
P:JWER UNIT 1+6V/15A,-f>V/JA, 
+A N0-2411/2 A, 20 0 IJ/0 o 05~ I 
POWER SUPPLY 1+6V/15A,-E:VI+A,tA'lD-24111?A 
+20011/0 .05A NONSTABILISI:.D, HA( 300WJ 
PDWE~ UNIT 1+611/20A, •bii/1;A,+2+V/2A, 
-24V/2A ,20 OV/0.1AI 
POWER SUPPLY 1+6VI25A,-&V/;A, 
+A N 0 -12 11/2 A, tAN C- 2 '+ 11/3 A , 2 0 J V /0 • 1 A I 
POWER UNIT !FOR SUPPLY MODU.ESI 
CAMAC SYSTEM POWER SU0 PL Y 100JLC:: 
I+AN0·1211/72W, CR +1211/bA OJ;. t2+\//JAI 
IE>U10AI 
I & VI 5 A A NO 2 4 V /1 A I 
loi//5A, +1211/0o4A, -1211/0oltAI 
11211/4AI 
124V/2AI 
CPU/1 
CFC 
CF P/6 
CFM/o 
CFP/12 
CFM/12 
CFP/24 
GFM/Z4l 
C4 SIP 203 
BIP B6 10 
BIP ce, 15 
BIP 06 20 
BI P E6 40 
BIP 812 7 
BIP C12 10 
SIP 012 15 
SIP C:12 
SIP S24 
SIP C24 
BIP 024 
BI P E24 
AL 8/10 
IIALBI10 
dC 4:! 
BPR 605 
SPR 610 
BPR &25 
BP R 122 
BPR 125 
SPR 243 
BP R 245 
PS 0 0 0 3 
CPU/It 
CPU/2 
CPU/2M 
CPU/5 
CPU/& 
CPU/7 
'1001 
go 22 
C ZC-1 0 
SP 4Z6 
c 303 
c 301 
c 210 
c 211 
c 213 
c 2~1) 
c 251 
25 
35 
& 
g 
15 
GRENSON 
SA PHYMO- SRA T 
SA Pt-iYM 0- SRA T 
:;EC-ELLIOTT 
GRE NSO N 
GRENSON 
GRENSON 
GRE"SON 
NUCL. ENTE~PRISES 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
:> OLON 
)OWER ELECTRONICS 
~OT 
RO ASSOC IAT t:S 
DELIV. NPR 
171 
172 
171 
172 
12/73 
171 
171 
171 
/71 
171 
171 
171 
/71 
06/7 3 
171 
/71 
170 
170 
170 
170 
171 
171 
(3) 
121 
121 
XXV 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
C+ 61//10 A, -611/ZA,+A ND-Z ~VI1o 5~ I 
I+ 61//~A , -6 1111.5 A,+ A N0•12V/1 o 5~, 
+AN0·2~V/1o5AI 
I+ 6 V IZ 5 A , - 6 V /1 0 A,+ A NO· 12 V /3 A , 
U N0-2~1//3A,+ZOOI/IO.U, H4X 200WI 
S~ PP Lf C +A N0-611/26 A ,+AN0-1Z II/).~ A, +ANJ• 
21tVI6.5A,200V/Oo1A,117V AC, 2JOW HAXI 
SJPPLf CSA HE BUT WITHJUT 11711 AC I 
PO WEFi SUPPLY AND BLOW~ R UNIT 
¢ POWER SUPPLY C +AN0-6V16A SiAR::O AND 
+ANO·Z~II/2A SHAI<EO, METERiiG OF .J ANO II 
Pit ALJ 13 SA PHYHO- SRA T 
Po ALJ 13 
P7 ALJ 13 
C 761t55-Ait S IE HENS 
C 761t55-A5 
1410 s STNO ENGINEERING 
82 5 STNO EN:;INEERING 
427 Blank Supply Chassis, Other Components/Accessories 
PJWEI< SUPPLY CRATE CSTANOA~Dl 
PO WEI< SUPPLY CRATE !WIRED) 
NE TZT!I LCHSSIS CEHPTY SUP)L Y CHSSISt 
POWEI< SUPPLY CRATECFOR SEPARATE SUPPLY! 
IIOLTA!;E I'«>NITOR PANEL USINi LEOS 
HAINS SWITCH ASSEMBLY 
PJWER SUP)L'f MONITOR PANEL IHITi HAINS 
SWITCH, TEST POINTS A~O LEJ HOICA TIONI 
H POWERINOICATOR 
HCF/4/PPC 
MCF/PPC/W\1 
2.osz.ooo.& 
CSAN 
HP 2 
HS 
PSMP 
0704 
IMHOF-BE OCO 
ICNUE~R 
ROT 
GEe-ELLIOTT 
r; E C-ELLI OTT 
GEC-ELLI OTT 
NUCLo ENTERPRISES 
43 Recommended or Standard Components/ Accessories -
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
Branch Cables, Connectors etc., Dataway Connectors, Boards etc., 
Blank Modules, Other Stnd Components 
431 Branch Related (Cables, Connectors etc.) 
BRANCi HI:;HWAY CABLE 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
BRANCH HI:;HWAY CABLE 
!COMPLETE PTFE CABLE ~SSEMBLY,27CH LON:il 
C1 METER L ONGI 
12 METERS LONG I 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ~SSEMBLY 
OUH C ONNECTORS,27 CH LONt;) 
I X X C M LONG, P V C JACKET I 
BRANC'i HIGHWAY CABLE 
CWITH CONNECTORS, Z7CH LOiGI 
CSAHE, 67 CM LOiGI 
CSAHE, 107 C H LONGI 
!SAME, Z07 CH UINGI 
C:>THER LENGTHS 10 SPECIAL JR0~ 1U 
~ BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
BRANCH CABLE WITH CON~ECTOR 
!1.5 FT TO 75FT LONGI 
BRANC'i HIGHWAY CABLE Coo TWISTED PAIR::>I 
BRANCH HI:;HWAY CABLE ~SSEMBL Y CCOHPLO::TE 
WITH :ONNECTORS, LENGTH 27 CHI 
CSAHE, XXX=LENGTH INCH, 0+0,100 C:TCI 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLESCCOHPt.ETE WITH 
CONNECT OR, XXX : LENGH IN Mf.TER~ I 
BRANC~ HI;HWAY CONNECfOR 
CFIXEO HEH8ER,SO:r<ET '10ULDIN:;) 
CFREE HEMBER,PIN MOULJING, 
PXX 'fYY SELECTS JACKSCI<cf:'tj) 
HOOD CFOR FREE HEHBERI 
BRANC ... HI:iHWAf CABLE JNLl' 
IP LA I~ PVC JAG KETI 
EOENOEO :!RANCH CABLE ILO,j C05T Elf-
PHONE CABLE FOR LONG 3RANC" I<J'ISI 
BRANCi HI:;HWAY CABLE 1132-WA'fl 
N BRANC~ HI:iHWA1 CABLE !TRUE 13?·•fAY Hif~ 
HETALISED POLYESTER S:;REEN, P.J: JACI(O:fl 
CABLE FOR BRANCH HIGHIIAf CPVC JAC<ETI 
!BRAIDED RIL5AN JACI(::Tl 
01::PLAT 20HMX10.8'1H,GA[NE :>.JC NOHI 
CABLE EXTENSION HOOUL:O 
!JOINS THO BRANCH HIG~WAY CABl::il 
IH02 
BH001 
co 180&7-27 
co 18067/107 
CD 1B067/207 
cc 6l) POL PB•27 
cc &6 POL PB-X X 
BHC 027 
BHC 067 
BHC 107 
BHC 207 
CL 90 
BHC 27 
BHC XXX 
2000/S/0132/XXX 
HSS0132SOOBNOOO 
WSS0132PXX3NY'f'f 
WAC 0132 HOOS 
6o POL PB 
EBC XXXX 
Ll Y' ·17 2 X2 X 0 • 0 8 !I 
Ll2YISTIY6oX2XOo18 
132 PC: 1!!9 
132 PE 210 
132 PE 291 
CD B10o 
B I RA SY STE HS 
EG+G 
:; HIHUS 
EM IHUS 
:;EC-ELLIOTT 
JOERGER 
JORWAY 
SAIP/SCHLUHBERGER 
SEHRA-BENNEY 
TEI(CATA 
::HI HUS 
E H IHUS 
:; E C ·ELLIOTT 
LEONISCHE 
LE Ot-HSCH E 
=> RECICA3 LE BOUR 
E H IHUS 
171 
172 
172 
/71 
171 
/70 
171 
172 
171 
172 
/70 
0 z 17 3 
/71 
/70 
171 
171 
/71 
172 
172 
172 
172 
172 
171 
171 
172 
172 
171 
170 
171 
172 
172 
171 
172 
172 
(5) 
(~) 
XXVI 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
N BRANCH HIGHWAY TO POP-11 I:OMPL~TE HIT~ 
CONNECTORS, XXX= LENGTK IN METnSI 
• TYPE 
58 05/P/0132/XXX 
MANUFACTURER 
TEKOATA 
432 Dataway Related (Connectors, Boards, Assemblies) 
e OATAHU MOTHERBOARD 1'1ULTILA'fER PNBI 
DATAHA'f ASSEMBLY !FILM WIR~ P~GKAGINGI 
DATAWAt SOCKET IHOTH~RBOA~D ::;OHPLEE 
WITH 25 CJNNECTORSI 
DATAWAY MINI WRAPPING 
IHOTHERBOARD WITH 25 DATAHH CONNECTO~:il 
CAHAC HULTILAYER IDAHWAY HOTERBOARDI 
DATAWAf CONNECTOR, EO;E TfPE II 
DATA WAY CONNECTOR,FLOHSOLD:: R T ::RMINATION 
(ADD t10UiliTING BJ<ACKET:i R5000149000000il01 
MINI WRAP TERMINATION 
SOLDER SLOT TER~INATION 
OAT AWAY CONNECTOR I MINIHRAPI 
CDNNECTEUR,FUTS OROITS 
IDATAWAY :CNNECTOR,STRAIGHT FINSl 
FUTS lfRAPP ING I WIRE IHAP PI NSI 
FUTS A SOUDER I SOLDER PINS I 
C CAMAC 0 ATAWAY CCNNECTOR 1• INS::H A FOR 
SOLDER TAG, B SOLDER PIN, C MINI WRAPI 
CA MAC-LEIS TE IDA TAWA Y ::; ONNE::; TOR, WIRE WRAP I 
C OATAWAY FEI'ALE CONNECTOR, 'IINI-~RAP 
30AHI SOLOt:R 
III R.:: SOLDER 
C OATAWAY HALE CONNECTOR IMAr IN:; TH:: C~ATE 
MOUNTED 66-HAY CONNECTOR SJCK.::T) 
CDNNE:TEUR 254 DOUBLE FACE 
IDATAIUY CGNNECTOR,WIRE WRAP! 
IMOTHERBJARJ SOLOE~I 
IWIRE SOLDER! 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR IMINI-HRAP I 
IWHE-SOLDHI 
IFLJH SOL OERI 
DATAHAt' CONNECTOR 1•=2 FLO'of SOLDER,•=3 
SOLDER LUGS,•=4 MINIHRAP,IIU PLATIN:;I 
IFLOW SOLDER,NI + AU ::ILATINGI 
113 I'INIHRAP COt.TACTS,OTH::R ARE FLOW 
SDLDER,Nl +AU PLATING! 
(•=7 t1INIHRAP,•=6 SOLDER LUGS, 
NI + AU PLATING! 
MOUNTING BRAC~ETS FOR ABOV.:: 
OM-1 
CI 11 
Jl OH 
CM-8-69 
163633 
R500014800000000 
R500016800000000 
EAA 043 0301 
KF 86 254 BED T 
KF66 254 BEY T 
~F66 254 BES T 
G030 086P 28 • BL 
4oOOO.OOO.O 
2422 061 64334 
2422 061 &4354 
2422 061 &4314 
2422 060 11+311+ 
254 IJF 43 AHV 
254 OF 43 AU 
254 OF 43 AZV 
6606 86 21 15 000 
6606 8& 21 10 000 
8606 86 21 14 000 
C 288• CSP 221 
C 2865 CSP 221 
C 28d6 CSP 221 
C 28a• CSP 221 
C 65Z3 
HNO ENGINEERING 
HB METALS 
ROT 
S APHY110- SRA T 
TECH A NO TEL 
AMP-HOLLAND 
:;ARR FASTENER 
~ MIHUS 
FRB CONNECTRON 
ITT CANNON 
KNUE'{R 
PH HIPS 
::IH ILIPS 
50 CAPE X 
:iOURIAU 
UECL 
433 Module Related (Blank Modules, Patchboards etc.) 
BLANK MODJLE KIT !SINGLE WIDTH 
IOOU:ILE 14IOT~I 
NEW SI-.PLIFIEO CTRPLE HIDHI 
DESIGN IQUAJRUPLE WIDTHI 
SINGLE CA~D MOUNTING <IT I::MPTY HJDULEI 
00 UBL:: CARD HOU ~ TI NG <IT 
TRIPLE CARD MOUHING <IT 
QUADR'JPLE CARD MOUNTING KH 
DOUBL:: ENCLOSED BIN KIT IE-.PT'f MODULEI 
TRIPLE ENCLOSED BIN ~T 
QUADRUPLE ENCLOSED BI'l KIT 
SINGLE CARD MOUNTING !(IT lf;MPr Y MODULE, 
SKORT SCREEN PLATEI 
I SAME HIT H L 0 NG S CRE:: N ? U E l 
DOUBLE CA~O MOUNTING <IT !EMPTY HODUL£, 
SHORT SCREEN PLATEI 
( SA'1 E HITH LONG SCRE:: N P~ATE I 
TREBLE CARD MOUNTING <IT 1~11PT1 MODULE, 
SHORT SCREEN PLATEI 
ISA'1E WITH LONG SCRE.::N PLATE! 
QUAOI'UPLE CARD MOUNTI'lG KIT 1::t1PTY 
MOOUL:: WITH SHORT SCR::EN P.AT::l 
I SAME HITH LONG SCRE::N ::ILHEI 
CAMAC -i A~ WARE 
CAHAC-KASSETTE IEHPT'f MOOU.E,HDTH 1/251 
IHIOTH 2/251 
IHIOTH 3/251 
IWIOTH it/251 
IWIOTH 5/251 
IWIOTH 6/251 
BM 1 
EM 2 
BH 3 
BM 4 
BCK/5CAM/CM1 
BCK/5CAM/CM2 
BC ~/5CAM/C M3 
BCK/5CAt1/CMit 
BCK/5CAI1/BM2 
BC~/5CAM/BM3 
BCK/5CAH/B114 
CAM/M1/A 
CAH/t11/B 
CAM/112/A 
CA M/112/B 
CAI1/H3/ A 
CAM/H3/B 
CAM/11lf/A 
CA M/114/B 
CH-001 
2.090.001.8 
2.090.002.6 
2.090.003.6 
2o090oOOitoS 
2.090.005.8 
2.090.006.6 
:;EC-ELLI OTT 
IMHOF• BE OCO 
IMHOF-BE OCO 
IMHOF-BEDCO 
Kl NETIC SYSTEMS 
< NUERR 
WIDTH 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
It 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
DELIV. NPR 
0 717 3 
/71 
170 
171 
171 
/70 
/70 
170 
170 
171 
170 
170 
171 
172 
170 
/70 
170 
/71 
171 
01/73 
171 
171 
171 
171 
172 
172 
01/73 
01/7 3 
01173 
0117 3 
0117 3 
0117 3 
/71 
170 
(8) 
(3) 
(2) 
l&l 
151 
151 
151 
151 
lit) 
121 
XXVII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
MDDUL:: KIT CEMPTY 1100JLE 1 1 UNIT HIOTf-11 
(EMPTY MOOJLE,2 UNIT HIOTHI 
CAMAC COf'PATIBLE MODULE 
(EMPTY MODULE 1 1 JNir HIDTHI 
12 UNIT HOTHI 
13 JNIT HIDTHI 
CAMAC MOOJLE CEMPTY MJOULE HA~l~ARE, 
SPACE~S ESTABLISH MODULE WIDTHI 
N CAMAC MOOULE,SHIELDED (EMPTY, 1 HIOTHI 
N (SAME, •=2 1 3, AND 4 FOR CORR~S;, HIOTfil 
TIROIR MODI.iLAIRE CW=l/251 
IW=2nSI 
IW=3/251 
IW=4/25 I 
(W=5/?51 
c••=O&, 08,10 ANC 12 FOR CO~RES;, HIDTHI 
TIROIR ~ODULAIRE A CARTES BAS:ULANTES 
c:: MPTY MODULE WITH HINGED CARJS, W=2125 I 
ISAME, W=3/251 
EMPTY MODULE, 1 UNIT 
( 2 UNITSI 
I 3 UNITSI 
( 4 UNITSI 
EMPTY MODULE 1 UNIT 
2 LNI TS 
3 UNITS 
4 UNITS 
EMPTY MODULE SCI<EENED 11 HIDE, ADD HPE 
SUFFll( A FOR SHCRT, B FOR LON:; SCO<EENSI 
CDITC, •=2 1 3 1 4 OR 6 FOR CO~RESP HIOTHI 
MODULE HARDWARE CEMPTY MODULE, H=1/251 
'w =2/251 
IH=3/251 
(HI OTH S UP T 0 8/ 2 5 I 
TIROIR HODULAIRE !EMPTY 110PUL::,.t=1/251 
I H =2/251 
llf=3/2SI 
I W=4/25) 
(W=S/251 
c••=O&, 08,10 AND 12 FOR CJRRESP WIOTi-fl 
CAHAC MODULE IEHPTY,1/25 CHD ~DDULEI 
(2/251 
(3/251 
(41251 
CAMAC MODULE CEMPTY,1125 CARD MODULE! 
(21251 
(31251 
(4/251 
CAMAC MODULECEMPTY,1/25 SCREEN::O MODUL::I 
( 2125) 
'3/251 
14/251 
CA MAC MODJ LEI EMPTY, 2/?5 SCREEWE 0 MODULE I 
( 31251 
( 41251 
N EMTY liOOULE WITH HING::D CA~DS 12/251 
N 13/251 
N EHPTY MODULE 11/251 
N c••= T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 1 T8 1 T10, 
A NO T12 FOR COR~ESPONDI'lG HI DTHI 
TIROIR MOOULAIRE POUR COMMANC:: 
TIROIR MODULAIRE DE CJMHANOE 
!SUPPLY CONTROL MODUL::I 
MATRH BOARD !DOUBLE HOE::>, FH PROTO-
TYPE WIRING OF 14,1&,24 AND 4a PIN DIU 
DECODED MATRIX flOARO I FOR Pf<. OTJTYPE 
WIRU.f>, oft 14-PIN SIT::S,A 'NO -: DECOcEDI 
N BL ANI< C AHA C MOOl:LE PRI NTEO C H:;JIT BOARD 
IGOLO PLATED BOTH SID::S, UNET:;HEDI 
CARTE CIRCUIT IHPRHIE CAMAC 
!PRINTED :;IRCUIT BOAR) FOR CA'1~:; MODUL::I 
MK-1 I(L UGE MODULE 
1131 HIXED 14, 16, 24 PIN SOCI<::TSl 
~ MK-5 !(LUGE MODULE IHA5 70 14 >IN, 13 
AND 2 24 PIN WIRE WRA> SO:<ET5l 
CAMAC-UNIVERSALI<ARTE IPRINrED :ARD HOlJU-
LE: WITH 28 14-PIN + 2S 16-PIN 5JCKET51 
TYPE 
90 05-1 
9005-2 
NSI 875 OM 
NS I 675 Cl1-100 
NSI-875-011/SPH-1 
NSI-875-0~/SPH-• 
9905-1-L 
9905-2-L 
3905-3-L 
9905-4-L 
9905-5-l 
9905-.. -L 
9905-TCB2 
9905-TCB3 
CCA 1 
CCA 2 
CCA l 
CCA 4 
CM1 
TM 50125 
TH 50225 
TM 50325 
TM 50425 
TH 50525 
TM 5••25 
CAHCAS 1 
CAMCAS 2 
CAMCAS 3 
CAMCAS 4 
CA HCAS 1-G 
CA HCAS 2-G 
CAMCAS 3-G 
CAMCAS 4-G 
CAMHOD 1-G 
CAi'IMOO 2-G 
CA:>IMOO 3-G 
C A MMOO 4-G 
CAHHOO 2 
CA 1MOO 3 
CAMHOO 4 
9905-CB2 
9905-CB3 
9905-5T1 
9905-5•• 
::19 05-TC-1 
TCM 725 
EB5/1159 
020654 
NSI-04071-PC 
8 301 
6305 
DO 20 0-290 0 
MANUFACTURER 
~UCLo ENTERPRISES 
NUClo SPECIAL TIES 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
JSL 
JSL 
POLCN 
ROT 
SEHRA-BENNEY 
STNO ENGINEERING 
T RANSRAC r< 
HILLSHER + QUICK 
HI LLSHER + QUICK 
WI LLSHER + QUICr< 
UllSHER + QUICr< 
0 S L/WILL SHE R+ QUICJ< 
OSl/HILLSHER+QUIC~ 
:>SL 
T R ANSRAC I( 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCLo S;,ECIALTIES 
rRANSRACK 
H RA SYSTEMS 
J 0 RNIE R 
WIDTH 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
NA 
NA 
DELIV. NPR 
/71 
/71 
170 
171 
/71 
/71 
/71 
/71 
/71 
/71 
/71 
/71 
/70 
0217 3 
/70 
/71 
/71 
172 
172 
172 
/72 
172 
172 
172 
172 
171 
173 
/73 
173 
/73 
/71 
/70 
/70 
01/7 3 
/71 
151 
12 I 
(21 
(2) 
121 
12) 
12) 
121 
X, XVIII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
CAHAC PROTOTYPE ASSEH3LY BOARJS 
(MX et HAS 68 SITES, 'IX 82 HA.5 80 SIT::SJ 
CHX 83 HAS 68 SITES,Ml( 84 HS 80 SITES, 
MX 83/HX B4 INCLUDE ;v CIRCUIT) 
GENER'L PURPOSE IC PATCHBOARD l'fAl( 33 
11+/16-P IN AND 5 24-PIN DIP, WH:: WRAPJ 
PRINTED CIRCUIT TEST 30ARD 
C KLUGE CARD CFOR CREATING YJUR OWN CAMA:: 
MODULES l 
N !(LUGE CARD 
EXPERIMENTIERPLATTE 
!PRINTED CIRCUIT BOAR)) 
HODUL:: PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDSIUK;: 2'+,16 
OR 14 PlN, ON THE WHOLE 1032 3 I~Sl 
ISAME, WITH HINI-iiRAP TO JIJ AND +o>Jl 
BLAN~ MODJLEICOMPL~TE WITH PRINTED BOARD 
FOR o9 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT5,1 J lfiDTtil 
ISAHE,2 U If lOTH I 
EXPERIMENT PLATE 
TYPE MANUFACTURER 
HX 81/MX 82 ; E C-ELLI OTT 
MX 83/HX Bit 
CAMAC CG lb4 
10 jQRHAY 
2000-36 KINETIC SYSTEMS 
2000 
~o.ooo.ooz.o < NUERR 
CBP ~OT 
CBP 2 
BM 2V20/1U SEN 
BM 2020/2U 
C 72468-A453-A1 S !EMENS 
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NI M ADAPTOR 
NIM-CAMAC ADAPTOR 
NIM/CAHAC ADAPTOR 
CAMAC NIH ADAPTOR 
LAH GRADER CABLE IZOGH, WITH ::;ot.~N::GTO~SI 
140C'1, WITH ::oNNECTO~SJ 
N LAH GRADER GABLE 
52 W~Y GANNON 20B5ZS tiARNESSE5 
LAM G~AOER CABLE, XXX= LEN;TH IN HEE~51 
52-WAY OOJBLE DENSITY CONr·ECTJR IFIX:OJ 
MEMBER WITH PINS.LAH :;RADH CON~ECTORI 
COAXIAL CJNNECTOR 
70 0 9-2 
CAN 
ANC 10 
CNA Z033 
LGG 20 
LGC ItO 
58 09/S052/XXX 
2 DB 52 P 
RA 011 C50 
'lUCLo ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
5 A IP/SCHLUHBERGER 
SEN 
GEC-ELLI OTT 
JOERGER 
TEKOATA 
ITT GANNON 
LE MD 
WIDTH 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
2 
NA 
NA 
2 
DELIV. NPR 
/71 
/71 
/70 
171 
/71 
/73 
/70 
172 
172 
/70 
/70 
/70 
/71 
172 
/71 
172 
172 
0 817 J 
/70 
170 
12) 
(4} 
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INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS 
AEG-Telefunken 
Elisabethenstrasse 3, Postfach 830 
D-7900 Ulm, Germany 
AMP-Holland N.V. 
Papierstraat 2-4, Postbus 288 
'S-Hertogenbosch, Netherlands 
Benney-See Semra-Benney 
B F Vertrieb GmbH 
Bergwaldstrasse 30, Postfach 76 
D-7500 Karlsruhe 41, Germany 
Berthold/Frieseke- See BF Vertrieb 
Bl RA Systems, Inc. 
9617 Acoma Road, S.E. 
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87123, USA 
Borer Electronics AG 
Postfach 4500 
CH-4500 Solothurn 2, Switzerland 
C Cannon Electric GmbH 
Bureau Schweitz 
Brandschenkenstrasse 178 
CH-802' Zurich, Switzerland 
Carr Fastener Co. Ltd. 
Cambridge House, Nottingham Road 
Stapleford, Nottinghamshire, 
England 
Digital Equipment Corporation {DEC) 
146 Main Street 
Maynard, Mass. 01754, USA 
Digital Equipment Corporation SA 
81, Route de I'Air 
CH-122' Carouge-Geneve, Switzer!. 
Dornier AG 
Vertrieb Elektronik, Abt. VC 20 
Postfach 317 
D-799 Friedrichshafen, Germany 
Duckert- See Juergen Duckert 
EG+G Inc. 
Nuclear Instrumentation Division 
500 Midland Road _ 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830, USA 
Eisenmann Elektronische Gerate 
Blumenstrasse 11 
D-7500 Karlsruhe, Germany 
EKCO- See Nuclear Enterprises 
Elliott- See GEC- Elliott 
Emihus Microcomponents Ltd. 
Clive House 
12-18 Queens Road 
Waybridge, Surrey, England 
Emihus Microcomponents Ltd. 
Belgian Branch 
Res. Hera-Appt. No. 64 
Passage International, 29 
B-1 000 Bruxelles, Belgium 
FRS Connectron 
3-5, Rue des Tilleuls 
F-92600 Asnieres, France 
Frieseke- See BF Vertrieb 
GEC-EIIiott Process Automation Ltd. 
Camac Group, New Parks 
Leicester LE3 1 UF, England 
Grenson Electronics Ltd. 
Long March Industrial Estate 
High March Road 
Daventry, Northants NN11 4HO, 
England 
GSPK (Electronics) Ltd. 
Hookstone Park 
Harrogate, Yorks HG2 7BU, England 
Hans Knuerr KG 
Ampfingstrasse 27 
D-8000 Munchen 8, Germany 
Hewlett-Packard (Schweiz) AG 
7, Rue du Bois-du-Lan 
CH-1217 Meyrin-Geneve, Switzer!. 
Hytec Electronics 
225 Courthouse Road 
Maidenhead, Berkshire, England 
lmhof-Bedco Ltd. 
Ashley Works, Ashley Road 
Uxbridge 
Middlesex UB8 25Q, England 
lnformatek 
Z.l. de Bures/Orsay, B.P. 12, 
F-91401 Orsay, France 
lntertechnique 
F-78 Plaisir, France 
ITT Cannon- See Cannon 
J and P Engineering (Reading) Ltd. 
Portman House 
Cardiff Road 
Readin~, Berkshire R61-8JF, England 
Joerger Enterprises 
32 New York Avenue 
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, USA 
Jorway Corporation 
27 Bond Street 
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, USA 
Juergen Duckert Projekttechnik 
Adam-Berg Strasse 5 
D-8000 Munchen 83, Germany 
Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Maryknoll Drive, 
Lockport, Ill. 60441, USA 
Knuerr- See Hans Knuerr 
Laben (Division of Montedel) 
Via Edoardo Bassini, 15 
1-20133 Milano, Italy 
Le Croy Research Systems Corp. 
126 North Route 303 
West Nyack, N.Y. 10994, USA 
Lema SA 
CH-111 0 Morges, Switzerland 
Leonische Drahtwerke AG 
Abholfach 
D-8500 Nurnberg 2, Germany 
LRS-Le Croy- See LeCroy 
M B Metals Ltd. 
Victoria Road 
Portslade, Sussex BN4 1 YH, England 
Micro Consultants Ltd. 
Interface House 
Croydon Road 
Caterham, Surrey, England 
Nano Systems 
837, North Cuyler Avenue 
Oak Park, Ill. 60302, USA 
Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
Bath Road 
Beenham, Reading RG7 5PR, England 
Nuclear Specialties Inc. 
6341 Scarlett Court, 
Dublin, California 94566, USA 
C O.S.L. 
18bis, Avenue du General De Gaulle 
F-06340 La Trinite, France 
C OSL/Willsher and Quick -- See OSL 
respectively Willsher and Quick 
Packard Instrument Company, Inc. 
Subsidiary of AMBAC Industries, Inc. 
2200 Warrenville Rd. 
Downers Grove, Ill. 60515, USA 
Philips N.V., Dep. Elcoma 
Interconnection Group, Building BA 
Eindhoven, Netherlands 
Polan - See Zjednoczone 
C Power Designs Inc. 
1700 Shames drive, 
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, USA 
Power Electronics (London) Ltd. 
!<ingston Road Commerce Estate 
Leatherhead, Surrey, England 
Precicable Sour 
151, Rue Michei-Carre 
F-951 01 Argenteuil, France 
ROT lng. Rosselli Del Turco 
Rossello S.L.R. 
Via di Tor Cervara, 261 
Roma Nomentano, 
1-00155 Rome, Italy 
RO Associates Inc. 
3705 Haven Avenue, P.O. Box 2163 
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025, USA 
SABCA-See Emihus, Belgian Branch 
Saip/Schlumberger 
B. P. 47 , 
F-92222 Bagneux, France 
Saphymo-Srat 
51, rue de I'Amiral Mouchez 
F-75013 Paris, France 
Semra-Benney (Electronics) Ltd. 
Industrial Estate, 
Chandler S Ford, Eastleigh, 
Hampshire S05 3ZU, England 
SEN Electronique 
31, Avenue Ernest Pictet, C.P. 57 
CH-1211 Geneve 13, Switzerland 
Siemens AG 
Bereich Mess- und Prozesstechnik 
Postfach 21 1 080 
D-7500 Karlsruhe 21, Germany 
SOCAPEX (Thomson-CSF) 
9, Rue Edouard Nieuport 
F-92153 Suresnes, France 
Souriau et C'e 
13, Rue Gallieni, B. P. 410 
F-92 Boulogne-Billancourt, France 
C Standard Engineering Corp. 
44800 Industrial drive, 
Fremont, California 94538, USA 
Tech and Tel- See Technograph 
C Techcal - See Stnd Engineering 
Technograph and Telegraph Ltd. 
Easthampstead Road 
Bracknell, Berkshire, England 
Tekdata Ltd. 
Pentagon House 
Bucknall New Road, Hanley 
Stoke on Trent, Staffs. ST1 2BA, 
England 
Telefunken- See AEG-Telefunken 
TMA Electronics-See Bl RA Systems 
Transrack 
22, Avenue Raspail, B.P. 12 
F-94 Saint-Maur, France 
Ultra Electronics (Components) Ltd. 
Fassetts Road 
Loudwater, B1,.1cks., England 
Wissenschaftliche 
Datenverarbeitung GmbH 
Zeppelinstrasse 11 
D-8046 Garching bei Munchen, 
Germany 
Wenzel Elektronik 
Lamontstrasse 32 
D-8000 M unchen 80, Germany 
Wenzel Electronik (UK) Ltd. 
Arndale House, The precinct 
Egham, Surrey, England 
Willsher and Quick Ltd. 
Walrow 
Highbridge, Somerset, England 
Willsher and Quick GmbH 
Steylerstrasse 27, Postfach 2192 
D-4054 Nettetal 2, Germany 
Zjednoczone Zaklady Urzadzen 
Jadrowych Polan, Biuro Zbytu 
Pl-00-086 Warszawa, 
Bielanska 1, Poland 
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DEVELOPMENT ACTlVITTES 
DERANDOMIZING CAMAC INPUT MODULE 
by 
R. Klesse 
lnstitut Max von Laue- Paul Langevin, Grenoble, France 
Received 22nd January 1973 
SUMMARY This CAMAC module is a last-in first-out 
buffer that can accept randomly-timed data words and 
transfer them via the Dataway to a computer. It is used 
when the transfer rate to the computer is not sufficient for 
the peak data rate, but can handle the mean rate. 
The module described in this paper accepts and 
buffers a random or bunched sequence of data from 
an external source and transfers them via the 
CAMAC Dataway into the computer. The buffering 
of the data is necessary if the transfer rate to the 
computer is not sufficient for resolving successive 
events. The average frequency of occurrence of the 
COINCIDENCE ! __ _ 
HANDSHAH£ OUT 
EXT/{AH 
OSC fXT 
HANJ)5_HAHf IN I 
(5TIIliBE) • 
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DATA IN I 
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N AW!filq)51 
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Fig. I Block Diagram of Derandomizing Input 
Module 
data must not exceed the transfer rate of the com-
puter channel. The module has been used for neu-
tron time-of-flight measurements. A schematic de-
sign of the module is shown in Fig. I. 
The data enter the double width module by a 
52-pin Cannon-connector. The data-input gate is 
controlled by: 
a) Computer command: Enable-Disable; 
b) CAMAC Inhibit signal I; 
c) External gate-signal (inhibition); 
d) External 'start-stop' pulses. 
The transfer into the module may be strobed or 
'handshake' controlled. The capacity of the 'Last in 
first out stack' memory is 16 words of 24 bits. The 
information can be read out either by a read com-
mend via the Dataway or by a handshake-controlled 
transfer via a second 52-pin Cannon-connector at 
the frontpanel. During the read operation via the 
Dataway, the information is also available at the 
front panel output-connector (for test equipment 
such as a multichannel analyser). 
A LAM is generated if there are one or more words 
in the buffer. By a slight modification it is possible 
to set the LAM when a larger number of words 
(8 or 16 for example) are buffered. In this way Q-
scan read-out operations can be performed. 
Several modules of this type can be connected 
together for parallel or serial operation. 
In the parallel operation mode for multi-para-
metric measurements the LAM of several modules 
can be gated by a rear panel input to provide the 
desired coincidence condition. 
In the serial operation mode a buffer overflow 
signal can be utilized to start a following Deran-
domizing CAMAC Input Module which is connected 
to the same source. This can be useful in the case of 
pulsed data-sources or in the case of intermittent 
data transfer to the computer. 
The overflow signal is maintained to indicate 'no 
access possible to the module'. This signal can be 
used to measure the dead-time of the data-trans-
mission system. 
NEWS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
STANDARD ENGINEERING CORPORATION, 
Fremont, California, USA, is now the sole manu-
facturer of all CAMAC products formerly designed 
and manufactured by Techcal Electronics Services, 
Vancouver, B. C., Canada. This allows Standard 
Engineering to deliver a complete line of CAMAC 
products including, crates, power supplies, hardware, 
instrumentation and small systems complete with 
CPU. 
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NEWS 
CAMAC AT THE IMEKO CONGRESS 
The sixth Congress of the Internationale Me13-
technische Konfoderation (IMEKO) was held from 
17th to 23rd June 1973 in Dresden, German 
Democratic Republic. Major topics of the very 
successful and excellently organized conference 
were theory, testing, calibration and application of 
measuring systems and industrial sensors, as well 
as on-line measurements in processes. A special 
section was dedicated to "Means and Methods for 
Instrument-Computer Interfaces". The survey paper 
of this section was given by T. I. Williams, Purdue 
University, Indiana, dealing with the problems of 
on-line computer applications in industrial processes. 
The importance of standardized hardware and 
software for industrial computer systems was 
emphasized in order "to avoid wastage of the 
intellectual input to systems development". The 
CAMAC instrumentation system was given as an 
excellent example of a working standard used 
internationally. The activity of the Purdue Work-
shop on standardization of industrial computer 
languages was described in some detail. 
A round table discussion on "Problems and 
Techniques in data acquisition systems" again 
drew the attention of many people attending the 
conference to the CAMAC system. This was backed 
up by a report from E. Kingham of the Central 
Electricity Research Laboratories (CERL), Leather-
head, UK on his positive experience with CAMAC 
instrumentation in data logging and process 
control. 
As one of the section papers, H. Klessmann 
from the Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin presented 
an introduction to the CAMAC system and pointed 
out the current work of the ESONE Committee 
in cooperation with the United States AEC NIM 
Committee on the Serial Highway and the IML 
programming language. 
The major attendance at this international 
conference was from the German Democratic 
Republic and eastern countries. They showed a 
great interest in CAMAC, and arrangements were 
made to deal with many requests for information. 
From private discussions it was apparent that 
CAMAC instrumentation is already used or about 
to be used in some universities and research 
installations in these countries, including applica-
tions in nonnuc1ear areas. However, for those 
interested in industrial applications of CAMAC 
there is a lack of convincing working examples and 
references-the activity of the Aluminium Corpora-
tion of America (ALCOA) was received with great 
interest. Furthermore the lack of information on 
software support of CAMAC systems still seems to 
be a major problem. 
BULLETIN ANNOUNCEMENTS 
PREPARATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
Authors are requested to follow these instructions when 
submitting contributions for the Bulletin. Failure to do so may 
result in contributions being returned to the author, for 
re-submission in a modified form, and may delay publication. 
1. English is the preferred language. Contributions in other 
languages are equally welcome but only the summary will 
be translated. 
2. Authors should state their name, business affiliation and 
postal address on a separate sheet if not included in the 
contribution. 
3. The style, layout, use of bibliographic references and so 
on should follow as closely as possible the appropriate 
contents of tlzis Bulletin. 
4. For contributions to the New Products Section, each 
product description should be on a separate sheet and 
ANY ONE DESCRIPTION MUST NOT EXCEED 
200 WORDS OR 1/4 BULLETIN-PAGE, INCLUDING 
ILLUSTRA T!ONS. 
5. For contributed articles, I ,200-1,600 words are preferred. 
THEY MUST NOT EXCEED 1,600 WORDS OR 
2 BULLETIN-PAGES, INCLUDING ILLUSTRA-
TIONS. They should be accompanied by a summary 
(abstract) suitable for translation into other languages. 
The summary must not exceed 50 words. 
6. Contributions that exceed the above maxima will not 
normally be considered for publication. 
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7. Manuscripts should be typed on alternate lines on only 
one side of the page. 
8. Drawings and photographs should be only included if they 
are essential to the text. Original ink (not pencil) drawings 
and semimatt prints of photographs, at least twice the 
final size, should be submitted. The author's name and 
.figure number should be written, lightly in pencil on the 
back of each illustration. A list of all figure numbers and 
captions should be included on a separate sheet, even if 
these are given in the text or on the illustrations themselves. 
9. Drawings must be such that the line thickness used for 
alpha-numeric characters and lines should still make these 
legible when the drawings are reduced, typically, to single-
column width. 
10. When computer print-outs are used to illustrate the text, 
a good-quality original must be sent to avoid the need for 
typesetting. 
11. Articles which are shortened, or adapted, from original 
papers should identify the original in the references. 
12. AUTHORS MUST SUBMIT CONTRIBUTIONS BE-
FORE THE CLOSING DATES announced elsewhere in 
this Bulletin. 
13. Reprints can be ordered at any time, but authors who are 
likely to require reprints in bulk should request these when 
submitting a contribution. 
SOFTWARE 
SOME ASPECTS OF A COMPILER WRITING SYSTEM AND THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CAMAC LANGUAGE 
by 
K. H. Degenhardt, U. Marx-Rehbein and W. Woletz 
Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut fur Kernforschung Berlin GmbH, Berlin, Germany 
Received 27th June 1973 
SUMMARY Recent work at the Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut 
to automate the writing of compilers for programming 
languages is presented. The first application of the Compiler 
Writing System ( CWS) will be the implementation of a 
compiler for the CAMAC language. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of a compiler writing system (CWS) 
is to simplify the implementation of compilers. The 
main components of a CWS are: 
• a language for describing the syntax of a program-
ming language; 
• a semantic language, i.e. a language in which se-
mantic routines are written. 
The term compiler-compiler (CC) is often used 
because a CWS compiles other compilers. 
A CWS1 works as follows: 
Syntax o f L 
1 
sy ntax- pert 
of the 
metocomp:ler 
Semon!tcs o f L 
I 
sE-mantfc·pnrt 
of t:1e 
metocompii E?r 
Met a compiler 
----- -- ----~t----~----1----- -- --- ----
PoJ ;rom 1n L 
- ~ I 
~------------------~ 
Comp1ler for L 
---=;. Moschi nencode 
Fig. 1 A Compiler Writing System 
Suppose a compiler for some language L, e.g. the 
CAMAC language2, is required. The input to the 
CWS consists of the formal syntax of L written in a 
metalanguage and a set of semantic routines (seman-
tic metalanguage). The CWS compiles the syntax 
and the semantics of L into two tables. The syntax 
table is used by a standard parsing routine to per-
form the recognition and parsing of programs writ-
ten in L. The information contained in the semantic 
table describes the meaning of statements in L. Se-
mantic routines are associated with syntactic con-
structs. These routines are executed when syntactic 
constructs are recognized. Generally a compiler for 
some language L generated as described above will 
be less efficient in memory and compile time than 
a compiler written in assembly language. The rea-
sons for using a CWS for the construction of com-
pilers are similar to those for using high-level lan-
guages for programming. 
AUTOMATICALLY CONSTRUCTED 
RECOGNIZER 
Weak precedence 
Generally the notation (metalanguage) used for 
describing the syntax of programming languages is 
the Backus-Naur-Form (BNF) or some extension of 
it. The syntax of a language L can be defined by a 
set of rules (productions) written in BNF. The sym-
bols (reserved words, delimiters, identifiers, etc.) 
used in these rules form the alphabet of L. 
There are three types of precedence relations 
< · , · > and j:: between the symbols of a syntax. 
A language L is a precedence language if at most one 
relation holds between any pair of symbols and if no 
two productions of the syntax have identical right 
parts. A precedence recognizer uses these relations 
to decide whether to scan a new symbol or to do a 
reduction and, if so, which reduction. Practically, 
most programming languages are not precedence 
languages. Problems arise because very often more 
than one relation holds between two symbols. Iden-
tical right sides are also familiar in programming 
languages. These conflicts are due to the fact that a 
precedence parser uses very little context in making 
decisions (it only uses two adjacent symbols). In 
order to decrease the number of conflicts, the con-
cept of precedence has been generalized to that of weak 
precedence4 . There are only two weak precedence 
relations, ~ · and · > ; and the decision which re-
duction should be performed depends on pattern 
matching. The concept of weak precedence does not 
solve all problems, because most programming 
languages are not weak precedence languages. 
Production language 
The weak precedence relations can be derived au-
tomatically from a weak precedence syntax. Usually 
the relations are stored in matrix form or in some 
kind of list. A weak precedence parser using a matrix 
is expensive in core memory, if it uses a list it is ex-
pensive in time. Ichbiah and Morse4 have developed 
an algorithm for automatic translation from a weak 
precedence matrix to an 'almost optimal' program 
written in production language (PL) 5 ' 6 . By this pro-
cess, which is performed at metacompiletime, the in-
formation contained in the matrix could be stored in 
a very compact manner. The production language is 
a metalanguage for writing recognizers. A recog-
nizer written in PL consists of a set of productions 
of the form 
Ll S3S2S1 ~ S/St' *L2 (I). 
The productions specify actions to be performed 
on symbols of a stack. Production (1) reads as fol-
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lows: compare S1 , S2 and S3 with the top of the stack. 
If there is a match, the matched symbols S1 , S2 , S3 
in the stack are replaced by the symbols S/, S/. If 
they do not match the next production in the PL-
program is tried. '*' indicates that the next input 
symbol is scanned and pushed onto the stack. After 
successful execution of (1) the production labelled 
L2 is executed. In practice the PL-program is trans-
formed into tables on which a standard parser acts. 
The syntax part of a metacompiler 
As already mentioned, most programming lan-
guages (e.g. ALGOL 60, CAMAC language) are not 
weak precedence languages because the weak prece-
dence concept uses very little context. The symbols 
and their relations are used without regard to the en-
vironment of the symbols. We have developed a 
method of changing a given syntax in order to solve 
these problems. An important feature of this method 
is that it does not change the structure of a syntax. 
The syntax part of our CWS~is a program written in 
FORTRAN and IBM360-Assembly. It accepts a 
syntax written in BNF, transforms it, constructs the 
weak precedence matrix and translates the matrix 
into a PL-program which is finally transformed into 
tables. The standard parser which acts on these 
tables is rather simple and can easily be written in 
some language convenient for the available com-
puter. 
The syntax tables generated for the CAMAC lan-
guage need 8K bytes (one pass compilation without 
segmentation). The tables are generated in 5 min on 
a SIEMENS4004-55. The program has been success-
fully tested with other languages, e.g. ALGOL 60. 
SEMANTICS 
As mentioned, one of the components of a com-
piler-compiler is a semantic metalanguage which 
permits the description of the source language (e.g. 
CAMAC language). 
Each PL-Statement in the syntax language may 
include a command which is a jump to a semantic 
statement. This semantic statement will be exe-
cuted each time that production (PL statement) is 
matched7 • 
The actions to be performed by a semantic state-
ment are the following: 
• Checking the semantic correctness (e.g. whether 
an identifier is a CAMAC c-name or not); 
• Generating code (In the case of the CAMAC lan-
guage IML-statements (Macros) are generated); 
• Changing the state of the translator (e.g. if a 
CAMAC equivalence statement is matched). 
The semantic part of the CWS is a program writ-
ten in FORTRAN and IBM 360-Assembly. It ac-
cepts semantics written in the metalanguage and 
translates them into semantic routines. 
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NEWS 
CAMAC IN WARSAW 
Dr. Roman Trechcinski reports that an Interna-
tional Symposium and Exhibition on Nuclear 
Electronics was held in Warsaw from 5th-10th April 
1973. Nine papers dealing with CAMAC systems 
were presented and four of them were concerned 
with the Vector System, which is similar to CAMAC 
and developed in the USSR. 
CAMAC systems were demonstrated by labora-
tories in Czechoslakia, Hungary, Roumania and 
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Poland and two complete measuring systems 
working with computers type K202 (Poland) and 
1001-TPAI (Hungary) were also exhibited. Labora-
tories from the USSR demonstrated instruments 
that were compatible with the Vector System. 
Both the papers and the demonstrations aroused a 
great deal of interest from those attending the 
symposmm. 
IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES 
PROPOSAL FOR A POWER FAILURE SIGNAL FROM 
THE CAMAC POWER SUPPLY TO THE CONTROL STATION 
by 
C. Eck*, F. Iselin and J.-P. Vanuxem 
NP Division, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
* lnstitut fur Physik, Universitat Mainz, Germany 
Received 14th May 1973 
SUMMARY A Power Failure feature is recommended to 
provide the controller with an early warning signal that the 
mains supply has failed. This allows action to be taken to 
save the contents of registers in the CAMAC crate while the 
d. c. supply voltages are still within tolerances. 
INTRODUCTION 
In most CAMAC systems data integrity is of 
prime importance, and therefore it should be pos-
sible to save the contents of all CAMAC registers in 
case of a power loss in the crate. This proposal de-
scribes the use of a single additional signal, the PF 
signal, to initiate this saving procedure. In CAMAC 
systems with dedicated crate controllers it is also 
possible to restore the contents of these registers 
automatically when power comes up again. 
DEFINITION OF THE PF SIGNAL 
The PF signal is an anticipatory TTL-level signal 
derived, for example, from failure of the mains in-
put to the power supply. After PF has been asserted 
(low level) there must be at least 5 ms before any out-
put voltage on the power supply lines (measured on 
the Dataway) goes below its tolerance range, as de-
fined in table X of EUR 4100 e (1972), under full 
load conditions. This figure of 5 ms is small enough 
to deal with most existing CAMAC power supplies, 
which could then easily be modified to provide the 
PF signal, and large enough to guarantee that, for 
most CAMAC systems, the controller (or computer) 
has time to save all relevant data contained in the 
CAMAC crate when a power failure occurs. 
When the voltages on all output power supply 
lines come up again within their tolerances, the PF 
signal is negated. Care should be taken to avoid 
'hunting' problems. 
Input to PS fail s Outputs from PS recover 
PF signal --~ 
Any CAMAC PS li ne I /------------!··--\----------· ----------;--
Lower limit of the •,__' _ : 
tolerance ranqe 5 m s min. 
It is proposed that the PF line, coming from the 
power supply block of the crate, goes to pin L24 of 
the control station connector. 
Currents and voltages on this line must be those 
of a normal L-line, see tables V and VII ofEUR4100, 
even if this particular L is transferred without a 
LAM status register. 
TRANSFER OF THE PF INFORMATION TO 
THE SYSTEM CONTROLLER 
Depending on whether the crate controller is a 
Crate Controller Type A or whether it is dedicated 
to a specific computer, and in this latter case depend-
ing also on the type of computer used, different ways 
of transmitting the PF information are suggested. 
Crate Controller Type A The PF contact (L24 at 
the control station) could simply be wired to any 
GL-line inside the crate controller, but preferably to 
GL24 (indicating that the PF-signal has top priori-
ty). In Crate Controllers Type A-1, conforming to 
Appendix 1 of EUR 4600e, a pull-up is provided on 
the GL24 line, but an internal connection from L24 
to GL24 is not specified. No automatic power-up 
procedure is possible. 
Dedicated crate controller (specific to a defined com-
puter) The PF signal could generate an interrupt 
to the computer in a way similar to CCA. In some 
applications where the computer has a special power 
failure line (as in the case of the PDP-11), there can 
be a simple connection of L24 to this line, and the 
computer will trap to a power failure subroutine as 
soon as the signal is asserted. In such applications, 
there can also be circuitry so that negating the PF 
signal starts an automatic power-up procedure to 
restore the values which were in the CAMAC reg-
isters before the power failure occurred. 
CONCLUSION 
The PF signal offers much better system reliability 
to CAMAC users. It is felt that the effort to make 
the PF line available is small compared with the ad-
vantages that it can provide. 
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IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES 
MODULE DESCRIPTOR 
by 
0. Ph. Nicolaysen 
CERN, NP Division, Electronics Development II, Geneva, Switzerland 
Received March 1973, revised form July 1973 
SUMMARY The revised CAMAC specification rec-
ommends an address for accessing a module descriptor 
word, but does not define the contents of the descriptor. 
This paper reviews the sources of information about the 
characteristics of a CAMAC module, and proposes a 
16-bit descriptor word. 
SOME GENERAL REFLECTIONS 
The Module Descriptor introduced by CERN 
(named RMC =Read Module Characteristic), has 
assigned bit-fields for the CERN type number of the 
module and the number of registers. The RMC is 
addressed by F(6) · A(x), and is included on all com-
mercially produced modules based on CERN de-
signs. It has not otherwise gained widespread use, 
possibly because it does not provide information 
that is sufficiently universal or directly useful for 
software interpretation. 
When the new command N · F ( 1) ·A ( 15) was as-
signed to the Module Descriptor in BUR 4100e 
(1972) very few manufacturers started to use it. No 
guide on its usage was given, no standard signifi-
cance was defined, and there was always the possibil-
ity of later changes. To include the Module De-
scriptor costs money; leaving it out means at least 
lower module prices or better economy for manufac-
turers, arguments not to be neglected. 
MODULE CHARACTERISTICS IN 
SYSTEM APPLICATIONS 
The Module Descriptor should provide informa-
tion about characteristics pertinent to system oper-
ation (Dataway signals, commands, data formats, 
etc.). Information about characteristics related to 
external connections to the module are less impor-
tant in this context (input or output levels, accuracy, 
speed of operation, connectors used, etc.). Usually 
in setting up a system one needs anyhow to know in-
terconnection characteristics at the time of selecting 
the modules. 
X and Q: Sources of information about 
Module Characteristics 
Much information about a module can be obtain-
ed simply by addressing the module with all com-
binations of F and A and watching the Q-response. 
Modules designed and/or produced after August 
1972 should also give a signal on the X line for all 
commands accepted. 
This provides the following information imme-
diately 
• The number of registers for each function F(y) 
[addressed by A (x)x = 0 _. · F(y)y = 0 _.]. 
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• If LAM is used, and possibly how many L sources 
[F(l)·A(l2 to 14), F(8), F(IO), F(ll), etc.]. 
• If non-standard functions are used. Possibly one 
may also know if reserved functions are used ille-
gally (if X-response is generated for these). 
Early modules in which A and Fare not fully de-
coded do not give this information. They can be rec-
ognised because they do not generate X. However, 
if such modules are modified to generate the X signal 
when the station is addressed (X = N) as indicated in 
EUR 4100e (1972), the described method no longer 
works. Imprecise working of the X-response causes 
erroneous information on module characteristics. 
Information not obtained through Q and X 
Information which cannot always be obtained 
with certainty through the above method are: 
• Is Q used and in which mode? 
• How many LAM sources, and what generates 
LAM? 
• Are B, I, C, Z, PI to P5 used and how? 
• How many registers? Normally one would know 
this from the X-response, but not with certainty; 
the same register may both be overwritten by 
F (16) and read out by F (0). 
• How many bits per register? 
• Module width. 
• What type of module? Binary, BCD, 2's com-
plement register content? Range, Resolution, 
Accuracy? Frequency of operation? I/0 signal 
levels and Polarity? Connector used? Any manual 
controls? 
Some of this information about the module can be 
provided by the Module Descriptor, but certainly 
not all, n9t even coded. So we have to select what to 
have in and what to leave out. 
THE MODULE DESCRIPTOR 
A Module Descriptor which includes the 4-deci-
mal classification code described in Ref. 1 provides, 
together with the Q- and X-response, most of the 
characteristics of a module which are related to the 
Dataway, and a few other as well. 
Most new mini-computers have 16-bit words, and 
many 12-bit computers are in use. So we settle for a 
16-bit Module Descriptor with the 'essentials' in the 
12 least-significant bits. 
IS II 0 
I Ho,H 111111111 1 1 1 
+----- classification code 
This leaves 4 bits for other purposes. The Q-re-
sponse modes provided by the module are given by 
bits 12 to 14, where 
Q1 = address scan mode; 
Q2 = repeat mode; 
Q3 = stop mode. 
Bit 15 (and bit 11) should be reserved for other uses. 
With this, it is possible to discover all Dataway-
related characteristics except those concerning use of 
I, C, Pl and P2 buslines, P3 to P5 patch contacts, 
and perhaps some uncertainties in the number of 
LAM sources if a LAM Request Register is used. 
REFERENCE 
1. Nicolaysen, 0. Ph., Decimal Classification of 
CAMAC Instrumentation, CAMAC Bulletin, 
No. 7 (1973) p. 33. 
ISOLATOR STAGE FOR THE CAMAC 
BRANCH HIGHWAY SYSTEM 
by 
W . .Tebra 
FOM-Instituut voor Atoom- en Molecuulfysica, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Received 5th June 1973 
SUMMARY Interference from spurious common-mode 
signals and high-tension breakdowns in experiments can 
cause serious trouble in CAMAC systems. A light-coupled 
isolator stage in the branch highway is then helpful. Such a 
highway isolator has been used since January 1972, and 
drives several crates located at up to 100m from the com-
puter. 
INTRODUCTION 
In our laboratory on-line data acquisition and 
control of atomic collision experiments is performed 
with a PDP-15 computer and CA-15 CAMAC in-
terface. The experiments are scattered throughout 
the laboratory, at distances up to about lOOm from 
the computer. 
Breakdowns in the high-tension equipment of the 
experiments are a regular phenomenon. They not 
only interfere with the data but also sometimes de-
stroy the integrated circuits. To protect the computer 
and its peripherals, and to decrease the common 
mode interference, we interposed a light-coupled iso-
lator stage between the highway bus of the CA-15 
and the cable (Fig. 1 ). This considerably improves 
the low frequency common mode rejection and the 
protection against damage proved to be good. 
to other crate 
u NE ~DRIVE~F=f1 ~RECEIVERS !l 
to other crate 
Fig. 1 Lay-out of the CAMAC Connection with Iso-
lator Stage. 
An ac-voltage of 500Vrms (50Hz) between the 
highway cable and interface now introduces no spu-
rio us signals. Direct discharges of 2 Joule by 3 k V 
from a capacitor introduce an interference of 1.5V 
in the interface. Discharges of 10 Joule by lOkV are 
not harmful to the cricuits but they cause erroneous 
signals. 
THE ISOLATOR STAGE 
The isolator stage itself can withstand 2500V, but 
we limited the possible maximum voltage over the 
stage to about 300 V by means of a non-linear resis-
tor. 
For the highway signals we used 91 isolators of 
Monsanto type MCD2. We chose the MCD2 be-
cause of its fast response. It is possible to transfer 
signals at up to IOMHz through the isolator stage. 
There are 48 isolators for the bidirectional BRW 
lines, 29 for the computer-crate direction, i.e. BTA, 
BG, BCR, BN, BA, BF, BZ and BX lines, and 14 for 
the other direction, i.e. the BD, BTB, BQ and BX 
lines. After the light-coupled isolator we use sym-
metrical line drivers and receivers. These units pre-
sent normal CA.MAC ports to the isolator and crate 
controller. Because the signals pass through several 
gates the delay for them is not necessarily the same. 
We have observed a time difference of about 50ns 
with selected photocouplers. 
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ACTIVITIES OF THE CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
The ESONE Committee in Europe and the USAEC 
NIM Committee in America have both authorised 
different working groups to investigate specific 
aspects of CAMAC. The European and American 
working parties are performing their activities in 
close collaboration. 
ESONE-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Dataway Working Group 
Chairman: H. Klessmann, HMI Berlin 
The attention of the ESONE Dataway Working 
Group has been concentrated on the CAMAC Serial 
Highway, a means for interconnection of up to 62 
CAMAC crates via serial transmission lines. It al-
lows bit- or byte-serial data transfers for applica-
tions where long distance transmission or simple in-
terconnection between CAMAC crates is required. 
(See R. C. M. Barnes 'The CAMAC Serial Highway'. 
this issue, p. 5.) This system will find wide-spread 
interest, especially in process control and other non-
nuclear applications where CAMAC is now increas-
ingly being employed. 
The proposal from the NIM-CAMAC Dataway 
Working Group (NDWG) on the Serial Highway 
was again reviewed in detail by the ESONE Data-
way Working Group (EDWG) at its meeting in 
Rome in May 1973 (with representatives from 
NDWG, K. Dawson, University of Alberta and 
L. Paffrath, Kitt Peak Nat. Observatory) and in 
Copenhagen in June 1973 (with representative from 
NDWG, R. Martin, Nat. Ace. Lab.). Due to this 
good communication and excellent co-operation be-
tween ESONE and NIM, general agreement was 
achieved on all main features of the Serial Highway 
and on a typical Serial Crate Controller, at the re-
cent NDWG meeting in Vancouver in July 1973, 
with H. Klessmann, HMI Berlin and A. Peatfield, 
Daresbury Nuclear Physics Lab., as representatives 
from ESONE. 
As a result, a detailed description of the basic 
mechanisms of the Serial Highway is now being pre-
pared which, after final review by EDWG in Octo-
ber, will be available in November and presented in 
December to the ESONE Annual General Assembly 
in Luxembourg as a joint effort by the ESONE and 
NIM Committees. From this preliminary description 
the ESONE and NIM Dataway Working Groups 
will prepare a formal specification of the Serial High-
way, having the same technical content except where 
it is necessary to correct for errors and ommissions. 
Therefore it is essential that persons implementing 
the description should be in close touch with the 
EDWG and NDWG to avoid possible incompatibil-
ities with other implementations and with the final 
specifications, due to any ambiguities or ommissions 
in the preliminary description. 
Another important current and future activity of 
EDWG is to prepare general guidelines and recom-
mendations for methods of block transfer in CA-
MAC systems. Decisions on this topic may influence 
the recommendations for future use of the Reserved 
Branch Highway lines. These lines are about to be 
released for private use, with certain restrictions on 
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signal levels, etc. The design of Crate Controller Type 
A-1 will not be modified by this in any way. 
The EDWG will continue to give interpretations 
of the CAMAC Specifications BUR 4100e (1972) 
and BUR 4600 e (1972) to assist designers in the im-
plementation of compatible CAMAC modules and 
systems. All these activities are carried through in 
close co-operation with other Working Groups, es-
pecially the ESONE Software and NIM Dataway 
Working Groups. Currently there are 24 members 
from many European research installations actively 
engaged on this work. The Working Groups have 
set up two Sub-Groups for investigating two specific 
problems, the Serial Highway and methods of Block 
Transfer. Any problems related to current activities 
or to the CAMAC Specifications can be addressed 
to the ESONE Dataway Working Group by writing 
to the Chairman or the Joint Secretaries or the cor-
responding ESONE Committee Member. 
Software Working Group 
Chairman: I. N. Hooton, Harwell 
The Software Working Group is continuing its 
development of the intermediate language IML 
in association with the NIM-CAMAC Software 
Working Group. The fundamental semantic defini-
tions are now relatively stable and a draft of a 
syntax for use with generally available Macro-
Assemblers is being prepared. This work is being 
well supported by individual members testing the 
proposals in practical implementations. 
The Group continues to monitor the software 
implications of the Serial Highway proposals from 
the Dataway Working Group. It is also taking an 
active part in the consideration of standardised 
block transfers mechanisms for both serial and 
parallel highway systems. 
Analogue Signals Working Group 
Chairman: T. Friese, HMI Berlin 
During the ESONE Analogue Signals Working 
Group Session at Geel (July 1973), the previous pro-
posals for a combined specification were revised and 
extended to give clear proposed specifications for 
bipolar pulse signals and bipolar steady signals 
which have both been considered to some extent be-
fore. Therefore the introduction of the two new 
classes 1 NPB and 5 NPB is not new in principle. The 
Analogue Signals Working Group hopes these will be 
readily agreed by the NIM-Analogue Signals Work-
ing Group also. 
The table gives a summary on the most important 
characteristics for the four analogue signal classes 
for use between units which conform to the CA-
MAC specification BUR 4100 (1972). In the case of 
bipolar signals, where only one polarity conveys the 
significant amplitude information, this polarity will 
be negative for class 1 NPB and positive for class 
5 NPB. To avoid expensive signal distributors for 
IV signals, a high impedance feedthrough (bridging) 
input is now proposed so that one 'Class 1' output 
can drive up to three or more inputs connected in 
serial. 
Character- Class Output Input 
istics Terminated 
I 
Unterrninated 
Working 5PB OV to +5V OVto +2.5V OV to +5V 
Voltage 5NPB - 5V to + sv -2.5V to +2.5V -5V to +5V 
Range 
INB OVto - t v OV to -IV 
across a 
son load 
tNPB -tv to+ IV -1 V to + l V 
across a 
son load 
f-----
Impedance 5PB son ± s % son ± s % > 50oon 
5NPB 
INB son ± tO % t 50n ± s % & > 50oon* 
INPB 
- --
Absolute 5PB -7.5V to +7 .5V -4V to +4V -15V to + t5V 
Maximum 5NPB 
Voltage - -
Range INB I - 3Vto + 3V - 4V to +4V - 15Vto + 15V* 
lNPB 
' 
I 
AMPLITUDE ANALOGUE SIGNALS 
t The output impedance of a current or voltage source may 
also be used. 
* For feedthrough (bridging) inputs only. 
d son± 10% for 1 ns:::; t,:::; 3ns. 
Information Working Group 
Chairman: H. lvfeyer, CBNM, J.R. C., 
Euratom, Gee! 
In July 1973 the number of subscribed copies of 
the CAMAC Bulletin exceeded the' lOOO' mark. New 
subscribers are, to an increasing extent, CAMAC 
users in other than nuclear application-areas. This 
trend is also supported by the facts that a significant 
number of copies of the Bulletin are distributed as a 
result of enquiries from new potential users of CA-
MAC and that more papers on new applications are 
becoming available for publication. 
A CAMAC Bibliography, available as a Supple-
ment of this Bulletin issue presents an overall review 
of CAMAC developments and applications (see 
p. 30). 
A classification of software for CAMAC applica-
tions is under consideration and it is expected that 
the Bulletin will contain a Software Product Guide 
sometime in 1974. 
NIM-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
General 
L. Costrell, Chairman NJM Committee, NBS, 
Washington DC 
The NIM-CAMAC Working Groups correspond 
closely to the ESONE Working Groups and the cor-
responding groups collaborate effectively. All four 
NIM-CAMAC Working Groups met July 10-13 at 
the TRIUMF accelerator laboratory at the Univer-
sity of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada, 
with the CAMAC Serial Highway as the principal 
order of business. 
The Dataway and Software Groups have been 
meeting three times per year with the Serial Systems 
Sub-Group holding additional meetings as neces-
sary. The Analogue Signals Working Group and the 
Mechanical and Power Supplies Working Group 
meet about twice yearly. The Working Groups have 
met last in Berkeley and San Francisco, California 
in conjunction with the 1973 Nuclear Science Sym-
posium. ESONE representatives have also been pres-
ent and participate. 
DatawayWorking Group 
Chairman: F. A. Kirsten , Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory 
This NIM-CAMAC Group (NDWG) has been 
cooperating with its ESONE-CAMAC counterpart 
(EDWG) in the development of the Serial Highway. 
It has set up a Serial Systems Sub-Group (Chairman 
D. R. Machen, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory) 
that has prepared a detailed description of the High-
way in cooperation with EDWG to enable construc-
tion of prototype systems. Formal specifications 
will follow. A Systems Compatibility Sub-Group 
has been set up (Chairman S. R. Smith, National Ac-
celerator Laboratory) to study the problems asso-
ciated with interfacing the Serial Highway to other 
data handling systems. 
Software Working Group 
Chairman: R. F. Thomas Jr. , Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory 
The NIM-CAMAC Software Group (NSWG) has 
defined a set of FORTRAN compatible sub-routines 
for CAMAC applications. This has been published 
in the CAMAC Tutorial Issue of the IEEE Trans-
actions on Nuclear Science, April 1973. Recent work 
has included study of error recovery procedures 
and message format for the CAMAC Serial 
Highway System. The Working Group has investi-
gated the problem of the multiplicity of block trans-
fer modes with a view to recommending a limited 
useful set. 
The CAMAC Intermediate Language (IML) has 
been studied in depth and it is hoped that NIM and 
ESONE endorsement will be forthcoming soon. Fu-
ture work will include continued studies of block 
transfers and IML, to be followed by further work 
on higher level languages for CAMAC. 
Liaison has been established with the Purdue 
Workshop on Standardisation of Industrial Com-
puter Languages. The NSWG anticipates collabo-
ration with respect to FORTRAN sub-routines and 
higher level languages. 
Mechanical and Power Supplies Working 
Group 
Chairman: D. A. Mack , Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory 
The NMWG has been surveying the field for a 
suitable connector for the Serial Highway ports. 
Discussions are underway with ESONE regarding 
designation of a preferred connector for that pur-
pose. The Working Group has also encouraged rna-
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nufacturers to produce Data way connectors oflower 
insertion force. 
A number of manufacturers are now producing 
power supplies, Type CP-1, based on the description 
in Appendix E of AEC Report TID-25877 (also is-
sued as Supplement to CAMAC Bulletin No. 6). 
This has provided ready power supply interchange-
ability. 
A Dataway circuit-board tester has been devel-
oped and tested under the auspices of the NMWG. 
The tester checks for both open and short circuits on 
essentially all of the approximately 2100 connections 
on the Data way. Details of the test unit can be ob-
tained from Lee J. Wagner, Lawrence Berkeley La-
boratory, University of California, Berkeley, Cali-
fornia 94720. 
Analogue Signals Working Group 
Chairman: D. I. Porat, Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center, Stanford 
This Working Group (NA WG) and the ESONE 
counterpart (EA WG) have been collaborating on 
extension of the CAMAC Specifications of Ampli-
tude Analogue Signals to cover both slow and fast 
signals. Agreement on a final version appears to be 
close at hand. 
ESONE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
NEW COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Since the last Bulletin Issue, the ESONE Com-
mittee has been pleased to welcome the following 
laboratories as full members of the Committee: 
- Istitutul de Fizica Atomica, Bucaresti, Rou-
mania, whose representative will be Mr. M. 
Patratescu, Cas Postala No. 35, Bucaresti, 
Roumania. 
- Centre de Recherches Nucleaires, Strasbourg, 
France. 
Laboratoire d'Electronique et d'Instrumenta-
tion Nucleaire du Centre Universitaire du 
Haut Rhin, M ulhouse, France. 
Laboratoire des Applications Electroniques de 
I' Ecole d 'Ingenieurs Physiciens, Strasbourg, 
France. 
These three laboratories will have one repre-
sentative who has not yet been nominated. 
Availability of Translations of~:cAMAC Specifications 
The reference texts of the CAMAC specification 
contained in EURATOM Reports EUR 4100e 
(1972), EUR 4600e (1972), EUR 5100e (1972) 
are in English and are being translated into 
French (f), German (d) and Italian (i). In Decem-
ber 1973 at least preprints of these texts are likely 
to be available as follows: 
4100 d, f. 
4600 f, i 
5100 d, f, i 
BULLETIN ANNOUNCEMENTS 
AVAilABILITY OF CAMAC BIBLIOGRAPHY 
All Bulletin subscribers will receive, with this 
Issue, a copy of the Supplement to Bulletin No. 8 
"CAMAC Bibliography". 
Additional copies of the Supplement are available 
and can be obtained from: 
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Commission des Communautes Europeennes, 
DG XIII-CID, 
29, rue Aldringer, Luxembourg 
and the price per copy, which will also cover postal 
charges, is 30 BFr or equivalent in any other 
currency. 
NEW PRODUCTS 
DATA MODULES 
(1/0 Transfers and Processing) 
Digital Serial Input Modules 
Hex 24-bit 100M Hz Scaler 
The Kinetic Systems Model 3615 is a single-width 
CAMAC module containing six 24-bit scalers. The 
scalers accept fast terminated input signals with 
frequencies from d.c. to greater than 100MHz. 
Overflow latches are provided which can be set 
either after the 16th bit or the 24th. The scalers can 
be cleared by dataway command or by an untermi-
nated fast-logic signal at the front panel. They also 
can be inhibited by either means. 
Ref. Kinetic Systems 
Digital Parallel Input Modules 
3x16-bit Input Gate 
The Input Gate Type 1063 is a single-width CAMAC 
module designed to enable up to 48 messages to be 
communicated to a system controller/computer. 
For ease of handling the 48 inputs are divided into 
three groups of 16. 
Complete electrical isolation is provided by opto-
couplers between the incoming messages and the 
CAMAC system itself. The couplers can be powered 
from external sources or from the module. 
The module is intended for applications in almost 
any industrial automation system requiring the 
cyclic acquisition of digital data. 
Ref. Borer Electronics AG 
Model J007 Input Gate 
The Jorway Model J007 Input Gate is designed for 
applications where data from many sources is to be 
read onto the dataway. The 24-bit input gate can be 
selected by a p.c. board switch to have either low-
true or high-true input characteristics. A binary 
6-bit output from the module allows selection of 
up to 64 input sources. Strobe signals are generated 
by dataway commands for use in programing exter-
nal devices such as A to D converters. A LAM signal 
is generated on the dataway from the external 
sources to signify that the data is ready to be taken. 
All signals for external sources are available from a 
36-pin edge-connector located above the normal 
dataway connector. Options are also available for 
either a front-panel or rear-panel2DB52P connector. 
Ref. Jorway Corporation 
Balanced Line Input/Output Registers 
The Kinetic Systems Models 3030 and 3430 are 
single-width CAMAC modules that provide for 
input and output using balanced lines. They both 
provide 16-bit data paths. The Model 3030 provides 
16 differential drivers while the Model3430 provides 
16 differential receivers. The receiver module also 
has 7 differential drivers for transmitting an address 
allowing up to 128 external data sources. A LAM 
is provided in each module which can be set and 
sensed by an external device thereby allowing for 
synchronization of data transfers. 
Ref. Kinetic Systems 
Digital Output Modules 
Relay Driver 
This single-width CAMAC module, Type JRD 10, 
contains 16 reed-relays driven from the dataway. 
The contact of each relay is available on the front 
panel. A switch on the front panel selects one of 
three modes of operation: 
16 contacts 'permanent'; 
- 8 contacts 'permanent', 8 contacts 'short'; 
- 16 contacts 'short'. 
'Permanent' = contact set until register content 
changes. 
'Short' = contact closure of I sec. duration. 
The contact ratings are 0.5A max., 50V max., 
lOW max. 
Ref. SAIP Schlumberger 
Digital 1/0, Peripheral and 
Instrumentation Interfacing Modules 
CS0042 Magnetic Tape Deck Interface 
This single-width module incorporates the command, 
status, and data registers necessary to interface such 
tape decks as the DEC TUIO and Racal T7000. 
The interface may also be used for connecting 
cassette tape recorders such as the Racal P70, into 
a system as an economic alternative to paper tape. 
Write data can be optionally loaded as 6, 8, 12, or 
16-bit words into a 16-bit register whose output is 
provided with gates that are enabled in a stepped 
sequence determined by links so that data may be 
written onto tape in either 7 or 9-track format. 
Demands for data transfer may be made by LAM 
requests or via a front panel trigger pulse which can 
be used to trigger an Autonomous Controller type 
9033 into transferring data via a DMA channel of 
a computer. Power consumption+6V at 1.2Amp. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises 
Teletype Driver 
This single-width CAMAC module, Type JTYIO, 
connects a teletype ASR33, KSR33, etc. to a 
CAMAC crate. 
The ASC II code is loaded from the W -lines 
(Write) and parallel to serial transcoding is auto-
matically performed. The serial word is transferred 
to the teletype. The end of transfer generates a LAM. 
The teletype sends a character and the serial code 
is converted to a parallel one in the module. The 
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end of this conversion generates a LAM. The charac-
ter is read from the R-lines (Read). In both cases, 
the Q response depends on the state of the module. 
Two transfer speeds of 110 and 300 bauds are 
selected by a switch on the front panel. Other charac-
teristics which can be chosen by internal straps are: 
- Bit number of data (5-6-7 or 8); 
- Bit number of stops (1 or 2) ; 
- Parity control or not; 
- Parity type (even or odd). 
The output is between 24 V and an open collector 
(PNP transistor) and 20mA is available. 
The input signal comes from a contact in the tele-
type that gives a logical '1' in the module when the 
contact is open and a logical '0' when closed. 
Ref. SAIP Schlumberger 
Model J154 Motor Controller 
This single-width module is designed for use in con-
trolling externally connected stepping-motor or servo 
controllers. The number of increments to be genera-
ted is written via the dataway into a 15-bit counter. 
A self contained oscillator clocks the counter down 
to zero while increment pulses are issued for external 
stepping motors. During counting, a contact closure 
occurs which may be used for servo-control. In-
cluded are pulse outputs and contacts for determin-
ing motor direction. Commands are also imple-
mented for use in turn-on, turn-off, and reset of 
external devices. The progressing count-down of the 
15-bit counter can be read on the dataway R lines 
at any time. An additional 8 bits of external status 
information can also be read. Connection options 
are available for either front or rear panel. 
Ref. Jorway Corporation 
Digital Data Handling and Processing 
Modules 
Digital Window Discriminator 
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The DWD2046 is a compact single-
width, second-generation CAMAC 
module, developed primarily as a sophis-
ticated buffer-memory to reduce latency 
overhead in data acquisition systems. 
The unit has a digital window and 
coincidence logic capability, and will 
accept serial or parallel inputs. The 
buffer memory is a 16-bit shift register 
with 128 locations. A built-in DCH 
logic provides direct memory access 
transfers of the contents. 
The unit has many applications in 
simple and multi-parametric coinciden-
ces PHA (pulse height analysis) systems, 
in multi-channel scaling, in Sampling 
Analysis and Fourier Analysers. 
Designed for specific use in the SEN 
Spectrum Analyser, the DWD de-ran-
domises event processing, and a speed 
of more than 400 kcs is achieved with 
this system. However the unit is fully 
compatible with any ADC, and handles NIM/TTL 
levels. 
Ref. SEN Electronique 
Analogue Modules 
Recorder Driver 
This single-width CAMAC module, Type JXYlO, 
is a digital-to-analogue converter allowing X-Y 
recorders to be driven by a CAMAC System. It can 
drive two recorders simultaneously. 
An output on the front panel enables control of 
the pen-lift. Two 1 O-bit registers X and Y are loaded 
from the write lines (Wl to WlO) and for each 
register a D-A converter delivers X and Y analogue 
signals needed by the recorder. A third register of 
4 bits sets the mode of operation: 
- X and Y are totally separated and independently 
loaded; 
- Each new loading of Y increments 1 in the X 
register; 
- Each new loading of X increments 1 in the Y 
register; 
- Pen-lift contact always open, closed, or closed 
for a period that can be adjusted at each Y 
loading. 
The X and Y outputs are 0 to +lOY or - 5V 
to + 5V, lOrnA. The pen-lift contact rating is 
0.5A max., 50V max. , lOW max. 
Ref. SA/P Sch/umberger 
SYSTEM CONTROL 
(Computer Couplers, 
Controllers and Related 
Equipment) 
Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers 
LAB EN Branch Driver 
LABEN, a Division of MONTEDEL, has recently 
developed, in co-operation with EURATOM of 
lspra, a Branch Driver (model 5400) which allows 
CAMAC modules to be connected to the LABEN 70 
and LAB EN 701 digital computers. The unit is 
designed to control, via the CCA, up to 7 crates. 
Data transfer can be performed under program con-
trol and in program interrupt (or DMA mode) in 
either single- or block-transfer mode. 
Special operating procedures have been studied 
to provide the highest level of control flexibility. 
Particular attention has been given to the LAM 
~A TTERN read-in facility in order to easily iden-
tify the module that has generated the LAM signal. 
Ref. LABEN 
CS0044 Varian Interface Card 
This unit is designed to plug into the interface-card 
option slot of the 9030 Controller and interfaces the 
Controller directly to the Varian 73, 620! or 620L 
series computers. Connection is made to the machine 
via a multi-way twisted-pair cable terminated in a 
132-way plug. 
Combined with the 9030 to form a CAMAC inter-
face to the Varian series, the unit is capable of 24-bit 
program transfer operation and will interface a 
single crate in its basic form. It may be extended for 
multi-crate systems by connection of a Branch 
Interface, Type 903I, module within the master crate. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises 
NPR Controller for DMA with a PDP-11 
The Non-Processor Request Controller Type 1542 
provides a simple, inexpensive means of performing 
fast .block transfers to or from a PDP-II Computer. 
Designed as a plug-in circuit card which fits inside 
the computer, the Controller makes direct connection 
with the Unibus and can therefore be used as a 
general purpose device or to enhance the capability 
of a CAMA C interface such as the Borer Type I533A. 
The Controller itself does not limit the transfer rate 
and effectively provides direct memory access al-
though requiring two Unibus cycles per transfer 
instead of one as for conventional DMA. 
Three modes of operation are possible namely: 
Move, Histogram and Listing modes. 
In the Move mode, CAMAC sub-addresses and 
memory addresses can be simultaneously scanned 
until a predetermined number of words have been 
transferred. The Histogram mode operates with a 
chosen single CAMAC sub-address (e.g. an ADC) 
and uses the data obtained to define memory ad-
dresses so that the respective contents are incremented 
by one, as appropriate for each transfer. Lastly, the 
Listing mode can be used to increment the memory 
address for each data word transferred. 
All test and control operations associated with 
the transfer of a data block are performed instantly 
by hardware and use of the Unibus is limited to the 
movement of data only. 
Ref. Borer Electronics AG 
9033 Autonomous Controller 
This is a double-width CAMAC module designed 
to interface the DMA facility of the PDP-11 Unibus 
to the CAMAC system. It is used in conjunction 
with the 9030/9032 PDP-II interface modules. 
Four separate DMA channel facilities are included 
in the module. Each DMA transfer can be triggered 
by an external pulse or level applied to one of its 
four trigger inputs. Two basic modes of operation 
are possible on each channel. Either block transfer 
of data or direct increment of data held in memory 
can be performed. The module contains four word-
count registers so that block transfers can be made 
on each channel independent of the others. Power 
consumption, + 6 V at 2A. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises 
Units Related to 4600 Branch or 
Other Parallel Mode Control/Data 
Highway 
LAM Grader 
~he M?del LG, LAM Grader, when used in conjunc-
tion with a Type A-1 Crate Controller will sort and 
select Interrupt requests both from the Dataway 
and from external sources. It accepts 23 'L' inputs 
from the controller and four external interrupts that 
~restored in the module. These Interrupt signals are 
mternally patched according to the user's priority 
and sent back to the controller as graded 'L' signals 
(GL). These GL signals may also be masked under 
computer control by updating a masking register 
which will inhibit unwanted interrupts. 
Three of the four external interrupts accepted by 
the module are triggered by a CAMAC logic pulse 
and the other is initiated by a front panel pushbutton. 
In response to these interrupts an output signal is 
~enerated indicating that the interrupt has been set 
m the module and will remain there until the bit is 
reset by function FlO or Z. 
To allow proper use of the Graded L Command 
'BG', additional GL inhibiting is provided. In 
~espouse ~o a BG .command each crate can supply 
mterrupt mformatwn on the BR W lines in multiples 
?f ~hree. This allo~s a seven-crate system to present 
Its mterrupt condition at one time, three interrupts 
from each of the seven crates and three additional 
that can be assigned to any crate. This gives the 
!3ranch Driver a composite picture of the systems 
mterrupt-profile. If more detailed 'L' information 
is required, the Branch Driver will then command a 
controller to read all the GL's from that crate onto 
the BR W lines. To allow this gating in response to 
BG, a multiposition switch can select the bits to be 
used in that crate's BG response. 
Indicators are provided to show when the module 
~s addressed, either by command (N28 + N30) or 
If a Graded L operation (BG) is taking place. An 
indicator is also provided to show if any GL requests 
are present. 
Functions Used: FlO, Fl6. 
Size: Single width. 
First Shipment: 6/73. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises 
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Branch Highway Serial Extension 
This system allows the standard Branch Highway 
to be operated over long distances. It c?nsists ~f a 
Serial Driver module and at least one Senal Receiver 
module. These CAMAC modules are connected 
over a serial highway containing 16 twisted-pairs, 
8 for send and 8 for receive. The Serial Driver is 
connected to a standard Branch Driver. It accepts 
the CAMAC command, serializes it, transmits it to 
the Serial Receiver(s) which reconstructs the com-
mand and drives a standard Type A-1 system of 
one or more crates. The Serial Receiver also re-
transmits the serial data for use by other Serial 
Receivers. When the command is completed, the 
Serial Receiver transmits the response back to the 
Serial Driver which reconstructs the response and 
sends it to the Branch Driver. The complete CAMAC 
command is transmitted including the spare lines 
(BV). The timing (BTA, BTB) is reconstructed in 
each unit. To the Branch Driver, the input port of 
the Serial Driver will respond exactly like a Type 
A-1 system except that the cycle time will be longer. 
A complete CAMAC cycle will take approximately 
1200 JlSec. 
The Branch Demand, BD, returns on a separate 
line to facilitate demand handling. Initialize, BZ, 
also uses a separate line to allow the system to be 
initialized by the driver, although both the Serial 
Driver and Receiver Initialize when their power is 
turned on. The remaining seven send and receive 
lines are used for data transmission. 
This system provides a reliable, isolated long-
distance link between CAMAC crates, primarily 
intended for control applications where speed is not 
an important factor. The system is asynchrono~s 
and therefore eliminates skew errors. The transmit 
and receive sections are in one MOS package. A 
data word contains a Start bit, two Stop bits, eight 
Data bits, and a Parity bit. Error checking is provid-
ed in both units. To avoid ground loops between 
stations, the inputs are all optically isolated and 
this could also be useful when stations are close 
together in a poor electrical environment and could 
simplify many system problems. The system has been 
designed around EUR 4600e and can handle up to 
seven crates. These crates may all be attached to one 
Serial Receiver or a system could contain seven 
Serial Receivers each driving one crate or any com-
bination. Both the Serial Receiver and Driver pro-
vide a IOOohm termination for the Branch highway. 
They are double-width CAMAC modules that use 
the Dataway only for power. 
First Shipment: 7/73. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises 
TEST EQUIPMENT 
Dataway Related Testers and Displays 
Manual Input Register 
The Manual Input Register, Type 1041 is a single-
width CAMAC module that facilitates the reading 
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of a 16-bit data word (such as a parameter) com-
posed manually by use of switches on the front panel. 
The status of the switches is read directly onto the 
Dataway by a Read command: no intermediate 
memory is included. 
A push-button switch and a coaxial input provide 
alternative means for generating a LAM. The 
L-signal can be disabled when necessary and in any 
case disappears whenever the module is addressed. 
A small measure of hardware programming is 
included so that the LAM can be cleared either by 
a normal Reset LAM command alone, or addition-
ally in conjunction with a Read command. The 
choice is made with a single-wire link on the circuit 
board of the instrument. 
Ref. Borer Electronics AG 
CRATES, SUPPLIES, 
COMPONENTS, 
ACCESSORIES 
Crates and Related 
Components/ Accessories 
CAMAC Crate With Power Supply 
This crate, Type CJAL41, has a power unit designed 
to supply CAMAC modules. It delivers 400 W on 
+ 6 V and + 24 V. The crate is equipped with floating 
~ge-conn~tors and a wire-wrapped twisted-pair 
dataway for low cross-talk between lines. The cross-
talk is down by a factor 5 to 10 compared to other 
CAMAC powered crates with dataways not having 
twisted-pairs, when the interference created on one 
wire by a standard CAMAC signal transmitted on 
the second wire of the same pair is measured. The 
specification of the power is as follows: 
- Input: 220V ± 10%/50Hz 
- Output: +24V/ 3A 
- 24V/ 3A 
+ 6V/24A 
- 6V/16A 
- Maximum power: 400 W (maximum currents 
simultaneously supplied for 
all voltages) 
- Stability: +10%mainsvariation: 10- 3 
kmperaturevariation : l0- 4tC 
100% load variation : 10- 3 
- Security: against overvoltage, overheat and 
supply failure. 
- Ventilation: Air-blown by means of 3 fans at 
the front part of the crate and 3 
other fans at the rear. 
Ref. SAIP Schlumberger 
Recommended or Standard 
Components/ Accessories 
CAMAC- PDP-11 Interface Harness 
The latest item in the TEKDATA range ofCAMAC 
interconnection products is a CAMAC to PDP-11 
Unibus interface harness. 
The harness connects a PDP-11 to CAMAC 
equipment directly without needing junction boxes 
or DEC Unibus harnesses. 
TEKDATA's standard CAMAC 68, twisted-pair, 
multi-layer, ribbon cable is used (2 spare twisted 
pairs are available for use in the event of wire 
breakage in use) with overall screen and PVC sheath. 
Three options are available for screening: tinned 
copper mesh, tinned copper braid and stainless 
steel braid. These items are very flexible and manu-
factured to a high-quality level. 
When ordering, the following code should be 
used 5805 P M-XXX. Replace P by S for 132-way 
socket; M refers to tinned copper mesh screen-
replace by B or S for tinned copper braid or stainless 
steel braid respectively; XXX = length in meters. 
· Ref. TEKDATA Ltd. 
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NEWS 
HOW TO CONTACT CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Everybody who is interested in further informa-
tion on the activities of the CAMAC Working 
Groups or who would like to obtain advice for the 
application of CAMAC specifications is invited 
to contact the appropriate chairman or secretary 
of the existing working groups. The corresponding 
addresses are given below. 
ESONE-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
ESONE-CAMAC Dataway Working Group (EDWG) 
Chairman: H. Klessmann, Hahn-Meitner-Institut 
fur Kernforschung, Berlin GmbH, 1 Berlin 39, 
Glienickerstr. 100, Germany. 
Secretaries: R. C. M. Barnes and I. N. Hooton, both 
of Electronics and Applied Physics Div., Building 
347.2, AERE Harwell, Didcot, Berks. OX11 ORA, 
England. 
ESONE-CAMAC Software Working Group (ESWG) 
Chairman: I. N. Hooton, see above. 
Secretary: H. Halling, Hernforschungsanlage Jiilich 
GmbH, Zentrallabor ftir Elektronik/NE, 
517 Ji.ilich, Postfach 365, Germany. 
ESONE-CAMAC Analogue Signals 
Working Group (EAWG) 
Chairman: Th. Friese, Hahn-Meitner-Institut fiir 
Kernforschung Berlin GmbH, 1 Berlin 39, 
Glienickerstr. 100, Germany. 
ESONE-CAMAC Mechanics 
Working Group (EMWG) 
Chairman: F. H. Hale, Electronics and Applied 
Physics Div., Building 347.2, AERE Harwell, 
Didcot, Berks. OXll ORA, England. 
ESONE-CAMAC Information 
Working Group (EIWG) 
Chairman: H. Meyer, CBNM Euratom, Steenweg 
naar Retie, 2440 Geel, Belgium. 
NIM-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
NIM-CAMAC Dataway Working Group (NDWG) 
Chairman: F. A. Kirsten, Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory, University of California, Berkeley, Ca. 
94720, U.S.A. 
Secretary: S. J. Rudnick, Argonne National Labora-
tory, P. 0. Box X, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
37830, U.S.A. 
Serial Systems Sub-group 
Chairman: D. R. Machen, Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory, University of California, LAMPF I 
MP-1, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544, U.S.A. 
Systems Compatibility Sub-group 
Chairman: S. R. Smith, National Accelerator Labora-
tory, P. 0. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60510, 
U.S.A. 
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NIM-CAMAC Software Working Group (NSWG) 
Chairman: R. F. Thomas, Jr., Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544, 
U.S.A. 
Secretary: W. K. Dawson, University of Alberta, 
Dept. of Physics, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 
NIM-CAMAC Mechanical and Power Supplies 
Working Group (NMWG) 
Chairman: D. A. Mack, Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory, University of California, Berkeley, Cali-
fornia 94720, U.S.A. 
NIM-CAMAC Analogue Signals 
Working Groug (NAWG) 
Chairman: D. I. Porat, Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center, Stanford University, P. 0. Box 4349, 
Stanford, California 94305, U.S.A. 
PAPER ABSTRACTS TRANSLATIONS 
Modularity and CAMAC 
H. Bisby 
Summary 
The instrumentation associated with nuclear sciences has always taken 
advantage of new data-processing techniques. The early introduction of 
the modular concept and its continuous development led to the CAMAC 
Standard. The modular concept is described and the advantages of 
CAMAC are examined. 
Zusammenfassung 
Die Kernwissenschaft hat neue Datenverarbeitungstechni-
ken stets fi.ir ihre lnstrumentierung genutzt. Die fri.ihzeitige 
Einfi.ihrung des modularen Konzepts und seine standige 
Weiterentwicklung haben zu dem CAMAC-Standard 
gefi.ihrt. Das modulare Konzept wird beschrieben und die 
Vorzi.ige des CAMAC-Systems werden behandelt. 
Resume 
L'instrumentation liee aux sciences nucleaires a toujours 
beneficia des nouvelles techniques de traitement des 
donnees. L'introduction, des le debut. du concept modu-
laire et son deve/oppement ininterrompu ant abouti au 
Standard CAMAC. Description du concept modulaire et 
examen des avantages du CAMAC. 
Riassunto 
La strumentazione delle scienze nucleari ha sempre sfruttato 
i vantaggi connessi aile nuove tecniche di trattamento dei 
dati. L'introduzione del concetto modulare e Ia sua continua 
evoll.fzione hanna condotto allo standard CAMAC. Net 
documento viene descritta Ia concezione modulare e i 
vantaggi del CAMAC. 
Samenvatting 
Bij de instrumentatie in verband met de kernwetenschappen 
is steeds geprofiteerd van nieuwe technieken op het gebied 
van de verwerking van gegevens. De vroegtijdige invoering 
van het modulaire concept en de voortdurende ontwikkeling 
daarvan, heeft geleid tot de CAMAC-standaard. Er wordt 
een beschrijving gegeven van het modulaire concept en 
nader ingegaan op de voordelen die CAMAC biedt. 
Pe3IOMe 
Jl8epHafl annapamypa 8Ce28a /10 /l b308Q/lQCb H08blMU 8ocmu-
JtCeHUflMU o6pa6omKu 8aHHbtx . /(a8HO npuMel-lfleMafl u8efl 
6/lO IJHOU cucmeMbl U ei! 8a/lbHeUUlee pa38Umue npuee/lu K 
cmaH8apmy CAMAC. Onucana KOHl{enLfUfl 6AOIJftblX cucmeM 
u paccMompeHbt npeuMyUJecm8a cucmeMbl CAMAC. 
The CAMAC Serial Highway- A Preview 
R.C.M. Barnes 
Summary 
Advance information is given on a new CAMAC serial highway, com-
plementing the existing parallel Branch Highway (EUR 4600e ).This 
serial highway can be used, either alone or in conjunction with modems, 
over longer distances and in noisy environments. It can be connected to 
standard communications interfaces available on most computers. 
Zusammenfassung 
Der Bericht enthiilt erste Angaben i.iber einen neuen seriellen 
CAMAC-Highway, der den vorhandenen parallelen Branch 
Highway (EUR 4600e) erganzt. Dieser serie/le Highway 
kann al/ein oder in Verbindung mit Modems fi.ir die Daten-
i.ibertragung i.iber grdssere Entfernungen und bei hohem 
Gerauschpege/ benutzt werden. Die Verbindung mit den 
bei den meisten Rechnern vorhandenen Standardanschli.is-
sen fi.ir die Dateni.ibertragung ist moglich. 
Resume 
Informations preliminaires sur une nouvelle interconnexion 
de branche serie qui complete /'interconnexion de branche 
parallete deja existante (EUR 4600e). Cette interconnexion 
serie peut etre uti Iisee soit seule, soit en association avec des 
modems, sur de plus tongues distances et dans des milieux 
perturbes. Elle peut etre reliee aux interfaces de communica-
tion standards qui existent dans Ia plupart des ordinateurs. 
Riassunto 
Vengono fornite anticipatamente informazioni su una 
nuova interconnessione serie CAMAC che si aggiunge a/ 
collegamento del ramo principa/e gia esistente (EUR 4600e) 
Tale interconnessione serie puo' essere utilizzata da sola o 
insieme a modem su lunghe distanze e in ambienti rumorosi. 
Puo' essere collegata a interfacce standard di comunicazione 
disponibili nella maggioranza dei calcolatori. 
Samenvatting 
Voorafgaande informatie wordt hier verstrekt over de 
nieuwe CAMAC -hoofdlijn voor seriebewerking we/ke een 
aanvulling vormt op de bestaande vertakkingshoofdlijn voor 
parallelbewerking (EUR 4600e). Deze hoofdlijn voor 
seriebewerking kan hetzij op zichze/f, hetzij in combinatie 
met modems worden gebruikt over grotere afstanden en in 
luidruchtige omgevingen. De lijn kan worden aanges/oten 
op standaard-interfaces voor communicatie die op de 
meeste computers aanwezig zijn . 
Pe3IOMe 
llp e88apume/lbflbze UHfpop MaiJUU o no8ou, nocAe8o8ame/lbHOU 
Ma2ucmpa/lu CAMAC , Komopafl 8ono/lnflem cyUJecm8YIOUJYIO 
Ma2ucmpallb 8em8u (EUR 4600). llocAe8o8ame/lbflafl Ma2u-
cmpallb MOJtcem pa6omamb U/lu caMocmoHme/lbflO U/lU 
coeMecmno c Mo8eMaMu na 6o/lbUlUe p accmoflHUfl u 8 
npucymcm8uu noMex. M oJtcem 6bzmb no8 Kili01Jena K cman-
8apmHblM UHmep(/jeUCQM C8fl3U 8ocmy i1HblM 8 6ollbUleHCm8e 
'3BM. 
A Data Acquisition System Based on CAMAC 
and Supported by BASIC and FORTRAN 
D. A. lePatourel, R. R. Johnson, D. Marquardt, 
D. Gurd 
Summary 
A 12 k minicomputer has been used with CAMAC and NIM equipment in 
an intermediate-energy nuclear scattering data acquisition system. The 
system is programmed in BASIC or FORTRAN, with sub -routines for 
input/output via CAMAC. The version with BASIC is most useful to 
experimenters, except where higher data rates require the use of FOR-
TRAN. 
Zusammenfassung 
Ein 12k-Kieinrechner wird zusammen mit CAMAC- und 
NIM-Geriiten in einem Datenerfassungssystem fi.ir Kern-
streu-E><perimente im mittleren Energiebereich eingesetzt. 
Das System wird in BASIC oder FORTRAN- mit Unter-
programmen fi.ir Ein- und Ausgabe i.iber CAMAC - pro-
grammiert. Die Variante in BASIC ist fi.ir die Experimenta-
toren sehr zweckdienlich; fi.ir hdhere Dateni.ibertragungs-
raten mu/3 jedoch FORTRAN benutzt werden. 
Resume 
Un miniordinateur de 12k, associe a des elements CAMAC 
et NIM, a ete utilise dans un systeme d'acquisition de 
donnees pour experiences de diffusion de particules 
nucleaires en moyenne energie. Le systeme est programme 
en BASIC et en FORTRAN, avec des sous-programmes 
d'entree jsortie par CAMAC. La version BASIC est Ia plus 
utile aux experimentateurs, sauf dans les cas oil le taux eleve 
de donnees a acquerir necessite /'utilisation du FORTRAN. 
Riassunto 
Un mini ca/colatore da 12 k e stato usato con apparecchia-
ture CAMAC e NIM in un sistema di acquisizione di dati 
sulfa diffusione nucleare a media energia. II sistema e 
programmata in BASIC o FORTRAN con sub-routine per f'ingressojuscita tramite if CAMAC. La versione BASIC e 
estremamente utile per gli sperimentatori, salvo quanta data 
if maggiore flusso di dati e necessaria impiegare i/ FORTRAN. 
Samenvatting 
In combinatie met CAMAC en NIM-uitrusting is gebruik 
gemaakt van een 12k-minicomputer bij een verwervings-
systeem voor gegevens over nucleaire verstrooiings-
doorsneden bij intermediaire energie. Het systeem is 
geprogrammeerd in BASIC of FORTRAN, met subpro-
gramma's voor in- en uitvoer via CAMAC. De versie met 
BASIC is bijzonder nuttig voor experimentele doeleinden, 
behalve indien het gebruik van FORTRAN vereist is voor 
grotere gegevenssnelheden. 
Pe3IOMe 
B cucmeMe c6opa 8aHHblX 8/lfl 3KcnepuMeHma H8epH020 
pacceHHUfl e o6Aacmu cp e8nux 3Hep 2uu npuMeHeno MUHUKOM-
ny mep c naMflmbiO 12 K coeMecmHo c annapamypou CAMAC 
u N I M. llpo2p aMMbl 8eoaa u 8bl808a aaHHblX qep e3 CA MA C 
HanucaHo Ha fl3 blKax E a3uK u ifjopmpaH. B ep cufl Ha Ea3uKe 
fl6/lflemcfl 6a/lee y8a6HOU 8/lfl 3KCnepuMenmamopoe 3Q 
UCK/liOIJeHueM c/ly !Jaee 6a/lbUlOU cKopocmu nep e8aqu. 
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CAMAC Applications in the Central Electricity 
Research laboratories 
E. G. Kingham and R. E. Martin 
Summary 
The paper reviews various applications of CAMAC in a multi-discipline 
research laboratory. Two autonomous systems are used for data logging 
and supervision. Other autonomous systems control and collect data 
from an electron-beam analyser and X -ray diffractometer. A computer-
based system is used for data acquisition and processing. 
Zusammenfassung 
Es wird iiber verschiedene CAMAC-Anwendungen in 
einem multidisziplinaren Forschyngslaboratorium berichtet. 
Fiir die Datenabfrage und die Uberwachung werden zwei 
autonome Systeme benutzt. Weitere autonome Systeme 
dienen zur Steuerung und Datenaufnahme von einem 
Elektronenstrahi-Analysator und einem Rontgendiffrak-
tometer. Fiir die Datenerfassung und -verarbeitung wird ein 
rechnergefiihrtes System benutzt. 
Resume 
Cet article passe en revue diverses applications CAMAC 
dans un laboratoire de recherches pluridisciplinaire. Deux 
systemes autonomes sont utilises pour !'acquisition des 
donnees et Ia surveillance. D' aut res systemes autonomes 
contr61ent et collectent les donnees fournies par un analy-
seur a balayage electronique et par un diffractometre a 
rayons X. Un systeme avec ordinateur est utilise pour 
/'acquisition et le traitement des donnees. 
Riassunto 
Vengono passate in rassegna varie applicazioni CAMAC in 
un laboratorio di ricerche multidisciplinari. Vengono usati 
due sistemi autonomi per Ia catalogazione e Ia supervisione 
dei dati. Altri sistemi autonomi control/ana e raccolgono i 
dati da un analizzatore a e/ettroni e da un diffractometro a 
raggi X. L'acquisizione dei dati e if trattamento vengono 
effettuati tramite un sistema con calcolatore. 
Sa menvatti ng 
In dit document wordt een overzicht gegeven van ver-
schillende toepassingen van CAMAC in een onderzoek-
laboratorium voor uiteenlopende wetenschappelijke ge-
bieden. Voor datalogging en supervisie wordt gebruik 
gemaakt van twee autonome systemen. Andere autonome 
systemen dienen voor het controleren en verzame/en van 
gegevens van een elektronenbundelanalysator en een ront-
gendiffractiemeter. Voor het v~rkrijgen en het verwerken 
van de ges:revens wordt gebrufk gemaakt van een op een 
computer gebaseerd systeem. 
Pe3IOMe 
PacMompeHo pa3Hbte npuMeHeHufl CAMAC-a 6 MHozonpo-
(/3ullbHOU Hay'lHOU !la6opamopuu. !{6e a6mOHOMUbte cucmeMbl 
ucno!lb306aHo Ollfl c6opa oaHHblX u Koumpo!lfl. f{pyzue 
a6mOHOMHble cucmeMbl co6upwom oaHHble u ynpa6/lflTOm 
aHa!luJamopoM nyiJKa HeumpoH06 u X-llyiJe6blM cneKmpo-
MempoM. EaJupo6aHble Ha 3BM cucmeMbl, npuMefteHO Ollfl 
c6opa u o6pa6omKu oaHHblX. 
CAMAC Branch Driver for Laben Computers 
l. Stanchi 
Summary 
A branch driver for use with Laben 70 and 701 computers is described. It 
contains features for fast handling of special LAM's, for address scans 
over an unknown number of registers, and for direct transfer of data 
between modules. 
Zusammenfassung 
Eine zentra/e Steuerung fiir den Einsatz mit Laben-Rechnern 
70 und 701 wird beschrieben. Sie ist fiir schnelle Verar-
beitung spezieller Anforderungen, sequentielle Adressierung 
iiber eine unbekannte Anzahl von Registern sowie fiir 
direkte Dateniibertragung zwischen Moduln ausgelegt. 
Resume 
Description d' une commande de branche pour ordinateurs 
LABEN 70 et 701. Cette commande contient des dispositifs 
pour le traitement rapide de LAM speciaux, pour des scruta -
tions d'adresses sur un nombre de registres inconnu et pour 
le transfert direct de donnees de tiroir a tiroir. 
Riassunto 
Viene descritto un e/emento di comando di ramo da im-
piegare coni calco/atori LABEN 70 e 701. Esso e concepito 
in particolare per if trattamento rapido di LAM speciali, per Ia 
scansione di indirizzi su un numero incognito di registri e 
per if trasferimento diretto di dati fra moduli. 
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Samenvatting 
In dit document wordt een beschrijving gegeven van 
branchbekrachtiging voor gebruik in combinatie met 
Laben 70 en 701 computers. Deze vertoont speciale 
kenmerken voor een snelle verwerking van bijzonder 
LAM's, voor adresaftasting bij een onbekend aantal 
registers, en voor rechtstreekse overdracht van gegevens 
tussen modules. 
Pe3IOMe 
Onucau KOHmpo!l!lep 6em6u O!lfl 3BM Laben 70 u 701 e 
KomopoM 603MO:>ICHa 6bzcmpafl o6pa6omxa cneljuaJ1.bllbZX 
3Qfl60K LAM, CKQHUp06GHUe aopeC06 npu 3apaHee HeU3-
6eCmHOM KO!l ll'lecm6e pezucmpo6 KaK u npRMafl nepeoal.fa 
Me:>tcoy Mooy llflMU. 
Developments in Hardware and Software for 
the 7025 Programmed Dataway Controller 
l. D. Ward and R. C. M. Barnes 
Summary 
Many successful CAMAC systems use the Harwe!I/Nuclear Enterprises 
7025 programmed Dataway Controller. The programs have mostly been 
written in machine code and held in 256- word read-only stores. New 
developments described in this paper provide assembly-level program-
fT' ing facilities and a 2730-word read-write store for programs and data . 
Zusammenfassung 
Viele erfolgreiche CAMAC-Systeme arbeiten mit der 
programmierten Datenwegsteuerung 7025 von Harwell I 
Nuclear Enterprises. Die iiberwiegend- in Maschinencode 
geschriebenen Programme sind in Festspeicher mit 256-
Worten eingegeben. Als neue Entwicklungen werden die 
Programmierung in Assemblersprache und ein 2730- Wort-
Lese-Schreib-Speicher fiir Programme und Daten be-
schrieben. 
Resume 
Un grand nombre de systemes CAMAC donnant toute 
satisfaction utilisent le contr6/eur de chassis programme 
Harwe/1/Nuc/ear Enterprises 7025. La p/upart des pro-
grammes ont ete ecrits en code-machine et stockes en 
memoires mortes de 256 mots. Cet article decrit de nou-
veaux perfectionnements, procurant des possibilites de 
programmation au niveau de /'assemblage ainsi qu'une 
memoire /ecture-ecriture de 2730 mots pour les programmes 
et les donnees. 
Riassunto 
In molti sistemi si usa con successo if modulo di control/a 
programmata Harwell I Nuclear Enterprise 7025.1 programmi 
sono scritti genera/mente in codice macchina e memorizzati 
in memorie a 256 parole per sola lettura . I recenti sviluppi 
descritti net documento riguardano dispositivi di program-
mazione a livello assembler e una memoria per lettura e 
scrittura a 2730 parole per programmi e dati. 
Samenvatting 
Bij een groat aantal succesvol werkende CAMAC-systemen 
wordt gebruik gemaakt van de Harwell/ Nuclear Enterprises 
7025 Programmed Dataway Controller. De programma's 
zijn voor het merendeel gesteld in machinetaal en opge-
s/agen in uitsluitend uitleesbare geheugens van 256 woor-
den . De nieuwe ontwikke/ingen die in dit document zijn 
beschreven resu/teren in programmeringsvoorzieningen op 
assembleerniveau en een 2730- woorden lees/ schrijfge-
heugen voor de programmen en de gegevens. 
Pe3IOMe 
Bo MHozux cucmeMax CAMAC ycneumo npuMeHfl fOmCfl 
npozpaMHble KOHmpo!l!lepbi muna Harwell 7025. f.Jaute 6cezo 
npozpaMMbl coJoaJomcfl 6 MaUlUHHOM Kooe u coxpaHfl fOmCfl 
6 nocmOflHHOU naMfll11U eMKOCmbTO ao 256 C/106. OnucaHHble 
H06bte pa3pa6omKu Kacwomcfl fl3blKa acceM6!lepa KaK u 
npuMeHeHUfl naMflmu 2370 C/106 Ollfl xpaHeHUfl npozpaMMbl 
u OQHllblX. 
A Serial Crate Controller 
F. Buschbeck and E. Neuwirth 
Summary 
This paper describes a serial CAMAC crate controller for smaller systems. 
Each byte is a unique message, thus avoiding problems of message 
synchronisation. There is a full-duplex link from each crate controller to 
the computer. 
Zusammenfassung 
Es wird ein serieller CAMAC-Cratecontroller fiir Anwen-
dung in kleineren Systemen beschrieben. Jedes Byte ist ein 
eindeutiger Befehl, Probleme der Satzsynchronisation 
fallen dadurch weg. Jeder Cratecontroller sol/ uber eine 
eigene full-duplex Leitung an den Rechner angesch/ossen 
werden. 
Resume 
Le present article contient une description d'un contr61eur 
de chassis serie destine a des petits systemes. Chaque byte 
est un message unique, ce qui elimine /es problemes de 
synchronisation des messages. Un circuit «full-duplex» 
relie chaque contr6/eur de chassis a/' ordinateur. 
Riassunto 
Si descrive un modulo di control/a serie per piccoli sistemi. 
Ciascun byte e un unico messaggio per cui si evitano i 
problemi di sincronizzazione dei messaggi. Ciascun 
modulo di control/a e co/legato a/ calcolatore mediante un 
collegamento duplex comp/eto. 
Samenvatting 
In dit document wordt een beschrijving gegeven van een 
serie-CAMAC cratecontrollen voor toepassing in kleinere 
systemen. Elke byte is een duidelijk enke/ bevel waardoor 
problemen in verband met synchronisatie van medede/ingen 
worden voorkomen. Elke cratecontrol/er beschikt over een 
eigen fu/1-dup/exverbinding met de computer. 
Pe3JOMe 
OnucaH KOHmpO!lllep noc!le8o6ame/lbH020 muna allfl Kpeuma 
CAMAC 6 He6ollbtuux cucmeMax. KaJtcBbzu 6aum fl61l!lemc!l 
om8e!lbHblM C6e8eHUeM, limO ynpOUJaem CUHXpOHU3aljUIO. 
K KaJtcBoMy KOHmpo!lllepy Kpeuma npucoe8UHJlemc!l no!lnylo, 
8ynlleKCIIY10 /lUHU/0 C6Jl3U. 
Derandomising CAMAC Input Module 
R. Klesse 
Summary 
This CAMAC module is a last-in first-out buffer that can accept randomly-
timed data words and transfer them via the Dataway to a computer. It is 
used when the transfer rate to the computer is not sufficient for the 
peak data rate, but can handle the mean rate. 
Zusammenfassung 
Dieser CAMAC-Modu/ ist eine «last in -first out» -
Puffereinheit, die eine Zufa/lsfolge von Daten aufnehmen 
und iiber den Datenweg zu eine/1'] Rechner iibertragen kann. 
Er wird eingesetzt, wenn die Ubertragungsfrequenz zum 
Rechner nicht fiir die gewiinschte Doppelimpulsaufld.~ung 
der Ereignisse ausreicht, wenn aber der mittleren Uber-
tragungsgeschwindigkeit (jedoch) entsprochen werden 
kann. 
Resume 
Ce module CAMA C est une me moire tampon « dernier 
entre- premier sorti» qui accepte les donnees arrivant a 
des instants aleatoires et les transfere a un ordinateur via 
1'/nterconnexion. II est utilise lorsque Ia vitesse de transfert 
a/' ordinateur est insuffisante pour absorber le debit maximal 
de donnees, alors que le debit moyen peut etre traite. 
Riassunto 
Questa modulo CAMAC e un disaccoppiatore che riceve 
dati in successione casuale e li trasferisce a/ calcolatore 
tramite 1'/nterconnessione in modo tale che /'ultimo entrato 
viene trasferito prima. Esso viene impiegato quando Ia 
cadenza di trasferimento a/ calcolatore e insufficiente per Ia 
cadenza di picco ma puo' trattare Ia cadenza media. 
Samenvatting 
Deze CAMAC moduul is een (laatst-in-eerst-uit) buffer-
geheugen dat willekeurig in de tijd komende gegevens-
woorden kan opnemen en via de Dataway overbrengen 
naar de computer. Hiervan wordt gebruik gemaakt wanneer 
de overbrengingssnelheid van de computer niet voldoende 
is voor de pieksnelheid van de gegevenstoevoer doch deze 
de gemiddelde snelheid hiervan kan verwerken. 
Pe3JOMe 
OnucallllblU 611oK CAMAC fl61l!lemcfl 6y(/jepoM, Komopbzu 
npUHUMaem CllyiJaUI/0 pacnpe8e!leflllbze Cll06a 8anHblX U 
nepe8aem ux 11epe3 Mazucmpallb K 'JBM IWIJWtafl c noc11e8nezo 
co6bzmbfl. E11oK npuMenflemcJl 6 c!lyllaflx Koz8a ~Jacmoma 
nepe8aiJU K 'JBM He 8ocmuzaem MQKCUMQ/lbllOU IJacmombl 
npuxoJtcBellUJl BaHHblX oBHaKo Jl6/lflemcfl aocmamormou, 
yllumbz6afl cpe8nee 3HaiJeHue :=Jmou ~Jacmombz. 
Some Aspects of a Compiler Writing System and 
the Implementation of the CAMAC Language 
K. H. Degenhardt, U. Marx-Rehbein, W. Woletz 
Summary 
Recent work at the Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut to automate the writing of 
compilers for programming languages is presented. The first application 
of the Compiler Writing System (CWS) will be the implementation of a 
compiler for the CAMAC language. 
Zusammenfassung 
Neuere Arbeiten im Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut zur Automati-
sierung des Schreibens von Kompilern fiir Programmier-
sprachen werden beschrieben. Als erste Anwendung des 
Compiler Writing System (CWS) sol/ ein Kompiler fiir die 
CAMAC-Sprache erstellt werden. 
Resume 
Presentation des travaux recents effectues au Hahn-
Meitner-lnstitut, en vue de /'automatisation de l'ecriture 
des compilateurs utilises pour les langages de programma-
lion. La premiere application du «Compiler Writing System» 
(CWS) sera Ia mise en reuvre d'un compilateur pour 
langage CAMAC. 
Riassunto 
Vengono presentate le recenti attivita svolte presso /'Hahn 
Meitner- /nstitut per automatizzare Ia scrittura dei compi-
/atori di linguaggi di programmazione. La prima applicazione 
del Compiler Writing System (CWS) sara Ia preparazione 
di un compilatore per illinguaggio CAMAC. 
Sa menvatti ng 
In dit document wordt ingegaan op recente werkzaamheden 
bij het Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut met het oog op een geauto-
matiseerde samenstelling van compilators voor program-
meringstalen. De eerste toepassing van het Compiler 
Writing System (CWS) is de uitvoering van een compilator 
voor de CAMAC-taal. 
Pe3IOMe 
llpe8cma6/lellbl, 6e8yUJuecfl 6 HHcmumyme Hahn-Meitner, 
noc!leBHue pa3pa6omKu 6 o611acmu a6moMamu3alJUU co38anufl 
KOMnau/lepo6 Bllfl Jl3bZK06 npozpaMMupo6anufl. llep6bZM 
npuMeHenueM cucmeMbl nucanufl KOMnaiillepo6 (CWS) 6y8em 
P3bZK CAMAC. 
Proposal for a Power Failure Signal from 
the CAMAC Power Supply to the Control Station 
C. Eck, F. Iselin, J.-P. Vanuxem 
Summary 
A Power Failure feature is recommended to provide the controller with an 
early warning signal that the mains supply has failed. This allows action 
to be taken to save the contents of registers in the CAMAC crate while 
the d.c. supply voltages are still within tolerances. 
Zusammenfassung 
Ein «Power Failure» (PF) Signal wird empfohlen, das ein 
Zusammenbrechen der Netzspannung friihzeitig anzeigt. 
Dies Signal ermdglicht das Auslesen al/er Register eines 
CAMAC-Rahmens, bevor eine der G/eichspannungen 
unter den erlaubten Grenzwert fallt. 
Resume 
Un dispostif « Defaut d'alimentation » est recommande : if 
permet de donner, des /e debut, au contr6/eur, un signa/lui 
indiquant Ia defaillance du circuit d'alimentation principal, 
ce qui permet d'intervenir pour preserver le contenu des 
registres du chassis CAMAC, avant que les tensions 
d'alimentation ne soient hors tolerances. 
Riassunto 
Si raccomanda un indicatore di guasti per informare if 
modulo di control/a tramite un segnale immediato che Ia 
rete di alimentazione e interrotta. E' possibile cos/ prendere 
provvedimenti per salvare if contenuto dei registri ne/ 
contenitore CAMAC quando le tensioni continue di a/imen-
tazione sono ancora entro le tolleranze prescritte. 
Samenvatting 
In dit document wordt de toepassing aanbevolen van een 
voorziening in geval van het uitva/len van de voedings-
stroom zodat bij de besturing tijdig een signaal wordt 
ontvangen dat de stroomtoevoer is onderbroken. Hierdoor 
kunnen maatregelen worden genomen om de inhoud van de 
registers in het CAMAC-crate te behouden zolang de 
voltages van de voedingsge/ijkstroom nog binnen de 
toelaatbare grenzen blijven. 
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PeJIOMe 
PeKoMeH8yemcfl npuMeHeHue cuzHa!la « HeucnpaeHocmb 
numaHUfl », Komopbtu npe8ynpeJtc8aem o oJtcu8aeMOM omcym-
cm6uu numaHUfl. 3mo no360ilflem coxpaHUmb co8epJtcaHue 
pezucmpo6 Kpeuma CAMAC noKa nummoUfue HanpflJtceHUfl 
eUfe Haxo8umcfl 6 npe8e11ax mo!lepaHlJUU. 
Module Descriptor 
0. Ph. Nicolaysen 
Summary 
The revised CAMAC specification recommends an address for accessing 
a module descriptor word, but does not define the contents of the descrip-
tor. This paper reviews the sources of information about the characteristics 
of a CAMA C module, and proposes a 16-bit descriptor word. 
Zusammenfassung 
Die uberarbeitete CAMAC-Spezifikation empfiehlt eine 
Adresse fur den Zugriff auf ein Modui-Deskriptorwort, 
ohne jedoch den lnhalt des Deskriptors zu definieren. Der 
Bericht legt dar, wie lnformationen uber die Charakteristiken 
eines CAMAC-Moduls erlangt werden kdnnen, ein 16-Bit-
Deskriptorwort wird vorgeschlagen. 
Resume 
Les specifications CAMAC revisees recommandent une 
adresse qui permet l'acces a un mot descripteur du tiroir 
mais elle ne precise pas le contenu d u descripteur. Le 
present article passe en revue les sources d'information 
relatives aux caracteristiques d'un tiroir CAMAC et propose 
un mot descripteur de 16 bits. 
Riassunto 
Nelle caratteristiche rivedute del CAMA C si raccomanda 
un indirizzo per pater accedere ad un descrittore di modulo, 
senza definire pero il contenuto del descrittore. II presente 
documento passa in rassegna le fonti di informazione in 
merito aile caratteristiche del modulo CAMAC e propane un 
descrittore a 16 bit. 
Samenvatting 
In de herziene CAMAC-specificatie wordt een adres 
aanbevolen voor het toegankelijk maken van een module 
beschrijvingswoord, maar wordt de inhoud van de descriptor 
niet gedefinieerd. In dit document wordt een overzicht 
gegeven van de bronnen van informatie over de karak-
teristieken van een CAMAC-module en wordt een 16-bit 
beschrijvingswoord voorgesteld. 
Pe3IOMe 
Mo8urfiuLfupo6aHHbte cnelJu(/juKalJUU CAMAC peKoMeH8ywm 
a8pec 8Jlfl 8ecKpunmopa 6110Ka HO He Onpe8e!lJlem co8epJICQHUJl 
Jmozo Clto6a. PaccMompeHbt ucm04HUKu uH(/jopMalJUU xapaK-
mepHbze a/lfl 6.10K06 CAMAC u npe8/loJtCeHO 16-6umoeoe 
C/l060 8ecKpunmopa. 
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Isolator Stage for 
the CAMAC Branch Highway System 
W. Tebra 
Summary 
Interference from spurious common-mode signals and high-tension 
breakdowns in experiments can cause serious trouble in CAMAC 
systems. A light-coupled isolator stage in the branch highway is then 
helpful. Such a highway isolator has been used since January 1972, 
and drives several crates located at up to 100m from the computer. 
Zusammenfassung 
Gleichtakt-Stdrsignale und Unterbrechungen der Hoch-
spannungsversorgung bei Experimenten kdnnen zu ernsten 
Stdrungen in CAMAC-Systemen fuhren. Die Probleme 
kdnnen durch eine lsolator-Stufe im Branch Highway 
uberwunden werden. Ein solcher Isolator ist seit Januar 
1972 im Einsatz; er steuert mehrere Rahmen, die bis zu 
100m vom Rechner entfernt sind. 
Resume 
Au cours d'experiences, des signaux parasites en mode 
commun et des coupures de hautes tensions peuvent 
provoquer de graves perturbations dans les systemes 
CAMAC. Un etage d'isolement optoetectronique place sur 
l'interconnexion de branche est alors tres utile. Un tel 
isolateur a ete utilise depuis janvier 1972; il commande 
divers chassis situes jusqu' a 100m de /' ordinateur. 
Riassunto 
lnterferenze da segnali spuri di modo comune e scariche ad 
alta tensione in esperimenti possono provocare gravi 
disturbi ai sistemi CAMAC. A tale scopo e utile instal/are 
uno stadia d'isolamento accoppiato a luce nel collegamento 
del ramo principale. Tale isolatore sui ramo e in uso dal 
gennaio 1972 e aziona vari contenitori situati fino a 100 
metri di distanza dal calcolatore. 
Samenvatting 
lnterferentie afkomstig van storende gemeenschappelijke-
modussignalen en hoogspanningstoringen kunnen in 
CAMAC-systemen ernstige moeilijkheden veroorzaken. Een 
licht-gekoppelde isolatorfase in de hoofdlijnvertakking kan 
in een dergelijk geval nuttig zijn. Van een dergelijke hoofd-
lijnisolator wordt sinds januari 1972 gebruik gemaakt en 
bekrachtigt verschi/lende crates tot op een afstand van 100 
m van de computer. 
Pe3IOMe 
floMeXU om napa3UmHblX CU2HQ/l06 U 6blCOK060/lbmHblX 
pa3pflJICeHUU 6 JKCnepUMeHme M02ym 6blmb npU4UHOU 
cepe3Hbtxoutu6oK 6 cucmeMax CAMAC.llo!le3HblM fl61lflemcfl 
npuMeHeHue 6 6em6u U30ilupy!oUfeu cmene11u co ceemo6oM 
CLfen/leHueM. TaKue cmeneHu ucnollb3yemcfl c flH6apfl 1972 2. 
npu ynpa6/leHUU HeCKO/lbKUMU KpeumaMU pacnO/lOJICeHHblMU 
Ha paccmOJlHUU 8o 100M om 3BM. 
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